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Preface 
Welcome to the “Open Identity Summit 2022”, which has been jointly organized by the 
Special Interest Groups BIOSIG within the German Computer Science Society (Gesell-
schaft für Informatik) and the Technical University of Denmark. 

The international program committee performed a strong review process according to the 
LNI guidelines with at least three reviews per paper and accepted 50 % of the 16 submitted 
papers as full scientific papers.  

Furthermore, the program committee has created a program including selected contribu-
tions of strong interest (further conference contributions) for the outlined scope of this 
conference. 

We would like to thank all authors for their contributions and the numerous reviewers for 
their work in the program committee. 
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Towards robustness of keyboard-entered authentication 
factors with thermal wiping against thermographic attacks  

Lothar Fritsch1, Marie Mecaliff2, Kathinka Wik Opdal3,  
Mathias Rundgreen4, Toril Sachse5    

Abstract: Many authentication methods use keyboard entry for one of their authentication factors. 
Keyboards factors have been compromised exploiting physical fingerprints, substances from 
fingers visible on keys, with acoustic recordings through mobile phones, and through video 
reflections captured by high-resolution cameras used for video conferencing. Heat transfer from 
human fingers to keypads is an additional attack channel that has been demonstrated. There are 
few mitigation measures published against this type of attack. This article summarizes the 
feasibility of thermographic attacks against computer keyboards and against door pin pads, as well 
as the efficiency of the scrubbing technique deployed in order to counter thermographic attacks. 
For this purpose, a series of experiments with small, mobile thermal cameras were carried out. We 
report findings such as time intervals and other constraints for successful laboratory observation of 
authentication factors, describe scrubbing methods and report the performance of those methods. 

Keywords: password hijacking, infrared camera, thermographic attack, thermal imaging, 
authentication factor, identity management, information security, scrubbing, thermal lock picking. 

1 Introduction 

PIN codes and passwords as well as touchscreen-entered patterns are widely used 
authentication factors. Their compromise can lead to the collapse of individual digital 
identities as well as to the degradation of whole identity ecosystems [Fr20]. The 
common feature of most solutions is the transfer of an authentication secret to a 
computer input device through physically pressing or moving fingers of the human hand 
over the device. This physical contact transfers body heat from the finger to the touched 
device. Such heat is measurable with thermography cameras which measure the infrared 
head emissions from object surfaces. Sensors are recently integrated in small devices 
such as the FLIR C5 pocket camera6 and the hardened Android phone CAT S62 Pro7, 

 
1 Oslo Metropolitan University (OsloMET), Department of Computer Science, Postboks 4, St.Olavs plass, 

0130 Oslo, Norway, lotharfr@oslomet.no, https://orcid.org/0000-0002-0418-4121 
2 Institut National des Sciences Appliquées de Toulouse, France, mariemecaliff@gmail.com 
3 Oslo Metropolitan University (OsloMET), Department of Computer Science, s187533@oslomet.no 
4 Oslo Metropolitan University (OsloMET), Department of Computer Science, rundgreen@me.com 
5 Oslo Metropolitan University (OsloMET), Department of Computer Science, s341837@oslomet.no 
6 FLIR C5 thermal camera, https://www.flir.com/products/c5/ as of 18.1.2022 
7 CAT S62 Pro mobile phone with thermal camera, https://www.catphones.com/en-gb/cat-s62-pro-smartphone/ 
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which are available at prices below 1000 EUR. Both the price range as well as the 
deployability of the cameras outside laboratory settings increase the feasibility and 
likelihood of thermal attacks. We therefore investigated the feasibility of attacks and 
their prevention.  

The remainder of the article is structured as follows: First, we summarize the 
background of the project by a summary of thermal attacks and their mitigation in 
academic literature. Next, we define our research questions and describe the 
experimental setup and the results of experimentation. Finally, we discuss our results and 
summarize open issues.  

1.1 Background thermal hacking 

Attacks against PIN pads: Point-of-sales attacks against PIN code security have been 
investigated by Singh. et al [SBS19] with the goal to investigate the influence of camera 
distance, time passed between entry and capture, angle of photography and ambient 
temperature.  Li et al [Li19] built a demonstrator that extracts the sequence of typed keys 
from a numerical keypad in laboratory experiments. They found influence factors such 
as typing speed, ambient temperature and typing speed as well as the number of 
repetitive keys used. In a second publication, Li et al [Li18] present experimental results 
for three countermeasures that reduce attack success from 30% to 10% based on these 
observations (see Tab. 1).  Mowery et al [MMS11] demonstrate automated extraction of 
keypad key patterns from 10.000 to 24 possible 4-digit PIN codes. They note influence 
factors such as keypad heat absorption, material reflectivity, ambient temperature and 
lightness of finger pressure during typing. However, they do not recommend 
countermeasures.  

Touch screens and pads: Abdrabou et al [Ab20] experimented with the thermal capture 
of security patterns and gestures on touch screens and touch pads of mobile computers 
and device. They achieved experimental success rates ranging from 14.81% (touch pad 
taps) up to 60% (gestures). They note that tap patterns transfer less heat than gestures 
painted with sliding fingers. Temperature differences between different test participants’ 
body temperatures were complicating analysis. No countermeasures were suggested. 
Complementary experimentation with mobile phone touch screens performed by 
Abdelrahman et al. [Ab17] investigated the automated extraction of touch PIN codes and 
authentication patterns from video sequences. They achieved success rates between 80% 
and 100 in lab settings, however noted that automated analysis suffers from overlapping 
lines in authentication patterns. The article proposes several countermeasures, 
summarized in Tab. 1. 

Computer keyboards: Kaczmarek et al [KOT19] studied password entry on computer 
keyboards. They notice differences in heat traces left by different typing styles. Notably, 
typing with fingers sliding over keys that are not pressed as part of the passwords 
complicates password extraction. Strong reduction in password search complexity is 
found. The authors speculate about countermeasures, however, do not experiment with 
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them (see Tab. 1). Wodo et al [WH16] investigate a wide range of key pads and 
keyboards in an exploratory study. They note that materials, surfaces, ambient and 
keyboard temperatures as well as timing constraints influence thermal print visibility. 
They reference defense countermeasures, which are classified below. 

Known countermeasures. Below, countermeasures against thermal attacks mentioned 
in the surveyed literature are listed and classified into types and maturity.  

Countermeasure Reference Maturity 

Block line of sight with shield [SBS19], [AKSA17], 
[WH16] Proposal 

Reflective surface [SBS19] Proposal 
Curved shape of keypad for diffusion [SBS19] Proposal 
Delay entry transaction until cooled off [SBS19] Proposal 
Minimum distance camera to keypad [SBS19] Proposal 
Temperature control of keypad [SBS19], [WH16] Proposal 
Materials with low heat conductivity [SBS19], [KOT19] Proposal 
Blinding with illuminated keypad [SBS19], [AKSA17] Proposal 
Wiping with CPU-generated heat [AKSA17] Proposal 
Heating of surface [AKSA17] Proposal 

Touch-to-heat wiping of thermal print [SBS19], [Li19], [KOT19], 
[AKSA17], [Li18] 

Proposal, 
Experiment 

Blowing of warm air over keypad [Li19], [Li18] Proposal, 
Experiment 

Randomized virtual pad on touchscreen [SBS19], [AKSA17] Proposal 
Ambient light against key mapping [Li19] Proposal 

Passwords with repetitive keys [Li19], [AKSA17], [Li18]  Proposal, 
Experiment 

Very long passphrases [AKSA17] Proposal 
Add authentication factor or medium [AKSA17], [WH16] Proposal 
Use temperate finger substitute for entry [KOT19] Proposal 

Tab. 1: Countermeasures against thermal attacks  

Our background summary in Tab. 1 clearly shows the lack of empirical validation of 
thermal attack countermeasures in published literature. Only for three of the measures, 
experiments of their effect have been published.  

Targets of attacks: All attacks found in literature were deployed in laboratory settings. 
Most effort is put into attacking PIN pads, followed by touch-based patterns and then 
computer keyboards. Below, the mapping of literature on attack target is listed. 

PIN pads:   [SBS19], [Li19], [Li18], [MMS11], [WH16] 

Touch screens:   [Ab20], [AKSA17]   
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Touch pads (laptop):  [Ab20]  

Keyboards:  [KOT19], [WH16] 

Digital door lock: [WH16] 

The specification of countermeasures in the above publication falls short of detailed 
descriptions of how the countermeasures must be applied in order to succeed. Neither 
material specifications, light intensities, temperature intervals or descriptions of wiping 
movements are described in a level of detail that would allow for the reproduction of the 
experiments.  

1.2 Research questions 

In this article, we summarize the findings of experimentation that targeted two research 
questions: 

1. Are IR fingerprints exploitable in a practical attack scenario with small thermal 
cameras? This research question investigates the practicability of attacks against a 
door PIN pad system. 

2. How can IR attacks get mitigated with simple means for everyday application? 
Which methods that do not need technical modifications, and which work with 
minimal effort, can mitigate thermal attacks? 

Digital door locks with PIN pads combine three experimental advantages: They are 
available indoors in controlled temperatures and lighting conditions. They do not move, 
but rest in locked position. And, most important, their users pass the door after PIN entry 
while leaving the PIN pad with thermal fingerprints behind. Thus, our feasibility study 
examines door locks with PIN pads as attack targets [RS21]. 

The empirical foundation of the proposed countermeasures against thermal attacks is 
weak. Therefore aims our second research question at systematic trials of easily 
applicable mitigation techniques in order to qualify how they work, and under which 
circumstances they are effective [Me21],[Wi21].  

2 Experimentation and results 

We carried out three studies with experiments in order to investigate the research 
questions: a feasibility test of thermal attacks against digital door locks with PIN pad 
[RS21], and experiments deploying countermeasures against thermal attacks against 
computer keyboard password entry [Wi21],[Me21]. In this section, we describe the 
experiments. 
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2.1 Practicability of attacks against digital door locks with PIN pads 

First observations made by targeting operative door locks at OsloMET’s buildings. Fig. 
1 shows various types of indoor and outdoor PIN pads in thermal images. Note how 
shape, surface materials and heat emissions from internal electronics influence the 
visibility of the heat prints on key “5” in the middle of the key pads.  

 
Fig. 1: Thermal image of various locks at OsloMET after pressing "5". Left: Internal heat 

obfuscates print. Center: round metal keys diffuse  heat radiation on keys.  Right: internal heat and 
plastic caps hide print [RS21]. 

As a consequence of these observations, a door lock was borrowed from a locksmithing 
shop in Oslo. It was set up in a lab where lighting conditions could be controlled. The 
lock’s temperature was measured at room temperature and refrigerated in order to 
simulate outdoor measurement. Fig. 2 shows the lab setup. 

 
Fig. 2: Laboratory setup. Left: Camera positioning with mask. Center: shielding cloth against 

ambient light. Right: Thermal recording of PIN entry [RS21]. 

Experimentation was carried out by recording videos of PIN entries of a 4-digit and a 6-
digit PIN for each temperature. Experiments were repeated for 10 rounds. Recordings 
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were done for 40 seconds after entry. Visibility of the heat prints was generally degraded 
after this time period. Visibility of PIN keys was measured by analyzing amplified color 
contrast values in the video still frames with the help of video editing software 
(5KPlayer for MacOS, Digiarty Software). Results show that the refrigerated lock shows 
heat prints longer than the lock at room temperature. Visibility of the PIN keys ranged 
from 3 seconds to 15 seconds. The average independent of temperature was 6.91 seconds 
(see Fig. 3). The longest visible print was detectable for 30,4 seconds. 

 
Fig. 3: Visibility of 4- and 6-digit PIN on lock at room temperature and refrigerated. Results 
obtained from contrast-enhanced video recordings. Average visibility: 6.91 seconds [RS21]. 

In summary, thermal lock-picking attacks on door lock PIN codes are feasible, however 
in specific contexts. The type of lock its surface materials, and ambient temperatures as 
well as ambient light will influence success. In warm environments, the time window 
between closing the door and the fading of the heat prints will be short. Some locks 
generate internal heat, which outshines the thermal prints.  

2.2 Examination of wiping techniques on computer keyboards 

The second research question investigated the applicability and the effectiveness of 
mitigation methods against thermal attacks. Reviewing the methods from literature (see 
Tab. 1), four methods were chosen for their ease of use, and their availability without 
modifications to the target keyboard: 
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a) Application of flat hand to keyboard: Heat transfer from pressing a flat hand 
to the keyboard after password entry was used to camouflage pressed keys 
in a larger heart print. 

b) Hot gel pack: Applying  a medical gel pack warmed up to body temperature, 
heat was transferred to the keyboard in order to camouflage keys pressed. 

c) Cold gel pack: Cooling the thermal fingerprints using a chilled medical gel 
pack applied to a keyboard with the intention to remove the thermal prints. 

d) Scrubbing: Moving hand randomly over the keyboard (once and repeatedly) 
with the intention to camouflage the pressed keys in additional thermal 
prints. 

e) Blowing: Applying warm air blown over the keyboard in order to conceal 
the thermal prints from password entry. 

The experimental setup was built in an air-conditioned lab room at OsloMET. A PC 
keyboard was placed on a table. A camera tripod with the thermal camera was mounted 
next to the keyboard and calibrated. A refrigerator as well as hot and cold water and a 
water cooker/coffee maker were available for heating and cooling gel packs. 
Experiments were run several times, assessing the effect of the wiping method as well as 
the timing constraints of the visible artifacts. The lab setup is shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4: Experimental setup for password wiping studies [Me21]. 
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In a first round of pre-experiments, camera calibration was done. Through small series of 
tests, cool-off time intervals for the keyboard were found. Issues arose when the team 
found out that different persons emit different amounts of heat. Two experimenters had 
relatively low surface temperatures of their fingertips, such that they after 
experimentation decided to standardize their hand temperatures with the help of a bottle 
with warm water heated to a controlled target temperature. For experimentation, two 
passwords of 8 and 16 characters length were chosen: ILOVEYOU and 
SMITTEVERNTILTAK. The latter password contained double and tripe use of letters, 
which was found to have an impact on detectability of pressed keys. Experimentation 
was done in 10 rounds of measurements with timed typing, time measurements and 
interval photography using the thermal cameras.  

 
Fig. 5: Hand pressing technique. Top: 2.5s, bottom: 5s application [Wi21]. 

Not surprisingly, application time was a major determinant of wiping heat transfer. Fig. 
5 shows the difference in transferred heat from 2.5 and 5 seconds of pressing the whole 
hand against a keyboard after typing a password. Individual keys were still identifiable 
after 2.5 seconds. In the experiments with moving hands or blowing air, speed or 
exposure time was equally relevant. As shown in Fig. 6 b), application of warm air from 
own longs has a considerably higher wiping effect when blown for 5 seconds with higher 
pressure. The application techniques and their effect are summarized in Tab 2 below. 
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Fig. 6: Wiping:  a) cold and hot gel pack; b) blowing warm air; c) wiping with hand [Me21]. 

In the course of experimentation it turned out that the wiping methods had to get applied 
much longer than the original password typing in order to securely transfer enough heat. 
Applications under 2.5 seconds revealed pressed keys, while application times of 5 
seconds or more had a sufficient mitigation effect. Results will be discussed more in the 
next section of the article.  

2.3 Summary of results 

Results from experimentation show that any of methods a) to e) can mitigate the thermal 
attack. An application time of approx. 5 seconds will sufficiently wipe the thermal print. 
The different wiping techniques show different effects, and they require different 
preparations. Results are summarized in Tab 2.  

Method Application 
time 

% keys 
identified 

Preparation overhead 

Cold gel pack 5s 31 Gel pack chilled to 8 C. 
Hot gel pack 5s 31 Gel pack pre-heated to. 42 C 
Moving hand slow 2s 44 Warming up hand if needed 
Blowing 5s 59 Inhale and blow on keyboard 
Pressing hand 5s 0 Warming up hand if needed 
Moving hand once 5s 0 Warming up hand if needed 
Moving hand once 2.5s 15 Warming up hand if needed 
Moving hand multiple 5s 0 Warming up hand if needed 
Moving hand multiple 10s 0 Warming up hand if needed 
Control experiment (no 
wiping)  93 - 

Tab 2: Effect and timing of wiping methods. 
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Various issues require care when wiping methods are applied. Moving hands is variable 
in speed and pressure applied. Self-discipline for slow movements is required. The same 
holds for the blowing method. A 5-second blow from the lungs is a practice many use 
once per year on the occasion of blowing the candles on birthday cakes, not when 
opening doors on a daily basis. Pressing the flat hand is a well-controllable movement, 
however it may suffer from the hand not being warm, due to either physiological 
conditions or recent exposure to cold environments. Finally, warm gel packs help 
standardizing temperature and application surface, are however items that need extra 
attention and preparation. 

3 Discussion & conclusion 

We showed that thermal attacks are a practical vulnerability that can get exploited in the 
area of PIN-protected door locks. This finding complements earlier research about 
practical point-of-sales-terminals as attack targets for payment card PIN theft. Further 
theoretical attacks target keyboard passwords and screen-lock patterns on mobile 
devices. However, the staging of attacks in these scenarios will require the attacker to 
have an opportunity to photograph devices shortly after passcode entry. We found that 
thermal prints are visible up to nearly one minute in thermal cameras.  

Simple and practical countermeasures are available for individuals. They complement 
physical protection measures such as shielding, distance, heating and reflective surfaces. 
Hand pressing, hand movements, blowing hot air or the application of heat packs can 
effectively render thermal prints invisible, and thereby mitigate attacks. User-deployed 
wiping techniques should be part of security briefings and of user policies wherever 
keyboard-entered authentication factors are used. We suggest the inclusion of thermal 
wiping techniques into security awareness materials. One promising way of promotion 
will be the production of themed awareness gifts in the form of hand-warming heat 
packs with a thermal attack reminder as part of security awareness work. 

Future research. Future research will investigate the social context for successful 
thermal attacks. Experimentation with secured campus access areas and their users will 
reveal the rates of succeeding with thermal photography versus being spotted and 
compromised in practical settings Further attention should be used on authentication 
factors for digital identities, since the potential damage of compromise is large. PIN-pad 
enabled tokens can get compromised in similar ways as keyboards.  

Acknowledgement. We thank OsloMET’s research group for Universal Design, 
especially Professor Weiqin Chen, for providing laboratory space for experimentation. 
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A novel approach to establish trust in verifiable credential 
issuers in Self-sovereign identity ecosystems using TRAIN 

 
Isaac Henderson Johnson Jeyakumar1, David W Chadwick2 and Michael Kubach3 

Abstract: Self-sovereign identity (SSI) promises to bring decentralized privacy friendly identity 
management (IdM) ecosystems to everyone. Yet, trust management in SSI remains challenging. In 
particular, it lacks a holistic approach that combines trust and governance frameworks. A practical 
and scalable mechanism is needed for verifiers to externally verify their trust in credential issuers. 
This paper illustrates how TRAIN (Trust mAnagement INfrastructure), an approach based on 
established components like ETSI trust lists and the Domain Name System (DNS), can be used as a 
trust registry component to provide a holistic approach for trust management in SSI ecosystems. 
TRAIN facilitates individual trust decisions through the discovery of trust lists in SSI ecosystems, 
along with published credential schemas, so that verifiers can perform informed trust decisions about 
issued credentials.  

Keywords: Self-sovereign identity, SSI, digital identity, decentralized identity, identity 
management, trust registry, trusted issuers, trust lists, IdM. 

1. Introduction 

The concept of Self-sovereign identity (SSI) [Al16] is currently widely debated in the 
digital identity community, among practitioners, politicians, as well as academics. It 
promises to put the end user (citizen) in total control of revealing their identity. The end 
user’s credentials are managed by themselves and directly presented to verifiers (service 
providers) without the involvement of third parties. The issuers of the credentials (i.e., 
identity providers) are not involved in the process of presentation. While SSI architectures 
often use blockchains or other distributed ledger technologies (DLT), this is not a necessity 
[F22]. 
Some pursue SSI hoping to achieve their vision of an independent citizen identity. Others 
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see SSI in the context of the political project of data sovereignty that the European Union 
(EU) is pushing forward with the revision of eIDAS [EU21]. SSI has been called the next 
evolutionary step in the world of digital identity, the future of digital identity, and more 
[IN20], [Si18].  

However, despite the high hopes that are connected to SSI, the technology still has to 
overcome certain significant challenges before it can become widely adopted in the market 
and live up to the expectations of its proponents [Ku20]. One fundamental hurdle that has 
already been widely discussed but has not yet been fully solved in practice is trust 
management in these decentralized identity ecosystems that SSI is creating [KR21]. This 
is where our paper contributes. In the following sections, we first elaborate on the trust 
and governance challenges that current SSI systems are facing. Subsequently, in section 3 
we present related work and initiatives, as this topic has of course been studied by other 
researchers and developers. In section four we present the general TRAIN approach to 
trust management for SSI that we have developed over the last year. Section 5 then gives 
more details on how TRAIN enables verifier-centric trust decisions to  be made in order 
to establish trust in issuers. In section 6 we indicate where future work is still needed, 
before we conclude the paper in section 7.  

2. Trust and governance challenges in Self-sovereign identity 

SSI claims to solve the trust issues in identity management systems by focusing on 
Decentralized identifiers (DIDs), distributed ledgers, crypto key rotations, and Zero-
knowledge proofs. However, these architectural elements only address “technical” trust, 
which is only one part of the overall trust management in IdM system. On the other side 
is “institutional” trust which addresses and defines criteria for relying parties to be 
accepted as legitimate actors in the ecosystem. Unless institutional trust is ensured, every 
issuer can claim to be legitimate which can lead to different security attacks in the 
ecosystem. For example: a framework for institutional trust may define that only certain 
governmental institutions are entitled to issue Identity Documents (IDs) to its citizens. If 
everyone was eligible to issue citizen IDs then there might be a lot of fake IDs circulating. 

Standardization and interoperability are arguably the most relevant governance challenges 
for SSI [St21]. Currently, an increasing number of initiatives are trying to implement SSI 
or SSI-like solutions and contribute to standardization efforts in order to achieve 
interoperability between the different ecosystems under development. SSI today is in a 
stage similar to the early days of the transmission and network protocols before the 
internet, i.e., TCP/IP protocols, were firmly established. Isolated SSI islands with proofs 
of concepts in different technologies prevail. It will be necessary to achieve a widespread 
adoption of standards in order to achieve global interoperability. 

At this point, for example, the international W3C consortium has launched efforts for 
standards such as DIDs and Verifiable Credentials (VCs), aiming to standardize SSI data 
models [W321a], [W319]. But so far, protocols are out of their scope. These efforts are  
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being undertaken by the Open ID Foundation, which is enhancing the OpenID Connect 
(OIDC) protocol to support W3C VCs and DIDs [Op22]. In addition, the Trust over IP 
Foundation (ToIP) has committed itself to building a holistic architecture for digital trust 
on the Internet [Tr22]. In particular, its desire to support the ability to port VCs between 
different networks will be crucial for the widespread adoption of person-based SSI. 
Likewise, the number of providers will initially be decisive to reach a broad mass of users. 

The European Union Agency for Cyber Security (ENISA) in its recent report regarding 
leveraging the self-sovereign identity concept to build trust [EN22] mentioned the 
requirement of Governance frameworks in the Certification of Wallets, Audit, and 
Oversight of DID Controllers, VC Issuers, DIDs, and VC registries. 

3. Related work and initiatives 

The requirement of a trust registry and trust anchor has been recognized as a challenge by 
researchers and institutions. The Trust Over IP Foundation has recognized the need to 
address the trustworthiness of the various parties involved in the SSI ecosystem. Hence, a 
trust registry specification working group [To22] has been established, which is 
addressing the challenges pertaining to trust and governance in the SSI ecosystem and 
aims to develop a trust registry framework specification.  

Moreover, the GAIA-X Federation Services (GXFS) in the GAIA-X initiative, which aims 
to build their IdM on open SSI components, has acknowledged this challenge as well. The 
project, which is developing a federation of data infrastructures and service providers for 
Europe, has presented the requirement for trust anchors as one part of the trust services in 
one of their recent publications [Ga21]. 

Finally, in the current pandemic situation, many governments have begun designing and 
implementing Covid certificate systems. With the EU Digital Covid Certificate, the lack 
of a global trust architecture and ready-to-deploy tools to build compatible systems in 
other countries could not be clearer. Consequently, the Linux Foundation for Public Health 
(LFPH) has launched the Global Covid Credential Network (GCCN) [Gl22] to address 
this gap by adapting and operationalizing the Interoperability Blueprint of the Good Health 
Pass Collaborative, an industry coalition that has defined principles and standards for 
Covid certificates. GCCN has also established a special working group called the Trust 
Registry Network, which also addresses the requirement of the trust registry component. 

4. The role of TRAIN in the SSI ecosystem 

TRAIN stands for "TRust mAnagement INfrastructure". It was a subproject run by 
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft in the EU NGI eSSIF-Lab project [ES22]. The basic conceptual 
approach of TRAIN as a lightweight trust infrastructure was first published in [KR21]. 
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TRAIN makes use of the global, well-established, and trusted infrastructure of the Internet 
Domain Name System DNS as its root of trust. The DNS is already used and trusted by 
everyone. However, it is susceptible to cache poisoning and MITM attacks, which can 
lead to false results being returned. DNSSEC [Ar05] has been specified to ensure that the 
results are authentic and have not been tampered with. Consequently, TRAIN uses 
DNSSEC whenever this is available.  

The basic technology used by TRAIN has already been developed and validated in several 
pilots of the EU LIGHTest project (which developed the general context for trust in digital 
transactions). For the reference architecture of this approach please refer to [Wa17]. 

TRAIN addresses the issue of establishing trust in certain institutions in the SSI ecosystem 
beyond that achieved through mainly technical means, i.e., cryptography. An example 
would be the verification of the credibility of credential issuers, e.g., to find out whether 
the credential issuers really are who they claim to be. At the time of writing this paper 
(February 2022), there are around 113 different registered DID methods (and probably 
many more unregistered ones) [W321b]. Each method might have a different technical 
backend implementation. But irrespective of the technical infrastructure behind a certain 
SSI infrastructure, verifying the institutional trust between different components still 
remains an open issue. This is where TRAIN steps in. Using TRAIN, the verifier has the 
possibility of subscribing to one or several trust schemes that can be defined by 
trustworthy institutions (the roots of trust), thereby giving the verifier the opportunity to 
verify the credibility of issuers, regardless of their technical infrastructure. 

 
Figure 1 Integration of TRAIN into W3C VC SSI ecosystem 

The architecture and integration of TRAIN into the W3C VC SSI ecosystem is shown in 
Figure 1. Although the TRAIN infrastructure uses the DNS for lookups, the trust schemes, 
JSON schemas and trust lists are distributed on the web and are not stored in the DNS. 
There can be different instances of trust lists and trust schemes hosted by different trust 
scheme operators (institutions providing trust schemes), and the verifier alone can decide 
which existing trust schemes and trust lists (for example: eIDAS) to trust.  The TRAIN 
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API acts as a bridge between the SSI ecosystem and the TRAIN infrastructure. The 
TRAIN ATV component can be deployed as a cloud service but can be operated by the 
verifiers themselves in their own infrastructure as well.  

5. Enabling individual and distributed trust decisions based on 
TRAIN 

Currently TRAIN assists verifiers in making trust decision about VC issuers (although it 
could be extended in future to allow users to make trust decisions about verifiers). In 
essence, a VC issuer can make any statement it wishes (true or false) about the trust 
schemes it is a member of, whilst the verifier uses the TRAIN infrastructure to determine 
whether any statement is true or not. 

5.1. Creation and publication of trust schemes 

Any DNS owner can create their own trust scheme and become a trust scheme operator 
e.g., tso.com (see Figure 2). Similarly, every VC verifier decides which trust scheme 
operators to trust. Trust scheme operators decide which VC issuers are members of its 
trust scheme and therefore are trusted to issue VCs of a certain type with a certain schema. 
The trust scheme operator publishes the members of its trust scheme in a trust list that is 
based on the ETSI standard TS 119 612. A trust scheme operator, e.g., tso.com, with 
scheme “example” may also trust the trust scheme e.g., “ssi”, of another trust scheme 
operator, e.g., company.uk. Consequently, it may wish to include the members of another 
trust scheme as being equivalent to its own members. The trust scheme operator would 
therefore add pointer resource records (PTR RRs) to its DNS trust scheme entry (as 
described below) to point to these other equivalent trust schemes. The use of PTR RRs 
forms mappings between Trust Schemes and Trust Lists. TRAIN offers the flexibility to 
create different trust schemes mapped to different trust lists according to the requirements 
of a certain trust framework. 

5.2. DNS structure 

The DNS controller creates a DNS entry with the name of its trust scheme e.g., 
example.tso.com., or ssi.company.uk. Then below this, two further DNS entries named 
_trust and _scheme respectively are created as shown in Figure 2.  The names of these two 
entries were specified by the EU Lightest project [Wa17], and TRAIN is following those 
guidelines. Here, example is the scheme name, tso.com is the authority responsible for the 
scheme, and _scheme._trust are standardized constant terms used across the TRAIN trust 
infrastructure. The bottom entry, e.g., _scheme._trust.example.tso.com, contains one or 
more PTR RRs. Each PTR RR points to a DNS entry where the location of an ETSI trust 
list can be found, in a URI RR. This use of PTR RRs allows one trust scheme to point to 
several ETSI trust lists, for example, one EU country could point to the equivalent trust 
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schemes each located in a different country of the EU. It also allows an ETSI trust list to 
be incorporated into multiple trust schemes. 

Figure 2. TRAIN use of DNS Records 

5.3. Trust lists and JSON schema formats 

Trust Lists used by TRAIN follow the ETSI TS 119 612 standard [ET16] and list all the 
enrolled entities (Issuers) in a specific data file/format certified by the issuing authority. 
An exemplary trust list is given in the following: 

<TrustServiceProvider> 
 <TSPInformation> 
  <TSPName> 
   <Name xml:lang="en">BGE</Name> 
  </TSPName> 
  <IssuerName> 
   <Name xml:lang="en">https://vc.bge.verifiablecredentials.net</Name> 
  </IssuerName> 
  <TSPTradeName> 
   <Name xml:lang="en">VATES-11111111</Name> 
  </TSPTradeName> 
  <TSPAddress> 
   <PostalAddresses>  
   <ElectronicAddress>  
  </TSPAddress> 
  <TSPInformationURI> 
   <URI xml:lang="en">https://www.inclusion.gob.es/en </URI> 
  </TSPInformationURI> 
 </TSPInformation> 
 <TSPServices> 
  <TSPService> 
   <ServiceInformation> 
     <ServiceTypeIdentifier>  
      https://train.trust-scheme.de/schema/gasBill-
schema.json</ServiceTypeIdentifier> 
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   <ServiceName> 
 <Name xml:lang=“en">Gas Bill</Name> 
   </ServiceName> 
   <ServiceDigitalIdentity> 
 <DigitalId> 
   <X509Certificate>...</X509Certificate> 
 </DigitalId> 
   </ServiceDigitalIdentity> 
    <ServiceStatus> 
  http://ehic.essif.trust-scheme.de/ServiceTypes/Servicestatus/granted 
</ServiceStatus> 

<StatusStartingTime>2021-05-11T00:00:00Z</StatusStartingTime> 
   </ServiceInformation> 
  </TSPService> 
 </TSPServices> 
</TrustServiceProvider> 

Every trusted VC issuer’s details are described under the attribute 
<TrustServiceProvider>. The ID of the issuer is under the attribute <IssuerName>. Each 
VC issuer in the trust list has a Service Type Identifier under the attribute 
<ServiceTypeIdentifier>. This is a URL, and the web page that it points to should contain 
the JSON schema (including the @context property) for the VCs that are issued for this 
Service Type. In this way the verifier can find out which attributes the issuer is trusted to 
issue4. This trust list also offers the flexibility to the service provider to add different 
services with different schemas. An example of such a JSON Schema follows: 

{ 
    "$schema": "http://example.com/gasBill", 
    "issuer": "https://vc.bge.verifiablecredentials.net", 
    "@context": [ 
        "https://www.w3.org/2018/credentials/v1", 
        "https://bge.co.uk/VCcontext/v1", 
        "https://schema.org/"], 
    "credential_type": "GasBill", 
    "type": "object", 
    "properties": { 
        "name": { 
            "name": "credentialSubject.name", 
            "type": "string", 
            "maxLength": 64 }, 
        "address": { 
          "name": "credentialSubject.address", 
          "type": "object", 
          "properties": { 
            "streetAddress": { 
                "name": "credentialSubject.address.streetAddress", 
                "type": "string", 
                "maxLength": 64 }, 

 
4 The W3C VC Data Model specifies the credentialSchema property which allows 
issuers to publish the location of their VC schemas inside the VCs they issue. By 
including the same URL in the Trust List allows verifiers to trust that the issuer’s 
schema location is correct. 
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            "postalCode": { 
                "name": "credentialSubject.address.postalCode", 
                "type": "string", 
                "maxLength": 64 }, 
            "addressLocality": { 
                "name": "credentialSubject.address.addressLocality", 
                "type": "string", 
                "maxLength": 64 }, 
            "addressCountry": { 
                "name": "credentialSubject.address.addressCountry", 
                "type": "string", 
                "maxLength": 64 } }, 
          "required": [ "streetAddress", "postalCode", 
"addressLocality", "addressCountry" ]}, 
        "previousRead": { 
            "name": "credentialSubject.gasBill.previousRead", 
            "type": "number", 
            "exclusiveMinimum": 0 }, 
        "presentRead": { 
            "name": "credentialSubject.gasBill.presentRead", 
            "type": "number", 
            "exclusiveMinimum": 0 }, 
        "units": { 
            "name": "credentialSubject.gasBill.units", 
            "type": "number", 
            "exclusiveMinimum": 0 }, 
        "kwh": { 
            "name": "credentialSubject.gasBill.kwh", 
            "type": "number", 
            "exclusiveMinimum": 0 }, 
        "price/kwh": { 
            "name": "credentialSubject.gasBill.price/kwh", 
            "type": "number", 
            "exclusiveMinimum": 0 }, 
        "amountDue": { 
            "name": "credentialSubject.gasBill.amountDue", 
            "type": "number", 
            "exclusiveMinimum": 0 } }, 
    "required": [ "name", "address", "previousRead", "presentRead", 
"units", "kwh", "price/kwh", "amountDue" ] 
} 

5.4. TRAIN ATV 

The TRAIN Automatic Trust Verifier (ATV) is designed to verify the trustworthiness of 
a VC issuer given minimal information. It only requires two inputs one is the trust scheme 
name, that is embedded as a DNS name in the VC (see section 5.4), and the other one is 
the URI of the VC issuer, obtained from the VC. The URI of the issuer is flexible and may 
depend on the backend technology being used by the VC ecosystem. For example: the 
URI can be a DID that could be anchored in a blockchain/distributed ledger, but it could 
also be a https URL from a PKI. The TRAIN ATV is not restricted by the backend 
technology behind the VC in the SSI ecosystem. 
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The TRAIN ATV will first attempt to connect to the DNS name server that holds the 
entries of the Trust Scheme Operator using DNSSEC. This provides an unbroken chain of 
trust from the root DNSKEY RR set to the Trust Scheme Operator’s DNS entries. 
However, if DNSSEC is not available, it will use standard DNS. The reason for this is that 
support for DNSSEC is not within the control of the Trust Scheme Operator, and so we 
prefer to allow TRAIN to be used by those Trust Scheme Operators that are willing to 
accept the risks now, rather than forcing them to wait until DNSSEC is available to them. 
We recognize that this leaves the trust scheme open to certain attacks, such as DNS MITM 
and cache poisoning, but Trust Scheme Operators can perform this risk assessment before 
deciding to use TRAIN without DNSSEC. 

The TRAIN ATV will read the PTR RRs, dereference the URI RRs, and expect to find an 
ETSI trust list published at this https URL. It will then check if the VC Issuer is listed in 
this DNS named trust list, and if so, will tell the verifier that the issuer is a trusted member 
of this trust scheme operated by this "DNS name". Likewise, it will tell the verifier the 
URL of the issuer’s VC schema. In this way it does not matter whether the issuer was 
telling the truth or not in its issued VC. The TRAIN API and the DNS controller/trust 
scheme operator establish the root of trust. 

The source code of the ATV is freely available under Apache 2.0 [ES22]. ATVs can be 
run by anyone, so there can be multiple distributed copies of this service running in clouds 
or locally, and verifiers only need to keep pointers to one or more of them to provide them 
with backup services or completely under their own control. 

5.5. Configuration at the issuer side 

Every VC that is issued by any issuer that supports the TRAIN trust scheme must contain 
a standard Terms of Use property containing the DNS names of the trust scheme(s) that 
the issuer is a member of. It must also contain a standard credentialSchema property listing 
the URL where the schema can be found, along with the syntax of the schema. These of 
course could be true or false statements. In any case as the Verifier will check them using 
the TRAIN API – what counts in the end is the actual inclusion of the details into the trust 
list of the Trust Scheme Operator. This enrolment is another process that is beyond this 
paper. The exact format of the TRAIN Terms of Use property is given below: 

"termsOfUse": [{ 
    "type": "https://train.trust-scheme.de/info", 
    "trustScheme": [“example.tso.com”, “ssi.company.uk”] 
}] 
 
“credentialSchema”: { 
    "id": "https://train.trust-scheme.de/schema/gasBill-
schema.json", 
    "type": "JsonSchemaValidator2018" 
 
  } 
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According to the W3C VC recommendation, each Terms of Use must have a globally 
unique type, and we have reserved the value "https://train.trust-scheme.de/info" to refer 
to the TRAIN Terms of Use type. 

5.6. Configuration at the verifier side 

All the verifier has to do is configure the DNS names of the trust schemes that it trusts, 
and the URL(s) of the TRAIN ATV API(s) to call to verify their membership lists. When 
it receives a VC, it extracts the asserted trust schemes made by the issuer in the ToU 
property, and if it trusts any of the listed trust schemes, it calls the TRAIN API, passing it 
the URI of the issuer (taken from the VC) and the DNS name of the trusted trust scheme 
that the VC Issuer purports to be a member of. 

{ 
   "Issuer": "https://vc.bge.verifiablecredentials.net", 
   "Trust_Scheme_Pointer": "ssi.company.uk" 
} 

The TRAIN API will then check if the VC issuer is a member of any of the trust lists 
pointed to by this trust scheme, and if so, return the Service Type URL to the Verifier. 
The verifier can check that this URL is identical to the one in the credentialSchema 
property, and if it is, use the schema contained at this URL to validate that the attributes 
in the received VC match the schema for this Service Type. 

6. Limitations and future work 

The integration of TRAIN with VC issuers and verifiers has been described in this paper, 
but the integration of TRAIN with other components like the VC holder still remains to 
be done. This work is currently being specified by the OpenID Foundation and the 
Decentralized Identity Foundation (DIF). DIF is defining presentation definitions, as part 
of the presentation exchange specification [DI22], which allows a verifier to indicate to a 
holder, which VCs it should return in a verifiable presentation. OpenID Connect is being 
enhanced so that it can transfer presentation definitions from the verifier to the holder, and 
verifiable presentations from holders to verifiers, using the OIDC SIOPv2 protocol. The 
latest draft of OpenID Connect for Verifiable Presentations [Op22] contains informative 
implementation guidelines describing how issuers, holders and verifiers can utilise the 
TRAIN trust scheme approach.  

Currently ETSI Trust Lists only support X.509 PKI public keys. Other credential 
infrastructures such as WHO and EU COVID-19 certificates also use X.509 PKIs. Clearly 
X.509 PKIs are globally accepted and operational, which is why we chose them for our 
initial TRAIN trust infrastructure. Several SSI infrastructures that work with X.509 PKIs 
have already successfully integrated TRAIN into their infrastructures. Further work 
describing how to incorporate DID public keys in ETSI Trust lists is planned, thereby 
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offering the possibility of integrated trust lists with both X.509 PKI and DID public keys.  

Moreover, TRAIN is being developed further towards an architecture that could 
accommodate DIDs as trust-scheme pointers besides DNS HostNames. This would enable 
a TRAIN trust infrastructure that does not rely on the DNS System, but could rely on 
alternative trust anchors, such as blockchains or other distributed ledgers. 

Finally, TRAIN can be used to hold trust lists of verifiers, and holders could use this to 
determine which Relying Parties can be trusted to receive their identity attributes. 
Specifying this in detail is also further work that is planned. 

7. Conclusion  

In order to accomplish the promise of a bright future for identity management, SSI 
solutions need to address some fundamental trust and governance challenges. Although 
the current SSI offers modern cryptographic trust to enhance the privacy of users, the 
challenge of institutional trust still needs to be addressed. Without institutional trust, it is 
impossible for a relying part to verify the credibility of a VC issuer.  

The TRAIN approach leverages the DNS, an already proven and universally accepted trust 
anchor, to provide a trust management infrastructure for SSI in a distributed manner. This 
is an important first step in providing the necessary credibility to make SSI also attractive 
for relying parties.  
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Continuous authorization over HTTP using Verifiable
Credentials and OAuth 2.0

Nikos Fotiou, Evgenia Faltaka, Vasilis Kalos, Anna Kefala, Iakovos Pittaras, Vasilios A.
Siris, George C. Polyzos1

Abstract:

We design, implement, and evaluate a solution for achieving continuous authorization of HTTP
requests exploiting Verifiable Credentials (VCs) and OAuth 2.0. Specifically, we develop a VC issuer
that acts as an OAuth 2.0 authorization server, a VC verifier that transparently protects HTTP-based
resources, and a VC wallet implemented as a browser extension capable of injecting the necessary
authentication data in HTTP requests without needing user intervention. Our approach is motivated
by recent security paradigms, such as the Zero Trust architecture, that require authentication and
authorization of every request and it is tailored for HTTP-based services, accessed using a web browser.
Our solution leverages JSON Web Tokens and JSON Web Signatures for encoding VCs and protecting
their integrity, achieving this way interoperability and security. VCs in our system are bound to a
user-controlled public key or a Decentralized Identifier, and mechanisms for proving possession are
provided. Finally, VCs can be easily revoked.

Keywords: Access control; Authentication; Zero Trust

1 Introduction

In the recent years, the global pandemic made remote working a necessity rather than an
option. Nevertheless, this came at a cost: according to a recent research 74% of organizations
attribute business-impacting cyber attacks to vulnerabilities in technology put in place during
the pandemic.2 For this reason, more and more enterprises embrace security approaches
such as the Zero Trust paradigm. The main concept of Zero Trust is “never trust, always
verify”, which means, among other things, that every request should be authenticated and
authorized. This architecture begs for new, secure, lightweight access control solutions,
with increased interoperability and without adding privacy threats. In this paper, we propose
a security solution that can be used for providing authorization for every HTTP request.
Our solution leverages Verifiable Credentials (VC) [Ma19] and provides efficient VC
management, improves interoperability, and enhances user security and privacy.
1 Athens University of Economics and Business, Mobile Multimedia Laboratory {fotiou,eugeniafaltaka,kalos20,

kefala,pittaras,vsiris,polyzos}@aueb.gr
2 https://www.tenable.com/press-releases/seventy-four-percent-of-organizations-attribute-

damaging-cyberattacks-to
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Our solution considers users of an enterprise wishing to access an HTTP-based protected
resource using a web browser. Both users and the protected resource may be located in
networks outside the administrative realm of the enterprise. From a high-level perspective
our solution operates as follows: Users interact with an authorization server, owned or
controlled by the enterprise, using a wallet, implemented as a browser extension. The
authorization server responds with a Verifiable Credential (VC) that contains the capabilities
of the user, which is stored in the user’s wallet. Then, the user interacts with a protected
resource (through the web browser) and includes in the corresponding requests: (i) the
received VC and (ii) a Proof of VC Possession. A VC verifier, acting as a transparent HTTP
proxy, intercepts the communication between the web browser and the protected resource,
validates the VC based on pre-configured rules and confirms the Proof of Possession. If all
checks succeed the verifier forwards the HTTP request to the resource.

Our solution also enables authorization servers to provide an efficient revocation mechanism.
This revocation mechanism includes a compact list of revoked VCs encoded in a self-
verifiable data structure. The revocation list can be received directly from the issuer, or it
can be provided indirectly; it can be even included in a resource access request.

Compared to legacy OAuth 2.0 solutions, our system provides the following advantages:

• The generated VCs are bound to a user-controlled identity, therefore they can be
stored for a longer interval and they cannot be used by entities that have intercepted
them (unlike, for example, mere “bearer tokens”). Hence, client applications do not
have to interact often with an authorization server.

• Our system uses VCs as “access tokens”. VCs support richer semantics, can be used
for evaluating complex access control policies, and facilitate interoperability.

• Our system provides an efficient mechanism for checking the revocation status of an
access token/VC.

Compared to related VC-based solutions, our design provides the following advantages:

• Our system builds on the widely used and well supported OAuth 2.0 flows for managing
the lifecycle of a VC. These flows are implemented in a browser based wallet achieving
continuous and secure authorization over HTTP without user intervention.

• Our system leverages JSON Web Tokens (JWT) [JBS15b] and JSON Web Signatures
(JWS) [JBS15a] for representing and protecting VCs. These are widely used and
standardized solutions (as opposed to, for example, linked-data proofs).

• Our system supports user authentication using both public public keys, as well as
“Decentralized Identifiers” (DIDs) [W321]. DIDs allow users to rotate their secret
keys without having to receive a new VC.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we detail the design of our
solution. In Section 3 we present the implementation and evaluation of our solution. We
discuss related work in Section 4 and we conclude our paper in Section 5.

2 Design

In this section we detail the components of our system and their interactions (also illustrated
in Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: An instance of our system

2.1 Components

Our system is composed of a VC issuer, a VC verifier, and a wallet. The goal of our system is
to allow authorized users to invoke operations on resources stored in an particular endpoint,
for example, perform a “list” operation, on a “folder”, stored in a Cloud storage system.
An endpoint is identified by a URL, denoted by 𝑈𝑅𝐿𝐸𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 , and it can be oblivious to
our system. Our system supports the use of Decentralized Identifiers (DID) as a mean for
identifying various entities. DIDs are URIs which resolve to a DID document that contains
information related to the DID, such as ways to cryptographically authenticate the DID
owner. The structure of a DID document and the DID resolution mechanism are specific to
each DID method. We provide more details about how DIDs are implemented in our system
n section 3.1

The VC issuer is an OAuth 2.0 authorization server extended with VC issuing capabilities.
Each VC issuer is identified by an 𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑟 , which can be a URL or a DID. Furthermore,
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each issuer owns a public-private key pair and we assume a secure method for resolving
an 𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑟 to the corresponding public key (e.g., through static configuration, using the
web PKI, or by performing a DID resolution). Issued VCs are encoded as JWTs, and signed
using a JSON Web Signature (JWS) and the private key of the issuer. VCs in our system
“describe” the capabilities of a VC subject over a protected endpoint. Additionally, a VC
issuer maintains a VC revocation list.

The VC verifier is an HTTP proxy that intercepts HTTP requests towards a protected
endpoint. The VC verifier is able to verify the validity, the status, and the ownership of
VCs included in the intercepted requests. Additionally, the VC verifier acts as a policy
enforcement point by validating whether or not a VC can be used for executing the requested
operation over a resource.

The wallet is a web browser extension that interacts with the VC issuer and verifier using
standard OAuth 2.0 flows. The wallet is responsible for storing the received VCs, and for
including them in the corresponding HTTP requests. Additionally, the wallet generates and
manages user owned identifiers, which can be public keys or DIDs. Such an identifier is
included in a VC and the associated secret key is used by the wallet for generating a VC
proof of possession. Users may have multiple identifiers, as well as multiple wallets.

2.2 Interactions

Our system involves a configuration step, after which the system components can interact
with each other using OAuth 2.0 flows.

2.2.1 System configuration

This is a step usually executed during a set-up phase. With this step an issuer is configured
with policies that specify the capabilities that correspond to a user. Additionally, users
register with the issuer (at least) a wallet. With this registration process, users create a
username and password for their wallet and assigns to it a subset of their capabilities. The
generated username and password will be later used by the wallet in order to retrieve VCs
from the issuer. Finally, verifiers are configured with a list of trusted 𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑟 identifiers
and (if required) with their corresponding public keys.

2.2.2 VC request and issuance

With this step, a user’s wallet requests from the issuer a VC that can be used for accessing a
particular endpoint. A VC request is in essence an OAuth 2.0 access token request using the
client credentials grant (section 4.4 of [He12]); in our system the corresponding “client
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credentials grant” is the wallet’s username and the password registered to the issuer during
the configuration phase. The wallet includes in this request an identifier (which can be either
a public key, or a DID). The wallet may re-use an existing identifier or it may generate a
new one, specific to that particular VC request. The issuer verifies the provided username
and password, and retrieves the capabilities associated with them. Then it creates a VC that
includes these capabilities and the provided identifier, encodes it as a JWT, and signs it.
An example of a VC as used in our system follows. As it can be seen, the standard iss and
aud JWT claims are used for denoting the issuer and the target endpoint of the VC. If the
provided identifier is a DID it is included in a sub claim; if it is a public key the cnf claim
as defined in RFC7800 is used. The VC may include additional JWT claims that control its
validity period. Finally, the vc claim includes information that can be used for determine the
VC’s revocation status, as well as a list of “resources” and allowed “operations”.

1 {

2 “iss": 𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑟,

3 “aud": 𝑈𝑅𝐿𝐸𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡,

4 “sub": User owned DID,

5 “vc":{

6 “@context": [...],

7 “id": “credential 1",

8 “credentialStatus": {...},

9 “credentialSubject": {

10 “type": [“CapabilitiesCredential"],

11 “Resource1": [ “Operation 1", “Operation 2" ]

12 }

13 }

14 }

2.2.3 VC revocation

Our revocation mechanism is based on the system described in [SDS20]; a similar approach
for VC revocation is followed by a recent W3C draft [Gr20]. In order to support revocation,
an issuer maintains a revocation list that covers all not expired VCs it has issued. This list is
a simple bitstring and each VC is associated with a position in the list. In particular, each
revocable VC includes a property named revocationListIndex that specifies the position of
the VC in the revocation list. Revoking a VC means setting the bit corresponding to the VC
to 1. Since the list includes only non-expired VCs, its size is tolerable for most use cases.
For example, an issuer that issues on average 100 VCs per day with lifetime equal to one
month, would only need 30 × 100 bits to store its revocation list. Any entity can verify the
status of a non-expired VC that supports this revocation mechanism, by examining the value
of the bit of the corresponding revocation list.
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A revocation list is included in a JWT, signed and timestamped by the issuer. This JWT
can be retrieved directly by the issuer, or indirectly, e.g., the issuer can store it in an
online location, or even in a blockchain. Each revocable VC includes a property named
statusListCredential which is a “pointer” (e.g., a URL) to the revocation list location. A
verifier can retrieve the revocation list by itself, or require from users to include it in their
requests. In all cases, the verifier has to validate the signature of the JWT and determine its
“freshness”.

2.2.4 Endpoint access

A user can request from an endpoint to perform an operation over a resource. This request
is transmitted over HTTP using the user’s web browser. If the 𝑈𝑅𝐿𝐸𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 is included
in the aud claim of a stored VC, the wallet retrieves this VC from its local storage and
prepares a proof of possession. This proof is generated according to “Demonstration of
Proof-of-Possession at the Application Layer” (DPoP) [D.20] OAuth 2.0 extension. DPoP
has been designed for HTTP communication and achieves PoP in a single message. In
particular, with DPoP the wallet creates JWS signed using the key the corresponds to the
user identifier included in the VC. The DPoP payload includes at least a unique, sufficiently
large random number, the HTTP method of the request, the HTTP URI of the request, and
the time when the proof was created. Then, the wallet includes the VC in the Authorization
HTTP header of the request and the generated proof in a DPoP HTTP header. The request
is received by the verifier that acts as an HTTP proxy. The verifier initially validates the
included VC. In particular, it examines if the VC is signed by a trusted issuer and if the
value of aud claim equals to the the 𝑈𝑅𝐿𝐸𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 . Additionally, if the VC includes claims
that control its validity period, it examines if the VC is valid. Then, it extracts the user
identifier included in the VC. If that identifier is a DID, the verifier performs a DID document
resolution and retrieves the corresponding public key. Then, it verifies the signature of the
provided DPoP using the public key associated with the user identifier, and it examines if
the DPoP is “sufficiently fresh”, if it includes the correct HTTP method and URI, as well
as if the included random number has not been “recently” used. If the VC is revocable, it
examines the status of the VC by retrieving the revocation list from the VC issuer. Finally, it
verifies if provided VC includes the capabilities that are necessary for invoking the requested
operation. If all checks succeed, the verifier forwards the request to the endpoint.

3 Implementation and evaluation

We have implemented3 our issuer as a .net core web application, and our verifier using
Python3 and the jwcrypto library4. Moreover, we integrated DIDs in our system using DIF’s

3 Pointers to GitHub repositories of our implementations can be found in https://mm.aueb.gr/projects/
zerotrustvc

4 https://jwcrypto.readthedocs.io
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Universal Resolver [DI21], and we have implemented our wallet as a Firefox extension. We
provide more details about the use of the Universal Resolver and about our browser-based
wallet in the following subsections. Then we present our evaluation scenario and we discuss
the performance and the security properties of our solution.

3.1 Support for DIDs

Our system supports DIDs, which is common practice in most VC systems. The DID standard
allows each DID method to define its own way for resolving a DID to the corresponding
document. To avoid any further complexity and to contribute to the interoperability of our
project, we rely on DIF’s Universal Resolver for DID document resolution. The Universal
Resolver performs DID resolution across many different DID methods by providing a
universal API. Internally, this is accomplished through an architecture consisting of drivers
for each supported method.

Our current implementation supports the did:web method [Mi21]. This is a DID method
that bootstraps trust by leveraging an existing web domain’s reputation. A did:web DID
is constructed based on a URL which when resolved results in the corresponding DID
document. Our verifier implementation uses a local instance of the Universal Resolver to
resolve did:web DIDs. It interacts with it through an API that receives as input a did:web
DID and responds with the corresponding public key.

3.2 Browser-based wallet

User’s wallet is implemented as a browser extension. The extension is tasked with requesting
the credentials from the issuer and presenting them to the verifier. Internally, each credential
is stored to the browser’s supplied storage and is indexed based on the URL included in
the aud claim. This not only allows for fast lookups, but also for syncing those credentials
between browsers in different devices. Furthermore, users will also have the ability to back
up their credentials to some other source (i.e., the cloud, the file system etc.).

Users provide to the extension an 𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑟 and the appropriate username and password.
Then, the extension either creates a new cryptographic key pair, or re-uses an existing
did:web DID and communicates with the issuer. If successful, the extension will read the
credential from the issuer’s response, parse it and update its internal state. This is the
only process that involves user intervention. To present a credential, the extension in the
background listens for any HTTP request made to a URL for which there is a saved credential
that includes that URL in the aud claim. When such a request is made, the extension will
retrieve that credential and create a fresh DPoP value using the appropriate cryptographic
key material. Then, the extension injects the DPoP and the VC as new HTTP headers, in the
original HTTP request.
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The extension is implemented for the Firefox browser. To manage the user’s cryptographic
key material we have adopted 2 different strategies; in-browser key management and using
external key management systems (KMS). In the former case, the extension saves private
keys encrypted in the browser’s storage, while public keys are saved in clear. To encrypt a
private key we use AES with a key derived from a user supplied password using PBKDF2.
In the latter case, we rely on a Cloud-based KMS (but any external KMS can be trivially
supported). In that case, private keys are stored in the Cloud and when the wallet needs to
sign something (i.e., to create a DPoP), the cryptographic hash of the raw data is sent to the
KMS. This method, although it adds an additional round trip, it alleviates the need for the
extension to manage private keys itself.

3.3 Cloud Storage scenario

A Cloud Storage access scenario is implemented in order to evaluate the proposed architecture.
In this use case, the protected resource is a Google Cloud Storage Bucket. Buckets are the
basic containers in Google Cloud Storage and are used in order to organize data and control
access to them.

According to our use case an employee of the enterprise wishes to access some data from a
bucket via a web interface. The user must first request a VC through the browser extension
acting as her VC wallet. The issued VC specifies certain capabilities such as read, write,
upload, or list. The web interface is provided by a Python3 script, which implements the
Google Storage API: this script is the protected endpoint. This script interacts with the
Cloud storage using a “service” account, hence both the script, as well as the Cloud storage
provider are oblivious to the used VCs, as well as to the user management system and the
access control policies of the enterprise.

3.4 Overhead

We have measured the VC issuing processes, DPoP generation, and access request verification
in a desktop PC equipped with an Intel i5 5540 CPU and 8GB RAM, running Windows 10
using EdDSA and ES256 signature algorithms for JWS. All operations require less than
0.1𝑚𝑠.

Since VCs and DPoPs are transmitted in HTTP headers they are encoded using base64.
The base64 encoding of a VC that includes two resources and two operations is 656 bytes.
Similarly, the base64 encoding of a DPoP is 440 bytes.

A revocation list is stored in a signed JWT. This JWT also includes the iss claim, which
defines the issuer, and the iat claim, which defines the date and time at which the token
was issued. Such a signed token, which is encoded using base64 encoding, generated using
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ES256 JWS algorithm, including the verification key in the JWS header and a revocation
list with 4000 entries, is 1431 bytes long.

3.5 Security properties

Our solution leverages OAuth 2.0, whose security properties have been formally veri-
fied [FKS16], for managing the lifecycle of VCs and it provides proof of possession,
preventing this way many security attacks. Additionally, our system achieves the following
security properties:

Increased availability. Non-revocable VCs can be verified without needing the issuer to
be online. When it comes to revocable VCs various optimizations can be considered for
decreasing the dependence on the availability of the issuer, e.g., cache revocation lists for
some time, store revocation lists in alternative locations. Similarly, verifiers do not have to
maintain any user specific state since all the information required to make an access control
decision is included in each request; verifiers are only required to maintain for a limited
time the nonce included in a DPoP in order to prevent replay attacks.

Efficient access control management. User and access control policy management is
implemented independently of the protected endpoint, since granting or revoking an access
right does not involve any communication with the endpoint (or the verifier). Furthermore,
by implementing the VC verifier as an HTTP proxy, we allow transparent protection of any
HTTP-based resource.

Attack surface reduction. In our solution the amount of verifications a verifier needs to
perform is less compared to a system that relies on Access Control Lists (ACLs), which are
inflexible, do not scale well, and are difficult to use and upgrade [Ka06]. In our system, a
verifier has only to verify the validity and the possession of the VC included in an access
request. Furthermore, verifiers are not required to store any additional secret information
to implement our protocols, neither do they have to maintain user accounts. Moreover, a
user is allowed to use multiple wallets and assign to each wallet different capabilities. For
example, a wallet used in a “travel laptop” may have less capabilities compare to a wallet
used in a secured, well-administrated PC. Finally, our wallet selects the appropriate VC
by itself, by matching the requested URL with the URL included in the “aud” claim of
each VC: this approach is less prone to security attacks compared to most of the existing
approaches that require user intervention, e.g., they require from users to scan a QRcode.

Resilience to attacks. Our system is resilient to many types of attacks. Since the VCs are
bound to a user owned identifier, our system is not affected by attackers-in-the-middle that
intercept the communication towards a protected endpoint. These attackers, can neither
modify the transmitted VCs without being detected, nor re-use the captured VCs to their
own purposes. Similarly, our system allows different user identifiers per VC, hence, even
if the private key that corresponds to an identifier is breached, the captured VCs can only
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be used for accessing a specific endpoint. Moreover, by including a DID such as did:web
as a user identifier in a VC, a user can rotate the private key that corresponds to that DID
without having to receive a new VC. Therefore, users can even proactively rotate their keys.

4 Related work

The problem of designing efficient authorization and access control solutions for Zero
Trust Architectures (ZTA) is well known and there are many efforts that try to address
it [Ya20, LHK20]. Lukaseder et al. [LHK20] discuss how the Zero Trust Model can
be applied to open networks, such as in a network of a university. Furthermore, they
implement and present a Zero Trust network framework, called Alekto that authenticates
and authorizes users in order to take access control decisions and compute trust scores for
an eLearning system. Yao et al. [Ya20] propose a dynamic and fine-grained access control
and authorization solution for ZTA, which is composed of an access control agent, a user
identity authentication module, an access control engine, and a trust evaluation engine. The
main differences between our work and these works are that our solution uses VCs as access
tokens, which include the client capabilities. The VCs can have longer lifetimes and they
can be stored in secure wallets as opposed to mere bearer tokens.

Similarly to this work, Lagutin et al. [La19] try to integrate VCs and DIDs into the OAuth 2.0
protocol. In their solution, which is designed for constrained devices, they use VCs and
DIDs as authentication grants. Clients use these grants to obtain access tokens from the
authorization server. Our solution follows a reverse approach: clients use a username and
password as a grant to obtain VCs. This has the advantage that authorization is enforced
when requesting access to a resource. The solution in [FSP21] also combines VCs with
OAuth 2.0 in order to provide capabilities-based access control. Our approach, improves
the solution presented in [FSP21] by allowing users to use multiple identifiers and even
use different identifier per VC, by adding support for Decentralized Identifiers, and by
considering a wallet. In our system users can have multiple wallets and each wallet can be
assigned different access rights: this property has many security advantages.

Our system leverages VCs for expressing capabilities because VCs are well understood
techniques being standardized. Additionally, supporting a specific VC type is straightforward,
hence interoperability can be supported with low effort. Related approaches that can be
used instead of VCs in a system similar to ours are Macaroons [Bi14], and Authorization
Capabilities for Linked Data (ZCAP-LD) [C.20]. Similarly, our system builds on OAuth 2.0,
which is a widely used standard, hence our solution can be easily integrated in existing
systems. Additionally, OAuth 2.0 has been designed specifically for HTTP services. Other
related works propose new protocols such as the Credential Handler API [Ls21], and the
Presentation Exchange protocol [BZR22].
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a security solution that allows continuous authorization over
HTTP. Our solution uses Verifiable Credentials (VCs) to store user capabilities. Additionally,
it leverages OAuth 2.0 and a browser-based wallet to provide fast VC lifecycle management,
without requiring any user intervention. Our solution implements proofs of possession
preventing this way VC sharing. Additionally, our solution supports Decentralized Identifiers,
allowing users to rotate their private keys without having to receive a new VC.

Our solution provides additional advantages, which are not highlighted by the use case
considered in our paper. For example, our solution allows multiple issuers, it supports
re-using the same VC for accessing different endpoints of the same type, and the considered
revocation mechanism does not reveal to an issuer information about the user that tries to
access an endpoint. Similarly, our solution allows wallets to include in user request a “fresh”
copy of the revocation list, enabling this way offline verifiers, which can be of particular
importance in cases such as IoT systems. Future work in this area involves the replacement
of DPoP with Webauthn assertions, the application of our solution in the IoT by adding
support for more efficient VC encodings (e.g., using CBOR), as well as for IoT specific
protocols (e.g., CoAP), and the integration of VC verifier into the endpoints themselves.
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Integration of Self-Sovereign Identity into Conventional
Software using Established IAM Protocols: A Survey

Michael Kuperberg1, Robin Klemens 2

Abstract: Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) is an approach based on asymmetric cryptography and
on decentralized, user-controlled exchange of signed assertions. Most SSI implementations are not
based on hierarchic certification schemas, but rather on the peer-to-peer and distributed “web of trust”
without root or intermediate CAs. As SSI is a nascent technology, the adoption of vendor-independent
SSI standards into existing software landscapes is at an early stage. Conventional enterprise-grade
IAM implementations and cloud-based Identity Providers rely on widely established pre-SSI standards,
and both will not be replaced by SSI offerings in the next few years. The contribution of this paper is
an analysis of patterns and products to bridge unmodified pre-SSI applications and conventional IAM
with SSI implementations. Our analysis covers 40+ SSI implementations and major authentication
protocols such as OpenID Connect and LDAP.

Keywords: SSI; Self-Sovereign Identity; DID; Decentralized Identifiers; VC; Verifiable Credentials;
IAM; Integration; Interoperability; Protocol; OIDC; OpenID Connect; OAuth; SAML; LDAP; X.509
Client Certificates; Kerberos; Active Directory; ADFS

1 Introduction and Problem Statement

Traditional implementations of Identity and Access Management (IAM) in enterprises
include products such as Microsoft Active Directory or RedHat KeyCloak, and protocols
such as OpenID Connect (OIDC), SAML 2.0, and LDAP. More recently, hosted IAM
implementations from cloud-based vendors such as Auth0, Azure or AWS have gained
popularity. Still, many companies opt for a hybrid landscape, combining on-premise
IAM core deployments with cloud-based applications. Security-wise, PKI (Public Key
Infrastructure) standards such as X.509 (incl. certificates for authentication and other tasks)
ensure both interoperability and centralized governance, using Certificate Authorities (CAs)
and Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs).

At the same time, a new paradigm has gained momentum outside enterprise-internal setups:
Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) [PR21] is a term describing user-centered, user-administered
decentralized approach and role model. SSI goes beyond authentication by establishing
formats and tools for Verifiable Credentials (VCs). The prevailing implementation of SSI is
based on W3C-issued standards for VCs [W3b] and Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs) [W3a].
1 DB Systel GmbH, Jürgen-Ponto-Platz, 60329 Frankfurt, Germany michael.kuperberg@deutschebahn.com
2 Institute for Internet Security, Westfälische Hochschule, Germany, and Service-centric Networking, Technische

Universität Berlin, Germany, klemens@internet-sicherheit.de
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By design, the W3C standards for SSI are substantially different from conventional
enterprise-focused IAM and PKI. Consequently, enabling SSI without rewriting existing
applications requires additional integration efforts to integrate SSI into the enterprise world
and conventional IAM protocols. Furthermore, lack of SSI support at the level of operating
systems and web browsers means that additional software has been built for administering
DIDs and VCs on devices, resulting in software-based SSI wallets such as Lissi-Wallet [Li].
OS-level support or even direct HW support for DIDs and VCs may arrive in the future.

The contribution of this paper is an analysis of solutions which enable the integration of
SSI into IAM infrastructures for human users, both for cloud/internet applications and
conventional/legacy software. To structure the analysis, we define SSI integration patterns,
visualize them and illustrate their impact on the conventional IAM architectures. The
analysis of specific products is performed using publicly available information, i.e. the
identified software is not subjected to deployment, pilots, assessments, or security analysis.

The paper is structured as follows: Sec. 2 contains the foundations and Sec. 3 presents related
work. We define the criteria and the methodology for the evaluation (Sec. 4.1), categorize
the 40+ SSI solutions to filter out those which we found to not offer any integration with
conventional IAM protocols (Sec. 4.2), and describe the remaining seven products in more
detail (Sec. 4.3). Sec. 4.4 presents the comparison results, and Sec. 5 concludes.

2 Foundations
Different architectures and protocols are used for IAM, and new ones are introduced steadily.
Yet there is a dominant pattern found in modern web-based applications over the Internet:
end users often have the opportunity to login using an account hosted by a separate Identity
Provider (IdP). The IdP is often owned by a different company, e.g. Google or Facebook,
which has many users and mines their data. The resulting “social login” is the public internet
equivalent of intra-company Single Sign-On as one IdP can be used across several Service
Providers (SPs). A the same time, one SP can support a choice of several IdPs.

The SP-IdP pattern is illustrated in Fig. 1 on the left. Authorization is not shown in Fig. 1
because it is implemented very differently depending on the use case: intra-company SSO
often includes centralized authorization data, turning an IdP into an IAM system; but
certain SPs may keep their authorization data internally as well. In public web applications
delivered over the Internet, even when using social login, authorization is mostly kept within
SPs. Still, authorization may rely on identity data (such as location, age, gender, etc.) that is
stored by the IdP and can be passed to the SP over standardized formats, such as OAuth.

The central precondition for this traditional setup is trust. For web-based applications, trust
is established through PKI, specifically through the “trust anchor” set of root CAs. Root CA
certificates come pre-bundled with browser downloads or with operating systems. Root CAs
issue certificates to intermediate CA, which in turn issue certificates to servers, websites,
end users, executable code, etc. CRLs provide additional security.
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Fig. 1: Non-SSI authentication components (on the left) and SSI components (on the right). Autho-
rization details, PKI infrastructure and SSI Verifiable Data Registry (Identifiers & Schemas) are not
shown.

SSI addresses a well-known issue of social logins: while the use of centralized IdPs increases
end users’ comfort, it also makes end users (and SPs) more dependent on the centralized
IdPs (SSI also claims additional benefits, such as machine-readable digitalization of real-life
assertions, e.g. possession of driving licenses, etc.). SSI is shown in Fig. 1 on the right.
It is also based on asymmetric cryptography but differs by focusing on a decentralized,
user-controlled exchange of signed assertions. For the explanation of the Issuer, Verifier,
Holder and the individual protocols, [PR21] provides a very good in-depth reference while
also explaining how SSI fulfills passwordless login when implemented natively. Note that
the trust relationships for SSI differ from those in the non-SSI case (see red arrows in Fig. 1).

To ensure SSI protocol-level interoperability and to speed up adoption, standards for defining
and interchanging DIDs and VCs have been created. In particular, most SSI implementations
are not based on hierarchic certification schemas but rather on the peer-to-peer and distributed
“web of trust” without root or intermediate CAs. The decentralized approach is also where
SSI needs to solve a scaling problem: instead of limited-scale “trust anchor” of a few root
CAs, all three trust relationships on the right of Fig. 1 must be established for each new
wallet holder and/or each new DID - but also for each Credential Verifier and each Credential
Issuer. There is no universal solution for this issue, yet this issue is outside our scope.

While the adoption of the existing vendor-independent SSI standards is trying to gain a
foothold in the enterprise world (and on the public internet), work on integrating SSI into
enterprise environments and landscapes is also far from being completed or standardized.
Within enterprise settings (where some services and applications are internal to a company),
delegated authentication is often implemented with company-own deployments of identity
providers (e.g. Active Directory or RedHat Keycloak). Company-own SSO often extends
to both web applications and “traditional” rich clients; it uses such protocols as SAML or
Kerberos, but also OAuth and OIDC. The resulting implementation of IAM often exposes
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the LDAP protocol interfaces to connect third-party applications to IAM - especially when
generic authorization support is needed additionally.

Often, the pre-existing software SP cannot be modified or replaced to support SSI protocols
and standards - and even if it could, a co-existence of SSI and non-SSI-based-IAM may
require a complex synchronization (e.g. user lockout in IAM must be mirrored in the SSI
terms). Also, it is desirable that any changes to the pre-existing IAM solution must be as
backward compatible as possible. Consequently, we identified the two following solution
patterns that logically focus on IAM functionality:

SSI Wallet          

Credential  
Issuer 

Credential  
Verifier

Credential Holder 
(End User)

DID VC

Identity Provider (IdP), SSI-enabled 
(IdP becomes a Credential Verifier)

Service Provider  
(SP), not SSI-enabled

mutual 
trust

trust

Use Use

Presenting of cred. 
proofs (e.g. JSON-

LD, AnonCreds)

Presenting of credential proofs (e.g.
JSON-LD, AnonCreds)

application-specific
interface using 

standard transport
protocols (e.g. HTTP)

authentication protocol,
(e.g. OIDC, LDAP)

Service Consumer (Service Client,  
e.g. Web Browser)

Requesting  
of credentials

trust

mutual trust

trust

trust

Fig. 2: Pattern A: IdP modified to support SSI protocol(s) for direct interaction with SSI Credential
Holders. IdP assumes the role of Credential Verifier; the original Verifier may remain or be removed.
Other components remain unchanged. Again, PKI and Verifiable Data Registry are not shown.

• Pattern A: use an SSI-enabled IdP (we illustrate this in Fig. 2) which offers conventional,
non-SSI interfaces to the SP but functions as Credential Verifier towards the SSI roles
(Holder and Issuer)

• Pattern B: augment the Credential Verifier (we illustrate this in Fig. 3) which provides
non-SSI authentication interfaces to the IdP (for “authentication delegation”) while
leaving the SP and the IdP unchanged

Pattern B in Fig. 3 can also be varied into a third pattern, Pattern C, by introducing
an additional component (“identity broker” or “bridge”) between IdP and Verifier. The
difference from Pattern C to Fig. 3 (with Pattern B) is that the Verifier remains unchanged
while the additional bridge translates between the SSI and non-SSI protocols and data.
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Fig. 3: Pattern B: Credential Verifier modified to support not-SSI protocol(s) for authentication
delegation from IdP to Verifier. Pre-existing IdP interfaces are used, and the IdP implementation is
not modified. Other components remain unchanged; PKI and Verifiable Data Registry are not shown.

3 Related Work

Several approaches that integrate SSI in/with established non-SSI IAM protocols have
already been described. While we analyze individual implementations later in Sec. 4, this
section also includes publications describing comparisons and surveys of solutions, as
well as on theoretical proposals. Among overview-type survey publications such as [ČT21;
FCA19; KP; Se21], we haven’t found a criteria-driven comparison of SSI products/solutions
covering support of traditional authentication/authorization protocols.

Published concepts that have no publicly available implementation include [HK20] and [Yi].
Yildiz et al. [Yi] design and implement a prototypical bridge between SSI authentication
and SAML-based IdP-to-SP integration. They develop a hybrid solution that switches from
username/password to login via VC with minimal authentication flow changes. VaultPoint,
the system developed by Hong and Kim [HK20], complies with OAuth2 and combines SSI
with smart contracts deployed on Ethereum. The smart contracts allow users to perform
authentication and authorization using their own devices. However, the smart contracts store
personally identifiable data which cannot be deleted - an approach that is not compliant with
the EU GDPR. Thus, we will not consider VaultPoint in the evaluation described below.

Specifications without implementations include [Sa] and [Te]. Sabadello et al. [Sa] describe
in their DID Auth document an approach of authentication with a focus on DIDs. In total, the
authors present 10 different architectures to complete DID-based authentication by enabling
the identity owner to prove control of a DID to a relying party. The OIDC specification
“OpenID Connect for Verifiable Presentations” published by Terbu et al. [Te] extends OIDC
to support presentation claims over VCs. This allows (1) existing OIDC Relying Parties to
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accept VCs as claim sources and (2) new applications built with VCs to use OIDC as an
integration layer for credential holders. In addition, the specification enables VC interchange
in conjunction with Self-Issued OpenID3 providers and traditional OICD providers.

Grüner et al. [GMM21] conduct a comparative evaluation of interoperability and portability
of schemes for SSI Identity Management Systems (IdMS). As part of their research, the
authors analyze the interaction of the user and SP with the IdP. They list OIDC, OAuth2,
and SAML 2.0 as traditional IdM compared to DIDAuth and DID as SSI samples. However,
their research doesn’t evaluate the integration of SSI into traditional IAM protocols.

In constrast to our paper, these eight publications [ČT21; FCA19; GMM21; HK20; KP; Sa;
Se21; Te; Yi] do not contain a systematic analysis or comparison of existing offerings.

4 Comparison

4.1 Comparison Methodology Criteria

We evaluate the products based on declared support for six conventional IAM protocols.
Comparisons of auth* protocols are frequently made in Internet discussion groups, but
we did not identify a peer-reviewed publication that would analyze usage frequency of
auth* protocols in products, or even compare/rank them. Therefore, we chose the protocols
based on our industry experience. The first three (OIDC, SAML 2.0, LDAP) are critically
important for a product’s relevance and adoption in enterprise environment with preexisting
and legacy software, although the specific needs vary in each setting. The remaining three
(X.509, Kerberos, AD-native protocols) are less frequent and thus are rather optional. Still,
a product supporting one or several of those will be more useful in enterprise settings, in
particular where device management is in place (rolling client X.509 for authentication
without passwords) or where non-web applications (“fat clients”) are in wide use. It should
be noted that the protocols we have chosen are neither mutually replaceable nor universal
(e.g. LDAP supports the querying of group membership whereas OIDC does not, being
restricted to basic profile infos [Op]). The main aspects of the individual protocols are as
follows:

1. OIDC (an abbreviation for OpenID Connect; it runs on top of OAuth 2.0, resulting in
a combination of authentication and authorization), since OIDC is a major integration
protocol for web applications, especially on the public internet

2. SAML 2.0 (authentication and authorization), since this is a major SSO protocol for
applications in enterprise environments

3. LDAP (incl. LDAPS) (authentication and authorization), since this is the protocol
commonly used for legacy centralized IAM in enterprise environments

3 https://openid.bitbucket.io/connect/openid-connect-self-issued-v2-1_0.html
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4. X.509 client certificates (authentication and authorization)

5. Kerberos (only authentication)

6. Active Directory native procotols4 (authentication and authorization)

As for the comparison itself, we do not perform any tests to verify that a product’s advertised
features are indeed implemented, and adhere to standards. In other words, we rely on the
vendor-provided public information (yet we invested considerable time to clarify incomplete
and conflicting statements, and to have the results published). We do not execute black-box
or white-box compatibility/functionality tests or even a proper implementation audit.

Note that the interoperation between SSI and established auth* protocols does not cover other
essential operational concerns, especially those common to enterprise settings: lifecycle
management, compliance, security management, reporting, etc. Also, note that in the
comparison below, we have only included SSI solutions which adhere to the W3C standard
for DIDs and VCs. There exist further SSI solutions which employ custom protocols (incl.
non-disclosed protocols), but we have decided not to include them into the paper’s scope
because IAM is all about interoperability, exchangeability, and proven standards.

4.2 Filtering out SSI Solutions which do not meet any of the Comparison Criteria

We have studied publicly available information and documentation of 40+ active solutions.
Of these, seven solutions claim out-of-the-box support for at lease one of the procotols in
Sec. 4.1: (1) SSI Preview in Azure ID, (2) MATTR OIDC Bridge (3) OpenID-SSI_Login,
(4) esatus SOWL, (5) Spherity, (6) SSI4A, and (7) VC-OAuthN OIDC.

For the remaining 30+ solutions, we did not identify support for any of the conventional
IAM protocols that form our six evaluation criteria (cf. Sec. 4.1): (8) Aloaha, (9) Bitnation,
(10) Blockchain Helix, (11) cheqd, (12) DigiME, (13) DockIO, (14) Eddits, (15) Element
[Mi20b], (16) ESSIF, (17) evan.network, (18) Evernym, (19) Gemalto’s SSI effort [Th],
(20) “IBM Verify Credentials” (21) ID2020, (22) Identity.com, (23) Idento.one (24) Jolocom,
(25) Namecoin, (26) Peaq, (27) selfDID, (28) SelfKey, (29) Seraph ID, (30) Shocard,
(31) Sovrin, (32) Serto.id and (33) veramo (two projects created when uPort was split in
2021), (34) SSIBAC, (35) Trinsic (which offers integration with Zapier, but no conventional
IAM protocols out-of-the-box), (36) TrustCerts, (37) Veres.one.

Additionally, we found that >10 offerings that used to be active (and have/had websites)
appear frozen/abandoned as of Jan. 2022, e.g. Abacus, Block.id, Ethense, FinID, KYC.legal,
MHMD, PeerMountain, Persona, Proof/Tierion, Protea, SpidChain, Tenz-ID, etc.

4 The AD product supports not just LDAP, but also the protocols from https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/
openspecs/windows_protocols/ms-adod/5ff67bf4-c145-48cb-89cd-4f5482d94664, such as SAMR/SAMS;
the ADFS (Active Directory Federation Services) is an optional add-on that is needed to bring OIDC/OAuth
support to AD. Azure Active Directory is a cloud-only offering related to but distinct from AD.
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4.3 Compared Products, Implementations, Standards and Initiatives

In this section, we discuss the remaining seven candidate offerings in alphabetical order and
summarize our findings in Sec. 4.4 incl. Table 1.

1. Azure AD verifiable credentials [Mi20a; Mi21b] is Microsoft’s SSI implementation
preview that builds on the cloud version of Active Directory (AD); their SSI strategy
is found in [Mi21a]. The preview corresponds to Pattern A (cf. Fig. 2). It also
partners with multiple identity verification providers to connect the virtual world to
the physical world. Concerning adoption, the only mention (as of January 2022) is
“the National Health Service (NHS) in the UK”. There is no information on when the
implementation will leave the preview status and become generally available (“GA”).

2. MATTR offers commercial solutions for OIDC-enabled Credential Issuers and
Credential Verifiers in JSON-LD format. MATTR OIDC Bridge [MA] is a closed-
source extension to MATTR Core with OIDC. The Bridge defines how an OIDC
IdP can be extended to support SSI-based authentication leveraging DIDs and VCs
and corresponds to our Pattern C (see Sec. 2). The primary function of the Bridge is
mapping the presented Credentials claims in JSON-LD format to the OIDC format. At
the time of writing this paper, MATTR and the OIDC Bridge only support schema.org
for publishing custom data vocabulary; its marked adoption is unclear. However,
MATTR stands out by providing pricing information on its public homepage.

3. OpenID-SSI_Login is a prototype described in [Lu20a] by Lux et al., and the source
code is open [TU20]. The authors integrate SSI into OIDC: they extend a preexisting
IdP and replace the required attributes (within the OICD standard set of claims)
with SSI VCs. Thus, OpenID-SSI_Login follows our Pattern A (cf. Fig. 2). [Lu20a]
reports that the prototype has been tested with Sovrin and with Hyperledger Indy. No
information about the adoption or next releases of OpenID-SSI_Login is available.

4. SOWL [AG] functions as an Identity Provider by exposing OIDC, OAuth, SAML 2.0,
LDAP, and similar protocol interfaces while maintaining SSI credentials internally.
Thus, SOWL follows our Pattern A (cf. Fig. 2) and provides authorization support as
well (e.g. over LDAP). SOWL is a closed-source commercial solution and the license
fees for the server-side components are fixed by negotiation (the website does not
provide any pricing). No information about SOWL’s market adoption is available.

5. Spherity Digital Identity Management Toolkit [Sp; St] is a closed-source, commercial
SSI implementation targeting IDs for both humans and things (IoT). The Toolkit
corresponds to our Patterns A and B (cf. Fig. 2). The toolkit is accompanied by
a server-based “Cloud Identity Wallet” (also offered as a SaaS), with an API to
connect applications to it and an SDK for integration into mobile apps. In [St], the
integration of the Cloud Wallet into IAM landscapes (using LDAP, SAML, OIDC etc.)
is announced. The Spherity offerings are marked as General Availability (GA) and
pricing is subject to negotiations; no information about market adoption is available.
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6. SSI4A [Me] (“SSI for All”) is a research project completed in 2019 with no further
development since then. The architecture of SSI4A is described in a scientific paper
[GMM19] and matches our Pattern A (cf. Fig. 2). The prototype supports uPort and
Jolocom (see Sec. 4.2) as SSI solutions. The website says that the users “can obtain
attestations about their email address” and names a university portal as the single
“integrated application to provide SSI authentication via SSI4A”. The source code is
not open-source but still publicly available, i.e under a “view only” license.

7. VC-OAuthN OIDC [BC] is another open-source, research-grade project concerned
with achieving VC-based authentication using OpenID Connect. As of January
2022, it sees active development and reports tests compatibility with the VON
network implementation, using the standardized DIDComm protocol [De] for the
messaging between the OpenID Provider and the Identity Holder. The implementation
corresponds to our Pattern A (cf. Fig. 2 in Sec. 2). The documentation explains the
rationale, architecture and implementation very well. As in [Lu20b], the attributes for
the ID token are extracted from VCs provided by the Identity Holder.

4.4 Comparison Results

Availability;
License

OIDC
and/or
OAuth

SAML
2.0 LDAP

X.509
client
certif.

Ker-
beros

AD
native

Azure AD
SSI Preview

Preview, cloud-only;
commercial both no no no no yes

MATTR
OIDC Bridge

GA, cloud-only;
commercial both no no no no no

OpenID-
SSI_Login

Prototype; open
source (ASL 2.0) both no no no no no

SOWL GA; commercial both yes yes no no yes
Spherity GA, commercial OAuth no no no no no

SSI4A
Prototype; “read-
only” code license both no no no no no

VC-OAuthN
OIDC

Prototype; open
source (ASL 2.0) both no no no no no

Tab. 1: Native out-of-the-box support of six conventional IAM protocols to connect applications to
identity providers (see criteria in Sec. 4.1), for the SSI implementations described in Sec. 4.3. Note
that Spherity additionally envisions connecting its Cloud Wallet to IdPs using OIDC, SAML 2.0 etc.

Table 1 summarizes our findings and we can conclude that as of January 2022, support for
conventional IAM protocols varies significantly, with OIDC being the most widely supported
one, and no Kerberos support. As we did not perform any tests (performance, compatibility,
security) and further factors (costs, support, stability/SLAs, etc.) are not considered at this
stage, the results do not allow to rank individual offerings or to compare them to each other.
It is noteworthy that none of the four commercial offerings is open-source.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have addressed a key aspect of SSI adoption: which tools and frameworks
can support the integration of pre-existing, unmodified applications with SSI concepts and
protocols? To start with, we described architectural patterns that can be used for such an
integration, by augmenting conventional IAM architectures with additional capabilities
and components. Then, we defined a set of protocols (OIDC, SAML 2.0, LDAP, and three
others) as criteria for comparing offerings, based on publicly available information.

Of the analyzed 40+ offerings, only seven provide the necessary capabilities by implementing
at least one of the necessary protocols. Of these seven, three are research-grade projects,
and only one of these three is seeing further development. The remaining four include one
preview-status implementation from a major cloud vendor and three GA offerings.

Our research shows that the offerings work in significantly different ways and that there are
rather few standardization attempts or best patterns for these aspects, i.e. beyond the SSI
protocol level. While we do not recommend a specific product and do not rank the surveyed
offerings, we have observed that it is hard to derive information from open documentation
and that code examples or integration tutorials are relatively infrequent.

In our future work, we plan to create a reference architecture for integrating pre-SSI
architectures with SSI concepts, including authorization aspects. We also plan to perform
hands-on tests of the described products to investigate the performance and scalability
of hybrid SSI-IAM solutions. Furthermore, we intend to research the intersection of the
specifactions of W3C [W3a; W3b] and OIDC [Te] more closely.
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eIDAS 2.0: Challenges, perspectives and proposals to avoid 
contradictions between eIDAS 2.0 and SSI 
 
 
Steffen Schwalm1, Daria Albrecht2, Ignacio Alamillo3 

Abstract: The proposal for review of the eIDAS Regulation from 2021 has opened strong 
expectations for a deep change in traditional identity models. The user-centric identity model 
proposed starts with the creation of European Digital Identity Wallets that will enable citizens’ 
control over their data in identification and authentication processes without control by entities 
providing the identification services. Likewise, with the proposed legal rules for giving legal 
certainty to electronic ledgers and blockchains, [eIDAS2]opens possibilities to decentralization, 
especially for the provision and management of user’s attributes. The implementation of qualified 
trust services for attestations or electronic ledgers limits decentralization by requirement of a 
trusted 3rd party. Standardization will be key in assuring interoperability at the EU level. What are 
the challenges and opportunities of eIDAS 2.0? And what are the main focuses and needs of 
(European) standardization? These and other questions will be analysed and discussed in the 
paper. 

Keywords: eIDAS, SSI, self-sovereign identity, identity model, digital wallet, eID 

1 Introduction 

Unique identification of legal or natural entities as well as their objects – the basement 
for a digital identity – allows the verification of companies (Do they really exist?), the 
person acting for the company (Do they really exist?) and their authorization (Is Alice 
authorized to act for company A?). 

Digital identities are currently typically issued by a centralized authority. Despite the 
widely used but privacy critical social identities, the main electronic identification means 
of natural entities are government eID issued by member states. While Italian, Danish or 
Estonian eID are widely used, although notified on different Level of Assurance, the 
utilization of German eID is still low. Especially in those countries where little us of  the 
government eID is made, many other identification procedures such as BankID 
(identification by bank and typically one time bank transfer), video identification or fully 
automated identification always based on a government (mostly notified) eID became 
popular in the different industries e.g. Finance, Insurance, Health Care or Public Sector. 
Current government eID and private identification procedures are mainly focused on 
natural or legal entities. But digital identities contain much more, such as attributes and 
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evidence related to natural or legal entities like vaccination passports, authorization 
(power of attorney) or diplomas. Those proofs are currently mostly represented by 
digital documents in pdf or equivalent typically presented via mail, portals etc. 

In parallel decentralized digital ecosystems occurred in the context of emergence of 
distributed ledger technologies. DLT by its distributed design makes it easy to establish 
decentralized digital business models cross-industry and cross-country between. The 
technology gains it`s biggest added value in transactions between > 3 parties which don`t 
trust each other and so trust in a distributed network which is immutable by design 
[Wer18], [Ko21], [Tr20]. In the context of DLT and decentralized ecosystems also the 
new paradigm of self-sovereign-identities has to be mtioned. SSI promise identity owner 
full control over its identity and attributes [Allen]. All identity information is stored 
decentralized and only the holder should decide whom he`ll give access or transmit 
identification information. One main postulate is that in DLT based on SSI a trusted 3rd 
party is not necessary anymore since DLT is used as decentralized PKI and immutable 
by design – so SSI may be trustworthy by itself [Wer18], [Ko20]. ENISA mentioned in 
one of it`s last reports that some main initiatives e.g. the strategic Show Case projects in 
Germany4, funded by Federal Ministry of Econonmy and Climate Protection use DLT as 
decentralized PKI and emphasized the privacy advantages due to selective disclosure 
and Zero Knowledge Proof-Mechanism [ENISA22]. According to ENISA the utilization 
of DLT may be a step to created trust in SSI.  

Currently SSI lacks the legal trust because current [eIDAS1] mainly focused on 
government eID not integrating the new SSI-paradigm. With the eIDAS Bridge the EU 
just developed possible legal and technical solution to bridge centralized approach of 
[eIDAS1] referenced to government eID and (qualified) trust services with decentralized 
manner of DLT and possibly SSI [Al20]. Accelerated by success of DLT and 
developments like [EBSI] in Europe but also the limited utilization of existing 
(centralized) eID, the EU-Commission just revised eIDAS and proposed a re-engineered 
regulation in June 2021 – recognizing decentralization on one hand and requirement of 
legal trust on the other one. This paper specifically focuses on whether the [eIDAS2] is 
complementary or contradictory to the Self-Sovereign-Identity (SSI) concept [Allen], 
how it may solve the challenge of legal trust in DLT and/or SSI and which challenges 
and chances the new version of eIDAS offers in respect to the digital identity models in 
Europe. In first step the main changes of eIDAS 2.0 will be described. Based on the 
paper discusses possible issue and contradictions between eIDAS 2.0 and SSI. The 
discussion focus on comparison of EU digital Wallet and the SSI-Principles, the chances 
and limits of decentralization in eIDAS 2.0 and last but not least the role of DLT in 
context eIDAS 2.0. The paper finalizes with a perspective on how eIDAS 2.0 and 
foreseeable underpinning standards should focus on to establish trustworthy self-
sovereign identity including legal compliance and trust.   
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2 Main legal changes in proposed new eIDAS 2.0 

2.1 Overview 

In June 2021, the European Commission published the proposal on regulation amending 
[eIDAS1] from 2014 with the aim to establish a framework for a European Digital 
Identity or, in other words, [eIDAS2]. The main goal of the proposed update is not a 
replacement but further development of [eIDAS1] in the context of decentralization and 
the upcoming SSI-paradigm, on one hand, but also the critical assessment and identified 
areas for improvement in [eIDAS1], on the other hand. The main changes in [eIDAS2] 
refer to electronic identification. Concerning trust services, only some additional services 
related to electronic identification were added and some logical gaps where closed. 

2.2 Main changes on electronic identification and European Digital Identity 
Wallet   

The main changes in eIDAS [eIDAS2] on electronic identification cover following 
topics: 

 
Figure 1: Proposal on [eIDAS2]: Main changes on electronic identification and European Digital 

Identity Wallet  

[eIDAS2] proposal defines in Art. 6a the obligation for every member state to notify one 
identification within 12 months after the regulation will become applicable. Mandatory 
implementing acts referencing to European technical standardization shall be published 
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by European Commission within 6 months after new regulation is published. So, in 
comparison to [eIDAS1], the new regulation requires that at least one identity scheme 
from each member states shall be notified (Art. 10 and following). Considering that 
notification is one pre-condition for mutual recognition of identity, the obligation for 
notification can be mentioned as step forward in the wider utilization of eID in Europe. 
The presumable biggest change in [eIDAS2] is the requirements for every member state 
to provide a European Digital Identity Wallet to its natural entities. The Wallet could be 
published: 

• By the member state 

• Under authority of the member state 

• Recognized by the member state 

This makes also private wallet possible under the recognition of the member state. The 
European Digital Identity Wallet will contain the core identity currently covered by 
government eID as well as additional attributes or verifiable credentials acc. to W3C-
standards so driver license, diplomas or the vaccine passport of its holder. This means 
that [eIDAS2] strictly follows the identity triangular of SSI. Every citizen will become a 
holder of a European Digital Identity Wallet and should become able to decide on his/her 
own, to whom he/she releases the identity information. The wallet consolidates core 
identity and attributes all together, but it must be taken into account that, due to 
cybersecurity reasons, the government eID will typically be stored on secure hardware 
components, normally a secure element or an e-sim, and only attributes will be stored in 
the wallet as a software component [Anke21], [TR03159]. In addition to that, the 
creation of (qualified) electronic signatures should be possible with the European Digital 
Identity Wallet. Technical details as well as security requirements for European Digital 
Identity Wallet will be defined in the ongoing European Standardization at ETSI and 
CEN. On the other hand, directly corresponding with the European Digital Identity 
Wallet, the new qualified attestation services acc. Art. 45a-e [eIDAS2] must be taken 
into account. Only qualified trust services providers offering such qualified attestation 
services are allowed to access European Digital Identity Wallet. Recognizing this close 
relationship between qualified attestation services and the wallet, [eIDAS2] contains the 
same requirements for mandatory implementing acts referring on European Standards 
for both – wallet and attestation service. Therefore, only the issuer into the European 
Digital Identity Wallet must be qualified attestation services. Consequently, [eIDAS2] 
crosses digital identity means and (qualified) trust services – they determine each other. 
To issue (qualified) attestation the trust service needs access to trust sources provided by 
member states e.g. public registries which requires their digital availability. 

This means, in summary, that the new European Digital Identity Wallet will especially 
contain interface to qualified attestation service and relying party and shall fulfil LoA 
high acc. Art. 8 [eIDAS2]. The obligations on acceptance have to be emphasized: Not 
only public services, also any member of critical infrastructure entities (which means 
financial sector, utilities, health care etc.) as well as big internet companies such as 
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Google, Apple, Facebook or Amazon are forced to accept the European Digital Identity 
Wallet (Art. 12b). Similar to [eIDAS1], the member state is fully liable for providing the 
European Digital Identity Wallet as well as the eID-Scheme. A qualified attestation 
service takes the full liability risk like all QTSP, acc. Art. 13. This means that eIDAS 
limits the risk for users significantly in [eIDAS2] as well. The following picture, 
oriented on the Architecture Reference Framework [ARF 22] gives an overview on how 
the different parties may fit together: 

  
Figure 2: Possible interaction different parties in eIDAS 2.0 

2.3 Main changes regarding (qualified) trust services and trust service providers  

 
Figure 3: Proposal on eIDAS 2.0: Main changes regarding (qualified) trust services and trust 

service providers 

In addition to the new qualified attestation services, [eIDAS2] also introduces the 
following new trust services for Electronic Ledger, so trust services for DLT (Art. 45g) 
This means that [eIDAS2] ensures trust in distributed ledger by (qualified) trust service 
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providers ensuring at least a minimum level of proven security and interoperability. 
Interestingly, [eIDAS2] does not contain the requirement of mandatory implementing 
acts referring to European standards only for the electronic ledger. Similar to [eIDAS1] 
all QTSP take the full liability risks (Art. 13) including the onus at their side – the trust 
chain is still the same [Ko21], [Zac20]. 

3 Possible issues and contradictions between [eIDAS2]and SSI 

3.1 European Digital Identity Wallet and SSI-Principles 

Since [eIDAS2] requires creation of (qualified) electronic signatures in combination with 
a wallet under the requirement of acceptance, the wallet might become the key tool for 
trustworthy digital transactions in regulated environments. Regarding the less success of 
only government issued eID in eIDAS 1.0 one main requirement for the success of EU-
digital wallet is the distribution of providers. All possibilities given by eIDAS 2.0 so 
issued by member state, under authority of member state or recognized by member state 
should be used by all member states because the foreseeable competition of different 
public and private providers will ensure diversity according to different users’ needs. 
The fact that EU Digital Wallet has to be issued to every legal or private entity in Europe 
eIDAS 2.0 achieves principle of representation and equity, the need for certification 
against European standards ensures it`s interoperability. With their wallet the user 
decides about relying party he wants to interact – the control of wallet it always on user`s 
side. eIDAS 2.0 contains obligation for acceptance but not utilization of wallet for the 
user and at same time opens the ecosystem for all interested parties as long as they fulfil 
the security requirements on e.g. trust services or relying parties [Al22]. With clear 
identification and authentication, the new regulation avoids a security findings and 
vulnerabilities like in German IDWallet where core identity information could be 
delivered to any unproven relying party without wither any identification nor 
authentication [FragSt21], [BSI19], [Ko20], [DINTS31648]. 

The table below gives an example how SSI-principles and [eIDAS2] may fit together: 

SSI Principle Fulfilment by eIDAS 2.0 

Representation Notified eID Scheme and European 
Digital Identity Wallet  

Interoperability Certified European Digital Identity 
Wallet, conformity assessed QTSP and 
notified eID as well as eIDAS nodes; 
Common European standards referenced 
by implementing acts 
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SSI Principle Fulfilment by eIDAS 2.0 

Decentralization European Digital Identity Wallet and 
proven issuer as well as relying parties 

Control and Agency European Digital Identity Wallet, proven 
issuer and relying party 

Participation Only obligations for acceptance - no 
obligation to use the wallet nor the 
identities 

Equity and Inclusion Equal regulation for whole EU and EFTA 

Useability, Accessibility and 
Consistency 

Certified European Digital Identity Wallet 
and qualified trust service providers based 
on common European standards proved by 
accredited CAB 

Portability Any identities or attestation from 
European Digital Identity Wallet can be 
moved. Details should be defined in 
European standards 

Security State of the art security requirements 
defined in common European standards 
mentioned by implementing acts. Proved 
by CAB during certification of wallet, 
relying party or conformity assessment of 
QTSP. Trust provable via TrustList 

Verifiability and authenticity Verifiability and authenticity of 
attestations, signatures, seal, timestamps 
provable via (qualified) validation 
services, attestation services etc.  

Privacy and minimal disclosure Ensured by European Digital Identity 
Wallet and the fact that only holder 
decides which information he`ll provide 
but due to fact that relying parties are 
approved, the holder can really be sure to 
whom he/she will provide which 
information. Selective Disclosure and 
ZeroKnowledgeProof included 

Transparency European-wide regulation with common 
acts and mandatory European standards 
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SSI Principle Fulfilment by eIDAS 2.0 

which are the basement for notification of 
eID-schemes, certification of European 
Digital Identity Wallet, relying parties, 
QTSP and all information published 

Table 1: Possible match eIDAS 2.0 and SSI-Principles 

3.2 Decentralization and its limits in eIDAS 2.0 

[eIDAS2] defines the main legal framework for trustworthy digital transactions with 
centralized and decentralized digital identities and in the consequence a valid records 
management in Europe. The regulations take into account that SSI is not implemented on 
a green field but in an existing environment where centralized digital identities are 
established, widely used and, in regulated industries, fulfil the legal requirements 
[Ko18], [Ko20] [Anke21]. If SSI should be a sustainable alternative instead of 
centralized digital identities, legal compliance and trust are main pre-condition and trust 
given by notified eID-Scheme, certified EU-DigitalWallet and verifiable credentials by 
certified and supervised qualified attestation services which are fully liable. This means 
[eIDAS2] ensures a trustworthy decentralization with the entanglement of legal 
requirements in the law and its implementing act with mandatory European 
standardization. Clear and proven liability, security and interoperability of trust services 
and identity enable legal certainty of SSI with the disadvantage that a full 
decentralization with self-created credentials independent from any trusted 3rd party is 
not possible. In parallel, [eIDAS2] ensures with its mandatory implementing acts the 
achievement of SSI-principles on interoperability, security and so participation, equity 
and inclusion. The reason is that the implementing acts will reference common European 
standards for all member states and ensure same technical framework for each European 
Digital Identity Wallet and SSI in Europe in accordance with the SSI-Principle of 
representation [Ku20]. 

The fact that [eIDAS2] requires notification of government issued eID (or 
recognized/under authority of/by member state) as well as certification of private 
identification scheme by CAB – same with European Digital Identity Wallet the new 
regulation limits the decentralization of SSI because a trustworthy 3rd party is always 
necessary under eIDAS, but also to fulfil burden of proof in any regulated industry 
[We18], [DINTS31648]. However, this apparent disadvantage is one main added value 
of eIDAS 2.0, because for the first-time self-sovereign-identities gain legal trust and 
become usable in regulated environments with its needs for burden of proof and 
documentation requirements which must be made evident in non-repudiated manner 
against trusted 3rd parties. [eIDAS2] ensures a legally compliant verifiability and proven 
security and makes execution of SSI principles on security, authenticity and verifiability 
possible. Without legal compliance SSI would remain academic [Al20], [Sedl21], 
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[Ko20]. By ensuring trust in SSI, [eIDAS2] also limits its decentralization and therefore 
creates the boundaries of decentralization and SSI principle of participation evident. If 
there should be reliability that the legal or natural entity is really what it seems to be, a 
verified and secure identification is essential. This procedure, however, would set an 
entry requirement for the participation in the ecosystem. 

3.3 DLT in the context of eIDAS 2.0 

Basically [eIDAS2] is technology neutral. Neither for the (qualified) attestations, nor the 
identification scheme nor the identification means a concrete infrastructure is required. 
No DLT is mandatorily needed to implement Self-Sovereign-Identity. SSI is much more 
an identity and access management concept where on one hand the identity holder 
decides to whom he will give which part of his identity information and on the other 
hand does not have to give the full identity information in all cases but only the needed 
parts. Technically no DLT is mandatorily needed for SSI – the attestations may also be 
created in a centralized PKI which would recognize the fact that a centralized authority – 
the qualified attestation service issues the attestation based on (typically centralized 
trusted sources provided by member states) [Co20]. Nevertheless, some SSI proposals 
make use of functions supported by DLTs, such as DID-anchoring (of information of the 
qualified attribute attestations) or revocation information propagation [Sedl21], [Ku20]. 

DLT currently lacks a clear and legally compliant identification of parties taking part in 
the network, as well as unique evidence for authenticity and integrity of its transactions. 
Regarding the fact that DLT is immutable by design this main property is in 
contradiction to privacy law e.g. GDPR and its rights of the affected person (e.g. right 
for erasure, right for correction). Same with lack of standards for interoperable data 
exchange of on-chain data what limits the right for data portability according to GDPR 
[Ko20], [DINSPEC4997]. Similar vulnerabilities are the less long-term crypto stability, 
preservation of evidence and Proof of Existence which is critical for utilization in 
regulated environments with their often-complex documentation requirements, burden of 
proof until the end of the common decade long retention period [We18], [Sa17], [Ko21]. 
Without fulfilling basic criteria for trusted transactions and records management DLT is 
not feasible to be used in regulated environments [DINTS31648]. With QTSP for DLT 
the eIDAS 2 ensures legal trust in DLT because the QTSP will foreseeably act as de 
facto gatekeeper. The other advantage is that [eIDAS2] just solve the liability problem in 
DLT. According to Art. 13 eIDAS every QTSP is fully liable for its business. Since Art. 
13 was not changed, this also applies to QTSP for Electronic Ledger and implies a 
Public or Private Permissioned DLT to ensure that there is always a provider operating 
and providing the DLT-network. With this approach [eIDAS2] ensures proven security 
in DLT. Because DLT might be used as decentralized PKI for SSI especially the EBSI 
it`s difficult to understand why the [eIDAS2] proposal does not contain the requirements 
for mandatory implementing acts referencing European Standards for QTSP for 
Electronic Ledger. 
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4 Perspectives of eIDAS 2.0 and necessary standardization 

The proposal on new eIDAS-regulation proposes the first regulation on trustworthy self-
sovereign-identities gaining legal trust and compliance. With the obligation for member 
states to provide one notified eID-Scheme but also European Digital Identity Wallet for 
their member states, the new eIDAS ensures a secure digital identity for each citizen. 
The close combination of wallet and (qualified) attestation services ensure legal trust not 
only in self-sovereign-identities and verifiable credentials but also actual data 
sovereignty and proven security for the user due the notification of eID-Scheme, 
certification of the wallet as well as certification of the qualified trust service provider. 
The risk for the user of a European digital identity is limited because member states and 
QTSP take the full risk for their schemes, European Digital Identity Wallet and 
attestation. It´s positive that [eIDAS2]is technology neutral and does not require DLT as 
infrastructure for SSI but also mentions QTSP for Electronic Ledger and, in this way, 
achieves proven security and trust for DLT. The extensive requirements on mandatory 
implementing acts linked to European standards enable the technical harmonization and 
limit national specifics. The creation of coherent and comprehensible European 
standardization framework gains as more importance as the standards will be referenced 
by the mainly mandatory implementing acts acc. to eIDAS 2.0 proposal. Against this 
background the standardization should especially focus on eID-schemes, EU-
DigitalWallet and Attestation services first. Delegated authentication protocols like 
OIDC and OAuth2 are established and so interoperability is not a challenge currently 
[Hue19]. In W3C the work concerning DID-resolver is ongoing [Resolv] – a 
collaboration would be meaningful to identify relevant subjects for Europe and ensuring 
international feasibility of European SSI-standardization [Bast22]. The standardization 
may also focus on interoperability between centralized and decentralized digital 
identities to ensure comprehensive digital transactions notwithstanding if the natural or 
legal entity owns wallet or stored their identities at a centralized identity provider and 
only shares them with a relying party. Standardization supporting eIDAS 2.0 shall avoid 
reinventing the wheel. There are established and feasible standards e.g. for creation or 
preservation of signature, seal, timestamps; thus, only the gaps should be closed [ESI].  

Currently, [eIDAS2] and related standardization mainly focus to store core identity 
information based on notified identity scheme on hardware of mobile devices and only 
the attestation in the wallet software itself [TR03159]. This means that core identity 
information of European citizens will be stored in non-European hardware whose 
specification are not disclosed or completely open source. Necessary European standards 
should focus on appropriate security measures for a fully hardened but also interoperable 
wallet which technical specifications and implementations are open source and therefore 
completely provable for 3rd parties [BSI19], [Al20], [Ko20], [Ko21]. The ongoing work 
on eIDAS Toolbox should consider this. It is also worth mentioning that some critical 
issues should be considered in the final version. For instance, a clearer statement for the 
certification and acceptance of wallets provided by private companies against the 
requirements of European Digital Identity Wallet to avoid restrictions on competition 
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should be provided. Since DLT may be used as infrastructure for SSI, there also should 
be mandatory implementing acts in eIDAS with references to European standards to 
ensure technical harmonization. Regarding the SSI-principles, it can be stated that there 
is no fundamental contradiction with the [eIDAS2]to be seen. The [eIDAS2] makes it 
possible for SSI-principles to become reality recognizing that decentralization has to be 
restrained to an acceptable level for achieving legal trust and data sovereignty. If a 
holder can`t trust an identity, issuer or verifier, he cannot act self-sovereign.  
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Corporate Digital Responsibility and the current Corporate 
Social Responsibility standard: An analysis of applicability 

K. Valerie Carl1 , Timothy Markus Christian Zilcher1 and Oliver Hinz1  

Abstract: Corporate Digital Responsibility (CDR) takes a key role in developing, deploying, and 
managing digital technologies, products, and services responsibly and ethically. New technologies 
offer new chances but also expose new threats, especially related to privacy and data security that 
managers need to cope with. CDR puts privacy and data security attempts in a broader context to 
provide a more holistic approach to Corporate Responsibilities and to strengthen consumer trust in 
corporate activities. However, managers still face a lack of CDR guidelines that support the imple-
mentation of CDR activities. Existing guidelines related to Corporate Responsibilities, like the ISO 
standard 26000, provide guidance on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) addressing socially 
responsible and sustainable behaviour. However, current standards do not cover CDR directly. As 
such, the purpose of this contribution is to evaluate the applicability of the existing CSR standard to 
CDR to pave the way for CDR standardization in the future. 

Keywords: Corporate Digital Responsibility, Digitalization, Ethical Guidelines, Standardization. 

1 Introduction 

Advancements in digital technologies and an omnipresent digitalization of personal and 
professional lives allow for networks of devices that communicate via the Internet and 
perform fully automated tasks without any human interaction. The IoT emerged as an 
essential building block for many applications and systems. Despite the value creation and 
innovative technologies, consumers are especially concerned regarding the risks related to 
privacy and data security. These concerns even deepened due to data breaches and cyber-
attacks [Vi19] and lead to a lack of trust. The possible hazard of privacy and security 
related issues can cause economic, ethical, or legal issues for consumers and firms alike 
[Ba19]. Prior research suggests that consumers’ perception of their data security is critical 
for Internet or e-commerce technology adoption [Lu02]. To address these uncertaintys of 
digital technologies properly in a more comprehensive way and to support and to promote 
trust in corporate activities, a guiding framework that supports the ethical and responsible 
behavior in a digital world is necessary. In this context, the concept of Corporate Digital 
Responsibility (CDR) is gaining importance. CDR is closely related to the concept of 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), both subsumized under the umbrella of Corporate 
Responsibilities. While corporate responsibilities for a company’s impact on social and 
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economic aspects as well as their consequences is directed in the concept of CSR [MR02], 
CDR is a derivative of it with regard to digital issuses. CDR should give guidance to 
organizations how to handle potential negative consequences and how to use the 
opportunities of digitalization. CDR puts, inter alia, privacy and data security attempts in 
a broader context to provide a more holistic approach to corporate responsibilities and to 
strengthen consumer trust in corporate activities in a digitized world. 

Yet, we can observe lively discussions in practice [e.g., He21], governance [e.g., Th17], 
and research [e.g., Lo21] that address the necessity and conceptualization of CDR. Thus, 
the theoretical debate on CDR evolves addressing the understanding of CDR and its scope 
[e.g., He21, Lo21, Mi21]. Nevertheless, practitioners still lack concrete guidance for the 
implementation of CDR activities compared to activities dedicated to the related concept 
of CSR (i.e., ISO 26000). While the ISO 26000 is a well-known guidance for the 
implementation of CSR in corporate practice there is still no equivalent standard covering 
CDR despite the already advanced digitalization. Considering the already omnipresent 
risks and challenges caused by the ongoing digitalization, CDR guidance as a standard is 
needded. To the best of our knowledge, no previous research evaluated the applicability 
of the related CSR standard to the context of CDR. Thus, goal of this publication is to 
evaluate the need for adjustments to the current CSR standard, consequently the transfor-
mation into a superordinate Corporate Responsibility standard. Otherwise, there might be 
a need for the development of a separate standard to adequately address the topic of CDR. 

CDR implements guidelines for the company’s interaction with several stakeholder groups 
including, e.g., shareholders, employees, consumers, or the society itself [Lo21]. As 
various stakeholder groups do not always share the same interests, the guidelines CDR 
provides might not fit all stakeholder groups equally well. Consequently, the applicability 
evaluation of the ISO 26000 to the context of CDR focuses on business-to-consumer com-
panies and their activities aiming at consumers. Hence, we pave the way for the standard-
ization of CDR and provide guidance on the implementation of CDR in corporate practice. 
Following, the next section provides a definition of CSR and CDR. Section 3 then assesses 
the applicability of the CSR standard to CDR. Finally, we discuss the necessity of a spe-
cific CDR standard, this study’s implications, and future research paths.  

2 Corporate Social and Digital Responsibility 

CSR and CDR are correlated and both part of Corporate Responsibilities, however re-
search and practice should focus separately on CDR as is addresses the specific risk and 
challenges of the currently unfolding digitalization [e.g., Lo21]. CSR describes the respon-
sibility of companies to align themselves with the expectations, goals, and values the so-
ciety and stakeholders have. According to CSR, companies should take the economic, so-
cial, and ecological consequences of their actions into account [Ag11] and provide im-
provement to the quality of life by taking social responsibility. While organizations must 
follow legal obligations (i.e., regulations, laws) when offering products or services, CSR 
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intends them to align their behavior with ethically responsible conduct according to “what 
is right, just and fair, even when they are not obliged to by the legal framework” [MM07, 
p.337]. Consequently, voluntariness to improve the social well-being of stakeholders af-
fected by the company’s economic activities is at the core of CSR [Fr18]. CSR activities 
can also support corporate interests [Wi21] and are applicable to all sizes, industries and 
types of companies [Fr18]. The degree and type of CSR implementation varies and de-
pends on the influence of, e.g.,  stakeholders, regulations, or applicable standards. 

In 2010, the International Organization for Standardization published the ISO standard 
26000 “Guidance on social responsibility”. Despite its non-certifiability, this standard 
should serve as a guideline for organizations to act within the purpose of social responsi-
bility and contribute to their sustainable development. These guidelines are applicable to 
organizations of all types. According to the ISO 26000, social responsibility should be an 
integral part of a company’s core strategy. The central attribute of social responsibility is 
an organization’s initiative to integrate social and environmental considerations into its 
decision-making process and to be accountable for the impact of its decisions and activi-
ties on society and the environment. Therefore, organizations have to identify stakehold-
ers, and take their interest and expectation into account. The CSR standard aims to en-
courage organizations to go beyond compliance with the law, making it a fundamental 
duty of any organization and an essential part of its social responsibilities. Hence, ISO 
26000 demands both transparent and ethical behavior that contributes to a sustainable de-
velopment. In summary, firms should integrate CSR throughout the organization, their 
relationships, and regarding stakeholders’ interests.  

CDR is an independent concept that complements the principles of CSR by addressing the 
challenges and peculiarities of a digitized world [Lo21]. To this end, CDR puts associated 
risks of digital technologies, e.g., privacy and data security issues, in a broader context to 
provide a more holistic approach to Corporate Responsibilities and to strengthen consumer 
trust in corporate activities in a digitized world. Despite growing research efforts on CDR 
and its conceptualization [e.g., He21, Lo21], to the best of our knowledge, no previous 
research evaluated the applicability of the established CSR guidance to the context of 
CDR. Hence, this work lays the foundation for future research on CDR and a potential 
standardization of the concept by evaluating the status-quo of research concerning CDR 
and the applicability of a current standard related to Corporate Responsibilities (i.e., ISO 
26000). In the past, the CDR debate brought up an approach consisting of eight dimensions 
to describe CDR and the concept’s scope [Th17]: (i) access, (ii) dispute resolution and 
awareness, (iii) economic interests, (iv) education and awareness, (v) governance and par-
ticipation, (vi) information and transparency, (vii) privacy and data security, and (viii) 
product safety and liability. Some (national) regulations, like the GDPR, already cover 
distinct sub-fields of CDR. Nevertheless, CDR activities exceed the legally binding (na-
tional) minimum requirements and rather describes the voluntary acceptance of additional 
responsibilities. In countries that already require compliance with high standards, e.g., 
with respect to privacy and data security, activities related to CDR require higher levels 
of voluntary responsibility than in countries with lower legal standards. Thus, the activities 
relatable to CDR vary between different countries as the legal requirements always specify 
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the minimum level. However, since the concept of CDR applies worldwide, the concept 
sets country-independent minimum standards, which may be tightened by national laws. 

3 Applicability of the CSR standard to the context of CDR 

Aim of this study is to evaluate whether the existing CSR standard, ISO 26000, is appli-
cable to the context of CDR to form a superordinate Corporate Responsibility standard. 
Thus, we assess the current coverage of peculiarities of CDR, possible adjustments for 
adequate coverage, and the need for extensive additions to the CSR standard. This paves 
the way for the potential standardization of CDR and thus easy guidance for companies 
on how to implement CDR in practice. The evaluation grounds on eight dimensions of 
CDR [Th17] and associated sub-dimensions derived from theory and practice. 

3.1 Access  

Companies can support consumers’ access to (basic) digital technologies, products, and 
services. Especially in a digitized world, access gains tremendous importance [DT21]. 
The CDR dimension access covers physical and mental access. 
Physical access refers to the ability of individuals to physically access technologies. 
Hence, organizations can facilitate and enable safe access to digital technologies, products, 
and services. The CSR standard includes the demand for the dissemination of technolo-
gies, reasonably priced technologies, and preserving access in the event of a non-payment. 
However, issues not covered are specifics such as access to hardware, software, and Inter-
net connection, which represent important parts of this sub-dimension. 
Mental access includes corporate practices that increase consumers’ prior knowledge and 
facilitate usage. The CSR standard requests firms to strengthen consumer knowledge gen-
eration. However, further explanations on consumers’ prior knowledge and mental usage 
requirements are missing and would need a detailed representation.  

Summing up, the CSR standard covers important areas of the dimension access but it lacks 
more extensive issues related to both sub-dimensions. For example, Internet access and 
ease of use should complement the existing standard. However, there is a possibility to 
widen the focus of the CSR standard to cover this dimension appropriately. 

3.2 Dispute resolution and awareness  

Dispute resolution and awareness presents another dimension of Corporate Responsibili-
ties in the digital context. Companies can implement adequate mechanisms for resolving 
consumer complaints and potential redress for harm endured from transactions [CV16]. 
Correspondingly, CDR proposes an adequate way of contact regarding dispute resolution 
and redress for consumers, as well as a fair handling process. 
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Regarding the first contact, the CSR standard formulates the obligation to provide infor-
mation to consumers in order to ensure a transparent and accessible process. Hence, the 
CSR standard contains an obligation for companies to enable easy accessibility of mech-
anisms, e.g., when complaints occur. Besides, the CSR standard specifies that dispute res-
olution should involve no or minimal costs for consumers and should proceed without 
waiving their rights. When consumers file for a complaint, the procedure should be simple 
and easily accessible (e.g., in terms of language, education, distance, physical and mental 
limitations). Consequently, this CDR sub-dimension is widely covered.  

The second sub-dimension concerns the process of dispute resolution and dealing with 
complaints. The CSR standard requires the handling of a complaint according to a speci-
fied system and within a predictable period. Further should this process deviate from court 
procedures but the standard prohibits the circumvention of legal regulations. As such, it 
incorporates a fundamental principle of Alternative Dispute Resolution methods, which 
are particularly relevant in the digital environment. Consequently, the CSR standard 
widely covers this sub-dimension of CDR. However, consumer orientation lacks, which 
means to exhaust all options for solving the problems with consumers. Further, a focus on 
Online Dispute Resolution mechanisms is missing which seems particularly appropriate 
for dealing with complaints in the course of digital transactions.  

Summing up, most of the requirements of dispute resolution and awareness are included 
in the CSR standard. However, peculiarities concerning the dispute handling process in 
the digital context are missing. Hence, there is a need to strongly develop and add to the 
existing CSR standard to cover this CDR dimension extensively.  

3.3 Economic interests 

The digital context can reinforce the mismatch between the interests of consumers and 
companies. Following the principles of CDR, firms protecting consumers’ economic in-
terest also protect their own future profits. Hence, this dimension covers, e.g., fair compe-
tition policies [e.g., Ra16], pricing [e.g., HHS11], or interoperability [e.g., Le13]. 

A functioning competition represents the idea of a competition, which enables the market 
mechanism to function optimally. The CSR standard notes the importance of functioning 
competition for innovation, cost efficiency, equity, economic growth, and standard of liv-
ing. Therefore, companies should not engage in anti-competitive behavior to achieve an 
unfair competitive advantage and rather obey competitive law. In contrast, the CSR stand-
ard lacks mentioning monopolistic structures that are fundamentally opposed to function-
ing competition. With regard to digital markets, the reference to problems of market defi-
nition and the determination of market shares is missing. Besides, there is no legal consid-
eration of network effects. However, network effects describe the changed value of a mar-
ket or platform due to an additional market user and represent an important factor for 
companies, especially in the digital context [HOS20]. 

The second sub-dimension refers to pricing. In particular, price discrimination occurs 
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when firms charge different prices for the same product or service of the same quality 
[HHS11]. The CSR standard predicates that any distinction between people that results in 
an impairment of equal treatment should be avoided. This includes differentiating prices 
over time, between consumers, and between circumstances. However, there is a lack of 
more concrete evidence on the problem of price discrimination.  

The sub-dimension interoperability refers to the ability of different systems, techniques, 
or organizations to work together, using a common technical standard. The current CSR 
standard does not covers this sub-dimension even though it contributes to avoid lock-in 
effects and therefore protect consumers’ economic interests.  

Concluding, even though the CSR standard widely covers the sub-dimension referring to 
competition except for monopolistic structures and network effects, the sub-dimensions of 
pricing and interoperability need broader coverage in the CSR standard. The implemen-
tation is partially lacking and without the integration of these sub-dimensions, an applica-
tion of the current CSR standard to the concept of CDR is inconceivable. 

3.4 Education and awareness  

Education and awareness covers a broad range of application fields, e.g., consumer aware-
ness regarding social, economic, and ecological consumption consequences [Th17]. The 
enhancement of more sophisticated digital technologies (e.g., blockchain technology) am-
plifies consumers’ need for education. Hence, CDR encourages companies to educate con-
sumers also raising their awareness for consumption consequences. 

The first sub-dimensions refers to consumer education and should help consumers make 
informed consumption decisions. The CSR standard already requires firms to provide in-
formation to consumers to enable informed, responsible consumption decisions with 
knowledge of their rights and obligations. The CSR standard states that companies should 
foster consumer education, paying attention to the increased needs of disadvantaged (e.g., 
economic) consumer groups. Consumer education topics include, e.g., product safety, 
price and quality of products, and sustainability. Consequently, the CSR standard covers 
far-reaching parts of this sub-dimension. However, there is a lack of specified consumer 
education measures in different consumption stages. 

Besides conventional consumer education, the second sub-dimension awareness aims to 
create consumer awareness of environmental, social, and economic consequences of con-
sumption. The current CSR standard states that awareness is about paying attention to the 
impact of consumption decisions on other market participants, as well as on the common 
good, as opposed to simply pursuing individual interests.  

These CDR sub-dimensions coincide almost completely with principles already covered 
by the CSR standard. However, there is need for alignment regarding the specification of 
the timing of consumer education measures (i.e., before, after, or during service).  
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3.5 Governance and participation 

The dimension governance and participation entails adequate corporate participation 
mechanisms [Th17]. This CDR dimension consists of three sub-dimensions: consumer 
feedback, consumer organization involvement, and product development.  

The sub-dimension consumer feedback covers requirements for companies to respond to 
the concerns expressed by consumers. These requirements include facilitating consumer-
focused employee behavior, providing social skills training, and creating a pleasant cor-
porate culture to encourage consumer feedback. However, a detailed guidance on the de-
velopment of these capabilities and the design of feedback mechanisms lacks. 

The CSR standard currently does not cover the sub-dimension related to consumer organ-
ization involvement. Consumer organizations advocate for the interests of private consum-
ers and provide information on matters of private consumption. Thus, companies should 
survey representative groups of the community on business issues and participate in local 
forums, however a specific reference to consumer organizations lacks. Hence, there is a 
need for amendments advising firms to incorporate consumer organizations. 

In almost the same manner, the CSR standard lacks references to the sub-dimension prod-
uct development. Product development describes the process of creating a product, starting 
with the analysis of future trends and the incorporation of consumer needs up to the market 
launch. Although the CSR standard advices to include stakeholder groups’ opinions, there 
is no mention of concrete participation in terms of product development. Further, the CSR 
standard could distinguish between opportunities for participation at different stages of the 
product development process. Besides, relevant methods related to crowdsourcing and 
similar digital possibilities lack. 

In summary, the topic of consumer feedback is already part of the current CSR standard. 
Nevertheless, the CSR standard should exceed coverage related to employee behavior and 
a concretization of feedback mechanisms. The other two sub-dimensions are almost com-
pletely absent in the CSR standard. Accordingly, extensive additions would be necessary 
here so that the existing CSR standard also covers the CDR concept. 

3.6 Information and transparency  

Information and transparency are prerequisites for informed decision-making, therefore 
anticipated by consumers. This dimension addresses several application scenarios, e.g., 
the product scope, ecological footprint, or pricing [GGK10].  

The provision of information to consumers about products, services, and measures taken 
by the company forms the sub-dimension information. The CSR standard already covers 
the required disclosure of truthful and unbiased information about products, services, 
terms and conditions, impacts on society, the economy, and the environment. Provided 
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information should be complete and understandable to enable informed consumption de-
cisions. Yet, the CSR standard already covers an extensive part of the information-related 
CDR issues. Nevertheless, a concrete request for adequate information on data protection 
agreements and the link to specific issues in the digital context are missing.  

The sub-dimension transparency fosters transparency of information. The CSR standard 
specifies that companies should disclose information about their decisions, behaviors, and 
potential social impacts. Hence, the CSR standard meets the fundamental requirement of 
transparency. However, it does not contain any more specific provisions, e.g., related to 
transparency of revenue generation—peculiarities of the digital context. 

Concluding, the current CSR standard already addresses large parts of the information and 
transparency sub-dimensions, but the obligation to provide information specific to the 
digital context (e.g., digital business models, data protection agreements) lacks. To cover 
this CDR dimension a more far-reaching focus of the CSR standard is necessary. 

3.7 Privacy and data security 

Data privacy covers consumers’ ability to control their data, whereas data security implies 
the protection of data against possible risks [BC11]. Hence, the concept of CDR fosters 
the protection of privacy and data security exceeding regulations voluntarily. 

The responsible handling of data in terms of collecting and using data forms the sub-di-
mension of privacy. The CSR standard acknowledges the increased importance of per-
sonal data as a resource for digital products and services in the context of larger databases 
and digital communication technologies. It demands the consent of consumers at the time 
of data collection. Besides, the CSR standard covers the responsible and restricted use. To 
provide a more detailed evaluation of this CDR dimension, we employ an established 
framework, the six privacy protection goals, articulated by Hansen et al.  [HJR15] to sys-
tematically assess the current coverage of the CSR standard regarding this CDR sub-di-
mension. While having slight overlap with the CSR standard, the six privacy protection 
goals address two further fields: unlinkability states, inter alia, that data protection relevant 
data cannot be linked across domains and intervenability describes the possibility of inter-
vening in ongoing or planned data processing operations relevant to data protection. Both 
represent important privacy goals, which are worth considering including in the CDR 
standard. Hence, the CSR standard partly covers data privacy. Nevertheless, extensive 
amendments are needed to cover this topic in the digital context. 

Besides, the CSR standard partly covers the second sub-dimension data security and re-
quires appropriate security mechanisms, ensuring the protection of personal data. Yet, the 
CSR standard only implements basic aspects of data security. More far-reaching regula-
tions such as potential physical security risks due to unauthorized access to personal data, 
security risks of data mining with regard to personal information, or recommendations for 
actions to avoid cyber-attacks remain unmentioned. Besides, a reference to other standards 
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such as the ISO 27000 series dealing more concretely with the subject of information se-
curity to cover the topic of CDR more appropriately lacks.  

Hence, the current CSR standard covers data privacy for digital technologies superficially. 
However, while there are basic references to appropriate security mechanisms and privacy, 
concrete guidance for more privacy and data security lacks. Accordingly, far-reaching 
additions are necessary to represent this CDR dimension appropriately. 

3.8 Product safety and liability  

The dimension of product safety and liability addresses safe operations and the firm’s 
liability in case of potential injuries (i.e., physical and mental harm). The digital context 
also makes it difficult to trace the damage back to its source [Sm17]. Consequently, the 
concept of CDR requires firms to protect consumers’ safety from mental and physical risks 
also providing adequate liability and accountability in case of harm. 

The first sub-dimension product safety deals with regulations on the safety of consumer 
products. The CSR standard states that companies should foster safe product operation 
and provide information on the safe use of products and services, both for proper and the 
expected improper use. Besides, the CSR standard requires firms to anticipate and remedy 
further potential risks and hazards. Nevertheless, the CSR standard has substantial gaps 
with regard to the safety of digital products. In particular, the CSR standard does not meet 
the challenges of product safety specific to the digital context like social media.  

The second sub-dimension deals with product liability. According to the CSR standard, 
product liability refers to liability for compensations against the manufacturer for damage 
caused to the end user because of a defective product. Further, it also concerns the ac-
countability for potential (human) rights violations. However, calls for accepting addi-
tional responsibilities in the sense of liability and specific requirements for internal com-
pany liability regulations are missing. In terms of digital products and services the consid-
eration of liability-specific challenges such as intelligent algorithms, are not addressed. In 
addition to digital products and services, the CSR standard lacks liability regulations cov-
ering physical products sold via digital intermediary platforms. 

Summing up, the CSR standard covers the requirement of product safety in general. Not 
covered is the product safety and liability in the specific digital context. Thus, there is a 
need for an extensive addition to the CSR standard or the establishment of an own standard 
to adequately address this CDR dimension and the peculiarities of the digital context. 

4 Conclusion 

Aim of this study is to evaluate whether the current standards and norms addressing Cor-
porate Responsibilities are applicable to the context of CDR. Hence, we examined the 
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coverage of CDR dimensions by the ISO standard 26000, a standard providing guidance 
on CSR. ISO 26000 already addresses some of the CDR dimensions. However, ISO 26000 
only focuses on corporate activities and consumer interaction in general. Still, the digital 
context poses peculiarities that exceed previous responsibilities [e.g., Lo21, Mi21] and the 
current CSR standard by far. Hence, Corporate Responsibilities within the digital context 
should receive an extended connotation that exceeds the understanding of CSR. Conse-
quently, taking into account the detailed insights on the coverage of each of the eight CDR 
dimensions and the overall evaluation of applicability, this study suggests developing a 
CDR standard comparable to ISO 26000 that addresses the peculiarities and unique chal-
lenges of a digitized world. Alternatively, the standard 26000 would need to be extended 
extensively to include specific instructions to cover the digital context. However, since 
previous research recommends considering CDR and CSR as separate concepts [e.g., 
Lo21], one could better account for the specifics of the digital context by also developing 
two related, partially overlapping, but separate standards. 

Consequently, this publication makes several theoretical contributions. Firstly, this study 
presents the concept of privacy and data security in the broader context of Corporate Re-
sponsibilities. Hence, this research adopts a broader approach to privacy and data security 
than numerous other research endeavors, motivating research on both as distinct topics. 
Secondly, this publication advances the current research base related to CDR by providing 
an in depth understanding of the scope of each CDR dimension. Research on CDR is still 
in its infancy [e.g., Lo21]. Therefore, it is of tremendous importance to develop consensus 
on the scope of CDR and its associated dimensions to pave the way for the standardization 
of the concept, thus providing guidance on the implementation of CDR. Hence, this pub-
lication intends to enhance the discourse on the understanding of CDR to support future 
standardization. Thirdly, this research contributes to the understanding of potential over-
laps and divergences between the concepts of CSR and CDR.  

From a practical point of view, this research translates the theoretically derived concept of 
CDR [e.g., Lo21] to corporate practice. This paper offers practitioners guidance for the 
implementation of CDR in practice, and hence how to address consumer trust issues re-
lated, e.g., to privacy and data security. Thus, the scope and applicability analyses serve 
as a first orientation for practitioners aiming at the implementation of CDR in their com-
panies. Besides, this research should ignite the discussion on how to develop a standard 
that addresses CDR and its dimensions adequately. To this end, we provide a first assess-
ment on the applicability of the current CSR standard, possible additions so that CDR can 
be covered, and the evaluation of a potential standard of its own. Based on the derived 
assessment, we suggest establishing a specific standard that addresses CDR and the pecu-
liarities of the digital context. Hence, this research contributes to the solidification of CDR 
in corporate practice and a future standardization. Such a standardization can provide ad-
ditional guidance for firms on how to implement CDR and corroborates a common view 
of the definition and conceptualization of CDR. 

Despite our best efforts, this study is not without limitations. Firstly, this study focuses on 
one CSR standard, ISO 26000. To assess the applicability of a commonly used standard 
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in detail, this focus was necessary. Besides, there is no consensus in research nor practice 
on one framework describing the scope of CDR albeit sharing core values and a common 
understanding. However, we encourage future research to assess the applicability of other 
standards and norms related to Corporate Responsibility, also incorporating further CDR 
frameworks. Secondly, a focus on the interaction of firms with one specific stakeholder 
group was necessary. Nevertheless, CDR addresses several stakeholder groups like em-
ployees or society in general. Consequently, we motivate future research to address this 
gap and to assess the applicability of current standards on these aspects of CDR. The lim-
itations again highlight the need for consensus on the nomenclature and scope of CDR. 
Despite its shortcomings, this research made a first step towards the standardization of 
CDR and thus supported the establishment of the concept in practice. 
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Flexible Method for Supporting OAuth 2.0 Based Security 
Profiles in Keycloak 

Takashi Norimatsu1,2, Yuichi Nakamura1 and Toshihiro Yamauchi3  

Abstract: Keycloak is identity and access control open-source software. When used for open 
banking, where many OAuth 2.0 clients need to be managed and a different OAuth 2.0-based 
security profile needs to be applied to each type of API, the problem of increasing managerial 
costs by the Keycloak administrator occurs because Keycloak's security profile logic depends on 
the client settings, and the logic cannot be changed for each client's request. This paper proposes 
its solution by separating the security profile logic from the client settings, and by changing the 
security profile for each client's request based on the content of the request, and actual security 
profiles Financial-grade API (FAPI) are implemented to Keycloak. The paper calculates 
managerial costs in both the existing and proposed methods in scenarios managing FAPI, and 
compares the results. The comparison shows that using the proposed method reduces costs. Our 
implementations are contributed to Keycloak. 

Keywords: OAuth 2.0, Security Profile, FAPI, Open Source, Keycloak, Open Banking 

1 Introduction 

OAuth 2.0 [Ha21] is a widely used web-based authorization protocol. It is defined as a 
framework, so it can be used flexibly in a wide range of use cases. This flexibility, 
however, might introduce security holes if it is used incorrectly or inappropriately. To 
prevent such problems, detailed methods for using OAuth 2.0 securely have been 
developed. These are called security profiles.  

Some organizations have standardized and published security profiles. Examples of such 
security profiles are Financial-grade API Security Profile 1.0 Baseline (FAPI1-baseline) 
[Fi21a] and Advanced (FAPI1-advanced) [Fi21b] by the OpenID Foundation (OID-F). 

The security profiles of several in-service open banking systems are based on FAPI1-
advanced. Examples of such security profiles are Open Banking Security Profiles 
[Op21a] in the UK, Consumer Data Right (CDR) security profile [Co21] in Australia, 
and Open Banking Brasil Financial-grade API Security Profile 1.0 [Op21b] in Brazil. 
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In systems supporting security profiles based on OAuth 2.0, the authorization server is a 
key component because it plays a central role in OAuth 2.0. A variety of proprietary and 
open-source identity and access management (IAM) software support the functionality 
of authorization server. Keycloak4 is one example of such IAM open-source software. It 
is written in Java and is used widely for authentication and authorization purposes 
[NK20]. Keycloak can be used free-of-charge but there are some charged services5. 

Keycloak manages several kinds of entities. Figure 1 shows some of the relationships 
among them. The figure only depicts the entities and relationships that relate to the topic 
of this paper. 

 
Fig. 1: Some of the relationships among entities managed by Keycloak 

Keycloak creates realms that are separated and not accessible to each other. Keycloak 
manages clients, users and other entities within a realm. Each realm has its own settings.   

Keycloak manages a client application (“Client” in Figure 1 and generally referred to as 
just “client”), which provides some services to end users, and treats this client as an 
OAuth 2.0 client. A client has several kinds of settings. Some are defined by OAuth 2.0 
and called Client Metadata [Jo21] while others are defined by Keycloak. A client can 
send several kinds of requests to Keycloak, and these requests (for example, 
authorization requests and token requests) are defined by OAuth 2.0. When a client 
sends a request to Keycloak, Keycloak processes the request based on the client settings 
in Keycloak. 

Keycloak manages each end user (“User” in Figure 1) of a client. For example, in an 
authorization code flow of OAuth 2.0, Keycloak needs to authenticate a user and get 
consent from the user to allow the client to access the user’s own resources. 

Applying a security profile by Keycloak means that Keycloak processes a request from a 
client and judges whether the request satisfies the requirements of the security profile. If 
the requirements are satisfied, Keycloak returns a normal response. If they are not 
satisfied, Keycloak returns an error response. 

Existing open banking systems need to manage many clients because the systems are 
applied nation-wide. Open banking systems also need to support multiple types of APIs 
that require different security levels because the systems need to apply a different 
security profile for each type of API. 

 
4 https://www.keycloak.org, accessed: 06/07/2021. 
5 https://access.redhat.com/products/red-hat-single-sign-on, accessed: 16/12/2021. 
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When Keycloak is used as an authorization server in open banking, two problems 
increase the managerial costs of a Keycloak administrator. The first problem is that the 
Keycloak administrator needs to manage many client settings to apply security profiles. 
The second problem is that the Keycloak administrator needs to create a realm for each 
security profile and needs to manage the realm and entities included in the realm. The 
cause of these problems is that Keycloak's security profile logic depends on the client 
settings and cannot be changed for each client's request. 

To resolve these problems, we designed a flexible method for supporting several security 
profiles and implemented it with Keycloak. To resolve the first problem, the method can 
separate the logic related to security profiles from the client settings in Keycloak, so that 
the client settings of all clients do not need to be set up in Keycloak to apply a security 
profile. This separation reduces the costs for managing clients. To resolve the second 
problem, the method can change the security profile dynamically for each client request 
based on the content of the client request, so that a realm does not need to be created for 
each security profile. Making such changes dynamically reduces the costs for managing 
realms and entities included in the realms. 

To show that the proposed method can resolve the problems, we calculated the 
managerial costs needed to apply several security profiles for many clients, and 
compared the resulting costs with costs from before implementing the proposed method. 
The comparison shows that the proposed method reduces managerial costs. 

The implementations were contributed to Keycloak, reviewed by Keycloak maintainers, 
and successfully merged into Keycloak’s main branch. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes, in detail, the problems 
that occur when Keycloak is used for open banking. Section 3 gives details on the 
proposed method for resolving the problems. Section 4 shows the evaluation of the 
proposed method to show that it can resolve the problems. Section 5 describes the results 
of submitting the implementation to the upstream Keycloak repository. Section 6 gives 
works related to the proposed method. Finally, Section 7 gives a conclusion. 

2 Problems related to applying security profiles 

In open banking, an appropriate security profile should be applied to protect APIs. As 
Figure 2 shows, the straightforward method (the client settings-based method) of 
applying a security profile with Keycloak is to find the values of the client settings (in 
Keycloak) relevant to the security profile, set such values to the client settings, and 
process the client’s request by following the values. If existing client settings cannot 
cover a security profile, adding new client settings and logic becomes necessary. 
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Fig. 2: Applying a security profile to a client by the client settings (in Keycloak) 

Requirements for deploying an authorization server in open banking are the following: 

• Requirement 1: An authorization server needs to manage many clients and end 
users, because open banking is applied nation-wide. For example, 319 clients have 
been registered for Open Banking in the UK6. 

• Requirement 2: In open banking, an authorization server needs to manage several 
security profiles to protect several types of APIs that require different security 
levels. For example, one type of API (a read API) is used to retrieve an end user’s 
bank account’s balance and transaction history. Another type of API (a write API) 
is used to initiate a payment service on behalf of the end user. Protecting each type 
of API requires different security levels. In these examples, FAPI1-baseline is 
intended to be used to protect a read API while FAPI1-advanced is for a write API. 

However, applying security profiles by the client settings-based method for open 
banking is difficult due to the following two problems. 

• Problem 1: The client settings of every client need to be set up appropriately for a 
security profile. The amount of managerial operation for managing clients 
increases when there are many clients. 

• Problem 2: Only one security profile can be applied to one client in a realm. If 
multiple security profiles need to be managed, one realm needs to be created for 
each security profile. The amount of managerial operations for managing realms 
and entities included in the realms also increases when there are multiple security 
profiles. 

These problems cause difficulties. Increasing the required operations increases costs. In 
addition, the increase in operations increases the risk of operational mistakes, which 
often cause security incidents. 

3 Policy-based method for applying security profiles 

To resolve the problems described in section 2, a flexible method (the policy-based 
method) for applying a security profile was designed. Its design principles are as follows. 

 
6 https://www.openbanking.org.uk/fintechs/, accessed: 09/01/2022. 
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• Design principle 1: To resolve problem 1, the logic related to security profiles is 
separated from client settings so that the client settings of every client do not need 
to be configured to be appropriate for a security profile.  

• Design principle 2: To resolve problem 2, a security profile applied to a request 
from the same client in a realm can be changed dynamically so that another realm 
does not need to be created for each security profile.  

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the policy-based method. “Request Context” 
indicates a request’s content and context, such as the HTTP header’s value. “Security 
policy” determines which security profile is applied to a client’s request based on the 
request context and client setting. To apply a security profile, the policy-based method 
executes its logic to judge whether the request satisfies a security profile’s requirements 
regardless of the client settings. 

 
Fig. 3: Applying a security profile to a request from a client regardless of the client settings 

By following the above design principles, client policies, the framework for processing a 
request from a client, are implemented as an implementation of the policy-based method. 

Figure 4 shows logical components of the client policies. As shown below, four types of 
components are defined for client policies: executor, profile, condition. and policy. 

 
Fig. 4: Logical components of client policies 

An executor is a component that includes the logic needed to apply part of a security 
profile. By following design principle 1, the logic does not depend on client settings. 

A profile is a component that includes all the logic needed to apply a security profile 
itself. A profile consists of several executors. FAPI1-baseline, FAPI1-advanced, and 
FAPI-CIBA security profile (FAPI-CIBA) are implemented as executors and profiles.  

A condition is a component that includes the logic determining whether a profile is to be 
applied to a client’s request. By following design principle 2, the condition can use the 
context data of a client’s request (for example, parameters including a request and the 
HTTP context) to determine whether a profile is to be applied to a client’s request. 
Therefore, based on the content of the request, Keycloak can change the security profile. 
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A policy is a component that includes all the logic needed to determine whether a profile 
is to be applied to a client’s request. A policy consists of several conditions. If all 
evaluation results of the conditions are positive, the policy applies a security profile.  

Figure 5 shows how client policies work. The example has two policies, the FAPI1-
baseline policy and the FAPI1-advanced policy. There are also two profiles, the FAPI1-
baseline profile and the FAPI1-advanced profile. The FAPI1-baseline policy decides to 
apply the FAPI1-baseline profile if a client’s request includes the “read_account” scope 
value of OAuth 2.0. The FAPI1-advanced policy decides to apply the FAPI1-advanced 
profile if the client’s request includes the “bank_transfer” scope value. Then: 

• When a client sends a token request with a scope including “read_account”, the 
FAPI1-baseline policy decides to apply the FAPI1-baseline profile to the request, 
but the FAPI1-advanced policy decides not to apply the FAPI1-advanced profile.  

• When a client sends a token request with a scope including “bank_transfer”, the 
FAPI1-baseline policy decides not to apply the FAPI1-baseline profile to the 
request, but the FAPI1-advanced policy decides to apply the FAPI1-advanced 
profile to the request. 

 
Fig. 5: An example of how client policies work 

4 Evaluation 

The policy-based method was evaluated to confirm that it can resolve the problems 
described in section 2. Using Keycloak 15.0.2, we derived the theoretical costs for 
managing security profiles by a Keycloak administrator in both the client settings-based 
method and the policy-based method. We calculated the managerial costs in scenarios 
managing FAPI for both the client settings-based method and the policy-based method 
and compared the costs. 

4.1 Assumptions 

To focus the discussion on managing security profiles, only entities related to security 
profiles (namely, realms, clients, and client policies) are considered. To simplify the 
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discussion, it is assumed that the managerial cost for manually specifying any setting for 
one entity is the same and is considered to be 1. 

As described in section 2, it is assumed that a security profile can be applied by setting 
valid values for the client settings (in Keycloak) of a client managed by Keycloak. 
However, to apply FAPI1-baseline, FAPI1-advanced, and FAPI-CIBA used afterwards 
in the examples, some logic in Keycloak’s body code becomes necessary. Such 
additional coding is ignored in the evaluation. 

4.2 Theoretical Costs 

The calculations consider the following three task patterns for managing security profiles. 
In each pattern, the theoretical cost is derived from the number of settings that need to be 
managed. 

1. Initializing the Keycloak environment that supports security profiles. 

2. Adding new security profiles to existing the Keycloak environment. 

3. Modifying security profiles of existing the Keycloak environment. 

The following variables are defined. 

Figure 6 shows which entities the variable corresponds to in both the client settings-
based method and the policy-based method.  

 
Fig. 6: Numerical relationships among security profile related entities 

NSREL ≡ The number of realm settings 

NCLI ≡ The number of clients 

NSCLI ≡ The number of client settings 

NSPF ≡ The number of security profiles applied to the same client 

NSSPF ≡ The number of settings for a security profile 

N ≡ The number of settings for managing security profiles 
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In the client settings-based method, NSSPF is the number of client settings relating to a 
security profile; however, in the policy-based method, NSSPF is the number of executors 
for a security profile. 

Table 1 shows the managerial cost for each task pattern. 

Tab. 1: Theoretically derived managerial costs for security profiles 

In pattern 1, if the client settings-based method is used, the Keycloak administrator 
needs to create a realm for each security profile, and create clients and set up their client 
settings for the security profile for each realm. If the policy-based method is used, the 
Keycloak administrator needs to create only one realm, create clients in the realm and set 
up executors for each security profile. 

In pattern 2, if the client settings-based method is used, the Keycloak administrator 
needs to perform the same tasks as in pattern 1. If the policy-based method is used, the 
Keycloak administrator needs to only set up executors for each added security profile. 

In pattern 3, if the client settings-based method is used, the Keycloak administrator 
needs to set up client settings for all clients for a modified security profile. If the policy-
based method is used, the Keycloak administrator needs to only set up executors for each 
modified security profile. 

4.3 Calculating the Costs in the Examples 

Three examples for the above task patterns are suggested: initializing the Keycloak 
supporting FAPI1-baseline, adding FAPI1-advanced, and modifying FAPI1-advanced to 
FAPI-CIBA. Keycloak has 117 realm settings (NSREL = 117) and 110 client settings7 
(NSCLI = 110), and it is assumed that this security profile is applied to requests from 1000 
clients (NCLI = 1000). 

 
7 https://www.keycloak.org/docs/15.0/server_admin/index.html#_oidc_clients, accessed: 09/01/2022. 

Pattern N (client settings-based) N (policy-based) 

Initializing Keycloak for 
security profiles 

NSPF × (NSREL + NCLI × 
(NSCLI + NSSPF)) 

∝ NSPF ×  NCLI 

NSREL + NCLI ×NSCLI + 
NSPF × NSSPF 

∝  NSPF  +  NCLI 

Adding new security profiles 
NSPF × (NSREL + NCLI × 
(NSCLI + NSSPF)) 

∝  NSPF ×  NCLI 

NSPF × NSSPF 
∝  NSPF 

Modifying security profiles NSPF × NCLI × NSSPF 
∝  NSPF  ×  NCLI 

NSPF × NSSPF 
∝  NSPF 
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Using the client settings-based method, 13 client settings (Proof Key for Code Exchange 
Code Challenge Method, Client Authenticator, Root URL, Admin URL, Base URL, 
Web Origins, Backchannel Logout URL, Valid Redirect URIs, JWKS URL, Valid 
Request URIs, CIBA Client Notification Endpoint URL, Consent Required, and Full 
Scope Allowed) need to be set up properly (NSSPF = 13) to support FAPI1-baseline. 

Using the policy-based method, 6 executors8 (Secure Session Enforce, PKCE Enforcer, 
Secure Client Authenticator, Secure Client URIs, Consent Required, and Full Scope 
Disabled) need to be set up (NSSPF = 6) to support FAPI1-baseline. 

Using the client settings-based method, 21 client settings (Access Type: bearer, Access 
Type: public, Client Authenticator, Root URL, Admin URL, Base URL, Web Origins, 
Backchannel Logout URL, Valid Redirect URIs, JWKS URL, Valid Request URIs, 
CIBA Client Notification Endpoint URL, Use ID Token as a Detached Signature, User 
Info Signed Response Algorithm, ID Token Signature Algorithm, Access Token 
Signature Algorithm, Request Object Signature Algorithm, Signature Algorithm, 
Consent Required, Full Scope Allowed, OAuth 2.0 Mutual TLS Certificate Bound 
Access Tokens Enabled) need to be set up (NSSPF = 21) to support FAPI1-advanced. 

Using the policy-based method, 11 executors (Secure Session Enforce, Confidential 
Client Accept, Secure Client Authenticator, Secure Client URIs, Secure Request Object, 
Secure Response Type, Secure Signing Algorithm, Secure Signing Algorithm for Signed 
JWT, Consent Required, Full Scope Disabled, and Holder of Key Enforcer) need to be 
set up (NSSPF = 11) to support FAPI1-advanced. 

Using the client settings-based method, 22 client settings (21 of them are the same for 
FAPI1-advanced, and CIBA Backchannel Authentication Request Signature Algorithm) 
need to be set up properly (NSSPF = 22) to support FAPI-CIBA. 

Using the policy-based method, 14 executors (11 are the same for FAPI1-advanced, 
Secure CIBA Authentication Request Signing Algorithm, Secure CIBA Session Enforce, 
and Secure CIBA Signed Authentication Request) need to be set up (NSSPF = 14) to 
support FAPI-CIBA. 

Table 2 shows managerial costs for managing security profiles. In the example, “client” 
means the client settings-based method and “policy” means the policy-based method. 

Tab. 2: Calculated managerial costs for security profiles based on the examples 

 
8 https://www.keycloak.org/docs/15.0/server_admin/index.html#_client_policies, accessed: 09/01/2022. 

Example NSSPF 
(client) 

NSSPF 
(policy) 

N 
(client) 

N 
(policy) 

Initializing Keycloak for FAPI1-baseline 13 6 123117 110123 
Adding FAPI1-advanced 21 11 131117 11 
Modifying FAPI1-advanced to FAPI-CIBA 22 14 22000 14 
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4.4 Discussion 

Considering the theoretically derived managerial costs and their examples shown in 
Table 1 and Table 2, we can conclude that using the policy-based method is a good 
option from the perspective of managerial costs for the following usage situations while 
the client settings-based method is an acceptable option in other cases. 

• When different security profiles need to be applied to requests from the same client 

• When many clients need to be supported 

• When security profiles need to be added or modified frequently 

5 Contribution to the Keycloak Upstream Repository 

To contribute the implementation of client policies and security profiles (FAPI1-baseline, 
FAPI1-advanced and FAPI-CIBA) to the Keycloak upstream repository, we needed to 
confirm that the implementation for security profiles complies with the FAPI 
specifications. To validate the implementation, we used OpenID Conformance Suite 
provided by OID-F9 and confirmed that Keycloak code including the implementation 
could pass the conformance tests for both FAPI1-advanced and FAPI-CIBA. After this 
validation, the implementation was contributed to the Keycloak project, reviewed by 
Keycloak maintainers, and merged into Keycloak’s main branch in Keycloak 1510.  

6 Related work 

The policy-based method introduces the idea of Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) 
to change the security profile applied to a client’s request based on the content of the 
request. [EY05] established ABAC’s formal model and proved that this model can 
represent the Mandatory Access Control (MAC) and Discretionary Access Control 
(DAC) model. Generally, ABAC’s access control part can be achieved by the policy-
based method. [PRR16] categorized the access control part into a logic-based policy and 
enumerated policy. [PRR16] proposed Label Based Access Control for enumerated 
policies and established its formal model. [XRR12] derived the minimum requirements 
of ABAC for representing MAC, DAC, and Role Based Access Control (RBAC) and 
formalized the minimum ABAC model satisfying these requirements.  

OAuth 2.0 itself is so flexible that it has been used in a wide range of use cases for web-
based authorization. [Fe17] applied OAuth 2.0 to accessing data collected by IoT devices. 
They modified the OAuth 2.0 protocol by considering a situation where IoT-device 

 
9 https://openid.net/certification/about-conformance-suite/, accessed: 06/07/2021. 
10 https://www.keycloak.org/docs/latest/release_notes/index.html#financial-grade-api-fapi-improvements-fapi-

ciba-and-open-banking-brasil, accessed: 09/12/2021. 
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resources are limited and constrained. [Fe17] used RBAC to access such data. [ZRS19] 
applied OAuth 2.0 to access services provided by microservices in a container-
orchestrated platform. [AAM19] applied and modified OAuth 2.0 for user centric 
identity management. All these studies use OAuth 2.0 to control access to resources 
provided by resource servers via APIs in OAuth 2.0’s context by using ABAC. Unlike 
these studies, the proposed policy-based method in this paper utilizes the idea of ABAC 
for access control at OAuth 2.0’s endpoints to determine whether an authorization server 
like Keycloak accepts a request from a client at these endpoints.  

7 Conclusion 

For Keycloak to support security profiles based on OAuth 2.0 and meet large-scale use 
cases such as open banking, the problem of increasing Keycloak managerial costs must 
be resolved. To resolve the problem, a policy-based method was proposed and 
implemented as client policies to enable flexible management of security profiles. Actual 
security profiles like FAPI1-baseline, FAPI1-advanced, and FAPI-CIBA have been 
implemented using client policies. 

To confirm that the proposal resolves the problem, three scenarios of initializing, adding, 
and modifying security profiles were considered. Costs were calculated for these 
scenarios, and the results show that managerial costs of the Keycloak administrator 
decrease compared with the existing client settings-based method. 

To validate the implementation of FAPI security profiles, we proved that it complies 
with the FAPI security-profile specifications by passing FAPI conformance tests. All 
implementations were contributed to Keycloak and merged into Keycloak’s main 
branch. In the future, other security profiles like FAPI 2.0 [Fe21], the next major version 
of FAPI 1.0, will be implemented and contributed to Keycloak. 
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Risk variance: Towards a definition of varying outcomes of 
IT security risk assessment 

Sebastian Kurowski1, Christian H. Schunck 2 

Abstract: Assessing IT-security risks in order to achieve adequate and efficient protection 
measures has become the core idea of various industry practices and regulatory frameworks in the 
last five years. Some research however suggests that the practice of assessing IT security risks may 
be subject to varying outcomes depending on personal, situational and contextual factors. In this 
contribution we first provide a definition of risk variance as the variation of risk assessment 
outcomes due to individual traits, the processual environment, the domain of the assessor, and 
possibly the target of the assessed risk. We then present the outcome of an interview series with 9 
decision makers from different companies that aimed at discussing whether risk variance is an 
issue in their risk assessment procedures. Finally, we elaborate on the generalizability of the 
concept of risk variance, despite the low sample size in light of varying risk assessment procedures 
discussed in the interviews. We find that risk variance could be a general problem of current risk 
assessment procedures. 

Keywords: Risk Analysis, Risk Assessment, Risk Management, IT-Security, Information Security 

1 Introduction 

Risk analysis has become an important cornerstone of information security management. 
For instance, the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requires security 
measures to be adequate in light of the risk for the data subjects rights and liberties 
(Article 32, paragraph 1 and article 24, paragraph 1, GDPR). Industrial Frameworks such 
as the VDA Information Security Assessment (ISA) [VD15] require a security level and 
thus risk associated characterization of security measures. These are just two example of 
frameworks that have shifted towards a risk-based approach, putting the justifiability of 
security measures at their core. This development seems reasonable, since managing 
information security around assessed information security risks allows organizations not 
just to choose the right security measures, but to align their budgets accordingly, and to 
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have reasonable justification if incidents happen despite taken efforts. However, these 
advantages can only materialize, if the assessment of risks is reliable and factual. 
Reasonable justifications can only stand if the risk has been regarded beyond possible 
doubt. The optimal budget can only be determined if risks have been assessed without 
any biases. In the largely positivistic research area of IT- and information security the 
factuality of risk assessments is often assumed implicitly. Yet Baskerville drew an 
argument for the interpretivistic nature of risk assessments [Ba91], indicating that these 
may be biased by the person interpreting the risk. Additionally, Luhmann [Lu90] 
provides an argument for the subjectivity of risks by arguing that a risk is an anticipation 
of observed threats. This can also incidcate that the assessment of risks may not only be 
subject to individual, subjective traits but also to factors surrounding the anticipation of a 
risk and the observation of a threat. Finally, the dissertation by Mersinas [Me17] shows 
that decision making and attitude of security deciders can be influenced by risk aversion 
and affinity.  

This raises the question: Can risk assessments vary based on non-risk related traits? 
 
In this contribution we coin the term risk variance as varying outcomes of risk 
assessments. We provide the results of semi-structed interviews with nine decision 
makers from the IT and information security domain in different organizations on the 
existence of variance in risk assessments. We then discuss the findings along the existing 
body of knowledge on influencing factors of decision making and arrive at a definition 
of risk variance. We also discuss how general the problem of risk variance, and the 
identified factors could be. The following section provides a first characterization of 
what could possibly characterize risk variance, followed by a brief discussion of the 
current state of the art of risk assessments. 

2 State of the Art 

2.1 Variation and biases in security decision making 

Some publications discovered biases in security decision making. Hyeun-Suk et al. 
[Hy12] showed that security decision makers would tend to assess other companies as 
more vulnerable than their own company. Mersinas [Me17] showed that decision makers 
indicate subjective affinity or aversion towards certain risk scenarios. Still, the 
subjectivity of organizational analyses, organizational decision-making, and thus also 
risk assessment is a rare research subject in information and IT security research.  

However, extensive research exists from the field of psychology, sociology and 
economics. The research of Kahneman and Tversky [KT79] shows that individuals can 
indicate affinity or aversion towards specific risk scenarios, which matches the findings 
by Mersinas [Me17]. Nosofsky [No83] and later Benjamin et al. [Be09] showed that 
criterion selections can change based on the presentation of those criterions (criterion 
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noise). E.g. the number of criterions can increase criterion noise, while providing 
overviews can decrease it. Gilboa and Schmeidler [GS89] showed that subjects tend to 
regard known scenarios as more significant than unknown scenarios. And finally, 
Hermand et al. [He03] find that the target that a risk applies to (risk target) influences the 
significance of that risk for the assessing individual. They showed that risks that apply to 
strangers are perceived more likely, than those that apply to the assessors. This shows 
that while there is few existing evidence for varying outcomes of decision-making 
processes in IT- or information security, there is a large body of knowledge on possible 
individual, situational, presentational (i.e. criterion noise), and contextual influences, that 
may as well apply to IT- or information security.  

2.2 Variation in risk assessment approaches 

These factors, however, do not play any role in current risk assessment approaches. 
Good practices and norms such as ISO/IEC 27005:2018 [Is18], OCTAVE, OCTAVE 
FORTE [AD02], ITU X.1208 , NIST SP 800-122 , BSI-Standard 200-3, factor analysis 
of information risk (FAIR), or the French “expression des besoins et identification des 
objectivs de sécurité” (EBIOS) do not take assessor traits, situational traits, or any other 
influencing factors into account. The only existing norm that considers its organization 
surrounding is NIST SP 800-30, which requires risk assessments to be structured along 
the organization’s hierarchy. Peer reviewed literature on risk assessments on the other 
hand largely considers automation approaches, over variation minimization. Zhang and 
Rao use neural networks [Zr20] for risk assessments, Shakibazad and Rashidi [Sh20] 
build upon pre-assessed vulnerability scores which are assumed to be objective, Riesco 
and Villagra build assessments on large semantic networks [RV19], Rios et al. use attack 
trees [Ri20], and James [Ja19] derives risk assessments based on deterministic finite 
automation. None of these approaches take the variability of inputs or the variable 
interpretation of outputs into account. But even in non- or semi-automated approaches, 
assessment procedures reducing or avoiding possible variances do not play a role. Teng 
et al. [Te20] employ an analytical hierarchy process (AHP) [Sa88] in order to weigh 
different risks. While this could potentially decrease criterion noise, it does not weigh on 
the other possible influencing factors. Sektas-Bilusisch et al. [Se20] combine focus 
groups with a formal model in order to assess risks. However, they as well do not take 
any possible variations in account. This shows that the variation of risk outcomes based 
on individual, situational, presentational, and contextual cues is not yet considered 
within industry practices, norms, or research. 

3 On the relevance of risk variance 

Since no direct evidence of risk variance could be obtained from existing literature, yet 
the existence of this problem seemed to be plausible in light of the body of knowledge of 
other research domains, we conducted an interview series with nine different decision 
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makers from nine different organizations. 

3.1 Sampling and Data Capturing 

The interviews aimed at verifying or falsifying the existence of risk variance in the IT- 
and information security risk assessment processes of these companies. Additionally, 
details on how risks are conducted, which norms are used, what role security plays 
within the organization, and if risk variance was observed, how the organization 
mitigates this variance were sought. These interview aims provide both exploratory and 
confirmatory research questions. Therefore, a semi-structured interview methodology 
was used [My09] as it allowed the interviewers to deviate from the question script in 
order to further explore the responses of interviewees. The interviews were conducted as 
part of a funded project by an association for IT availability. This allowed for the 
acquisition of interview partners from the members of this association. While the 
thematic frame of the association (along with a small sample size) may hinder the 
generalizability of these findings, we were still able to acquire interviewees from 
different functions including information security, quality management, sales and 
executive roles. Interviews were conducted by two interviewers. Given that interviewees 
consented to recording, all interviews were recorded for later analysis and deleted after 
the analysis was finished. No interviewee objected to the interview being recorded. A 
third researcher transcribed the interviews, which were then used for analysis. 

3.2 Data analysis 

Due to the explorative properties of semi-structured interviews, one of the main tasks of 
the analysis methodology was to reduce the possible variety of statements without losing 
too much information. Qualitative content analysis (QCA) was chosen for this purpose 
[EK08][Sc19]. QCA provides for interview transcripts to be analysed with a thematic 
framework of main themes and sub-themes. The use of code systems for analysis within 
the thematic framework is not obligatory. Therefore, code systems were not used in the 
analysis of the interviews. Although these represent a considerable reduction of the data 
[GL13], an ex-ante elaboration of code systems would get in the way of the explorative 
character of the data. An elaboration of codes during the analysis, as used for example in 
grounded theory based analysis approaches [GS71][HJ03] also did not seem profitable, 
as an elaboration of explanatory substantive and general theories [Ur09] would go 
beyond the scope of this publication. Furthermore, due to the number of interview 
partners (n=9), no value was seen in quantitative analysis, which ultimately led to the 
decision not to use code systems. The thematic framework was used by two researchers 
working independently to interpret the transcribed responses. These interpretations were 
then checked for agreement by both researchers. Discrepancies were resolved in a meta-
interpretation. This meta-interpretation was finally used for a narrative summary, similar 
to a narrative review of literature [Ja16]. The thematic framework used for the analysis is 
presented in the Appendix. This represents the respective main topics on which the 
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analysis is based. For example, risk analysis questions should be considered in terms of 
their degree of systematisation (standards used, use of standards, risk factors considered, 
weighting/measurement of risk, abstract description of approach). Analysis-initiating 
factors should be distinguished in terms of regular and irregular factors. The regularity of 
the analysis was considered exclusively in terms of the period after which an analysis is 
repeated. Influences on monetary planning and reserves were considered in terms of 
their existence, the nature of the influence and the monetary aspects influenced. In 
contrast, purposes of the risk analysis that go beyond this were not to be explored in 
greater depth. The influence of risk analysis on the company was additionally regarded 
by the thematic framework. The monetary influence was in the foreground, since this 
could play a supporting role for the concept of efficiency under the assumption that 
entrepreneurial action can be reduced to the exchange of monetarily measurable 
resources. However, additional purposes of risk analysis can indicate its value for the 
company's success. The occurrence of risk variance was analysed with regard to its 
existence in principle and possible reasons for it. If risk variances occur in the company, 
possible limiting countermeasures were recorded. If none occurred, possible preventive 
countermeasures were considered. However, this case did not occur with any of the 
interview partners. Finally, the analysis of the demographic questions aimed to analyse 
the current perspective on the company, the professional proximity to risk analyses, 
relevant previous experience and the relevance of the topic of information security for 
the organisation itself, both in absolute terms and in relation to other important (open) 
topics such as customer satisfaction, or shareholder value. In the course of the analysis, it 
became apparent that interviewee 8 could not give any organisation-specific answers due 
to his role as a security consultant. Since the statements therefore referred to his general 
view, but not to a specific company, the answers were excluded from the development of 
the meta-interpretation. This results in an effective sample of (n=8). 

3.3 Findings 

Tab. 2 shows that all interviewees claimed that they have observed risk variance in their 
risk assessment outcome. This is especially interesting, as the standardization of the risk 
assessment process varies from standardized according to international norms, 
standardized according to company specific processes, semi-standardized with checklists 
and templates to ad-hoc improvised assessment processes. Obviously the systematicity 
of assessments does not mitigate risk variance sufficiently. 

R.V.* Impact as.. Probability as.. Risk aspects  Standardization  

 Business 
Impact 

Quantitative B, S, O ISO 27k process 

 Financial 
Impact 

No information S, P, Fi, Pr No information 
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R.V.* Impact as.. Probability as.. Risk aspects  Standardization  

 Financial 
Impact if 
possible 

Semi-Quantitative / 
Quantitative if 
possible 

S Standardized 
company specific 
process 

 Expert 
Opinion / 
Data if 
possible 

Quantitative based on 
expert opinion / Data 
if possible 

S, B, O, Pr, Prod, Ma, 
Qu, IT 

Standardized 
company specific 
process 

 Qualitative Qualitative IT, B Standardized 
company specific 
process 

 Customer-
depending 

Customer-depending App Customer 
depending 

 Liability No information IT, Fi Improvised 

 Financial Qualitative based on 
expert opinion 

BC Semi-
standardized 

* Risk Variance,  Risk variance observed, B = Business Risk, S = Security Risk, O = 
Organizational Integration, P = Privacy Risk, Fi = Financial Risk, Pr = Price Risk, Se = Service 

Risk, Pr = Provisioning Risk, Prod = Production Risk, Ma = Marketing Risk, Qu = Quality Risk, IT 
= IT Risk, App = Application Downtime, BC = Business Continuity 

Tab. 1 Observed risk variance and risk assessment characteristics mentioned by the interviewees 

The same holds for the role of quantification. Some researchers, e.g. [Zu20] sometimes 
confuse quantification with objectiveness of results. However, our results clearly show 
that no matter, whether percentage point expert values, ordered non-numerical risk 
classes, or actual data is used, risk variance always exists within the processes. Finally, 
there does not seem to be an influence between the broadness of considered risk aspects. 
Whether risk assessments include the identification of consequences to, or influences 
from application downtime only, or multiple different aspects within the company, risk 
variance is always observed.  

The factors which interviewees saw as reasons for the varying risk assessments however 
included risk affinity or aversion, knowledge of the domain, understanding of 
psychology, empathy, professional background, domain of work, contextual 
understanding, personality, and the situation of decision-making. Surprisingly, the 
professional domain was mentioned as a reason for risk variance by three different 
interviewees. One interviewee mentioned that IT security people might have a focus on 
exploits but not on topics like emergency crisis management or business continuity. 
Other interviewees stressed the different views between Chief Financial Officers (CFO) 
and Chief Information Security Officers (CISO) stressing that the CFO “…didn’t see the 
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importance of the security as the [CISO] did.” Instead, the “…CFO was more interested 
in reducing […] expenses related to what the [CISO] office was demanding.”. 
 
The contextual understanding of a risk scenario was mentioned by two interviewees. 
One mentioned that a risk assessor can have a different understanding on the services 
that are provided to customers, how valued the customers are, etc. Another interviewee 
even mentioned that “sometimes business and sales tell you this is a must win. So, then 
risk is looked at differently.”. 
Knowledge of the domain which is affected by the risk scenario, and an understanding of 
psychology and empathy in order to “…ask the right questions in the right way and the 
right times” was mentioned by one interviewee. Interestingly domain knowledge was not 
mentioned by any other interviewee. However, being able to ask the right questions 
seems to be related with the situation of decision-making, that has been mentioned by 
another interviewee. This interviewee claimed that the risks vary based on who it is and 
also how the decision is made, e.g. after detailed discussions or as an ad-hoc decision. 
We therefore noted the understanding of psychology and the situation of decision 
making both as the situation of the risk assessment in Table 3. Finally, individual 
differences and personality was mentioned by three different interviewees without 
further details on the specific traits. For instance, one interviewee mentioned that 
“…managers have very different personalities…”, another one told us that the 
assessment itself is an “…individual decision.”. 

4 Towards a definition of risk variance 

The previous section showed that risk variance is an issue with the interviewee’s 
companies. The observation of risk variance also aligns well with findings on decision-
making biases from the fields of psychology, sociology, and economics. However, the 
reasons given by interviewees for risk variance seem to vary.  

Risk affinity or risk aversion is being mentioned by most interviewees. However, it is 
only mentioned with high, very high, and in one case an unclear assessment of the 
importance of security in the organization. It is also independent from the IT security 
focus of these interviewees’ professional experiences. It seems hardly surprising that risk 
affinity or risk aversion seems to play a role when observing risk variances in 
organizations with high and very high importance of security. The breadth of possible 
discussed risk scenarios could be much larger in these companies, unveiling risk affinity 
or aversion towards certain scenarios more easily. This confirms hypothesis 1. 

Interestingly, knowledge of the domain of a risk scenario was only mentioned by one 
interviewee from a security framework implementation perspective in a company with 
high importance of security. But if considered together with the contextual 
understanding of a risk scenario, it spans beyond IT scenarios and is observed with 
organizations that emphasize security both highly and very highly. It could be that 
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domain-unknowing risk assessors that assess risk scenarios under naïve or overly 
pessimistic scenarios are more observed with organizations that put more emphasis of 
risk assessments in more parts of the company, due to the high or very high importance 
of security. This would also explain why the contextual understanding is also observed 
by the interviewee with customer representative and management of outsourcing 
experience. The processual situation in which the risk assessment (situation of risk 
assessment) is conducted in, is also mentioned together with a high and very high 
importance of security and by interviewees with management and quality assurance 
experience. The professionally influenced focus on processes of these interviewees may 
lead to this observation. The domain of the assessors on the other hand also played a role 
with medium, high, and customer-focused high importance of security in the companies. 
It is observed by security management, enterprise architecture, and executive level 
management professionals. Such professions usually cooperate with various individuals 
from different domains. The different thought approaches, e.g. of law, psychology, 
sociology, business management and computer science could yield different conclusions. 
This however can only be observed by individuals that have worked with different 
domains as for instance security managers, executive managers, or enterprise 
architecture managers. All mentioned reasons for risk variance so far seem to be 
attributable to the interviewees capability of observing them. The variance between the 
different professional experiences and the importance of security all aligns well with the 
mentioned reasons. The claim of generalizability thus is almost of esoteric nature. Since 
we can conclude that: Risk affinity or aversion towards risk scenarios, knowledge of the 
domain that a risk scenario affects, contextual understanding of the risk scenario, the 
processual environment of the risk assessment, and the domain of the assessor seem to 
be general reasons for risk variance. If they are not observable, it currently seems 
plausible that the reason for this lack of observation may be the lense of the observer and 
not the non-existence of the reason. Risk variance is therefore to be defined as a 
variation of outcomes of IT- and information security risk assessments based on 
individual traits (risk affinity / aversion [KT79][Me17], knowledge of the domain 
[GS89], contextual understanding of the scenario), the processual environment 
(presentational cues [Be09][No83], social cues [Lu90]), and the domain of the assessor. 
Risk target [He03] was the only possible aspect of risk variance that was not mentioned 
by the interviewees. However, this could also be due to the lack of observability beyond 
experimental setups and targeted questioning of individuals.  

5 Conclusion 

This contribution provides insights from an interview series with 9 interviewees on the 
issue of risk variance. It uses the existing body of knowledge along with the insights 
from the interviews in order to arrive at a definition of risk variance. It also discussed the 
possible generalizability of these findings, beyond conceptual or sampling-based 
generalizability. We found that risk variance is an issue with all interviewees. The 
reasons for risk variance however vary slightly between the interviewees. Yet, this can 
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be explained by the different lenses of the interview partners. Additionally, the 
mentioned reasons align well with the body of knowledge on possible influencing factors 
of decision making under uncertainty. We therefore assume that risk variance is a 
generalizable issue. The definition provided in this contribution however is not possibly 
conceptually saturated. Hereby the severity of risk variance is not necessarily depending 
on the variation between two assessments by the same person. It can be severe however, 
if compliance goals are not met, due to variations between the assessments conducted by 
the organization and the assessments conducted by auditing parties, or their 
subcontractors. Additionally risk variance can implicate that budget decisions made on 
an educated argument are suddenly biased by individual, situational, and contextual 
traits. The question on possible mechanisms that contribute to the identified reasons for 
risk variance therefore is relevant. The identified reasons in this contribution seem to be 
due to a lack of understanding of scenarios, a lack of contextual understanding, different 
social cues, presentation, knowledge, and risk affinity / aversion. Except for the social 
cues, all of these reasons could potentially be founded in the conceptual richness of the 
term security risk. I.e. the FAIR ontology involves attacker models, economic models, 
along with IT specific terminology. This richness of concepts could increase the room 
for interpretation, failing to frame the decision-making biases, and thus arriving at 
variation of the resulting assessment. If this is true, then an epistemologically founded 
re-definition of the concepts of risk with the goal to minimize the conceptual richness of 
the term could indeed help to minimize risk variance. This however is subject to further 
research. 

6 Annex 

# Question Type Classification 

Name Description 

Risk assessment procedures in the organization 

1 Risk assessment 
procedures in the 
organizations 

Used Standards Name of the standards that are used as part of the risk 
assessment 

Use of Standards Role that these standards play in the risk assessment 
(e.g. as a baseline) 

Risk aspects at play Parts that are considered as related to the IT security risk 

Weight / size of risk Quantified or Qualified risk values 

Process Participants, tasks and their execution order 

2 Triggers for risk 
assessments 

Irregular triggers Irregular events that result in a (re-)assessment of risks 

Regular triggers Regularly occuring events that result in a (re-
)assessment of risks 
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# Question Type Classification 

Name Description 

3 Regularity of risk 
assessments 

Timespan Regularity of reassessments 

4 Impact of risk 
assessments on financial 
aspects in the 
organization 

Influencing relationship Is there an influence on any money matters? 

Type of influence on 
money matters 

How are money matters influenced? 

Influenced aspects of 
money matters 

What kind of money matters are influenced? 

5 Impact on other 
purposes 

Name of Purpose Name of the purpose for which a risk assessment is used 

Risk variances in the risk assessment procedures 

6 Existence of risk 
variance 

Existence of Risk Variance Existence or in the past observed variances of risk 
assessments 

Reason for Risk Variance Assumed reasons for varying risk assessments 

6a) Mitigating risk variance 
(if risk variance exists) 

Name of Measure Measure to limit the outcome of varying risk 
assessments 

6b) Preventing risk variance 
(if risk variance does not 
exist) 

Name of Measure Measure to avoid the outcome of varying risk 
assessments 

Demographic questions 

9 Current role and 
responsibility 

Name of Role Name of the role 

Information security 
related tasks 

Tasks with relation to security if not implied by the role 

10 Professional experience Information security or IT 
Experience 

Experience in years on security/IT or security/IT related 
topics 

11 Importance of 
information security 

Relevance of information 
security 

Order of relevance of information security in the 
organization 

Relativization of 
information security 

Relativization of information security relevance order in 
light of other topics or personal opinion of the 
interviewee 
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A user-centric approach to IT-security risk analysis for an
identity management solution

Nicolas Fähnrich1, Matthias Winterstetter2, Michael Kubach1

Abstract: In order to build identity management (IdM) solutions that are secure in the practical
application context, a holistic approach their IT-security risk analysis is required. This complements
the indispensable technical, and crypto-focused analysis of risks and vulnerabilities with an approach
that puts another important vector for security in the center: the users and their usage of the technology
over the whole lifecycle. In our short paper we focus exclusively on the user-centric approach and
present an IT-security risk analysis that is structured around the IdM lifecycle.

Keywords: identity lifecycle; user-centric; risk analysis; IT-security; cybersecurity; social engineering;
identity management; IdM

1 Introduction

For identity management (IdM), the call to put the user into the center of the development
efforts for new solutions is not new. Actually, it has already been one key aspect of Cameron’s
7-laws of identity [Ca05]. Lately, the widely popular term Self-sovereign identity (SSI),
going back to 10 postulated principles by Allen [Al17], puts user control into the center as
well. Many see the future for digital identity in this concept and it is in mentioned in many
high-profile initiatives, e.g. by the EU or the German government [Bu21d], [Bu21c]. Now
it is not the topic of this paper to discuss the whether the implicit or explicit assumption
by proponents of these claims that it is the failure to put the user into the center which is
the reason why privacy friendly IdM solutions have failed on the market so far. However,
if we pursue the path towards self-sovereign identity further to build systems that allow
users to fully own and manage their identity without having to rely on a third party [Mü18]
this user also should be put into the center of the IT-security risk analysis of such systems.
Traditionally, IT-security risk analysis focuses on vulnerabilities of software, hardware,
or network systems. The exploitation of humans as attack vectors via so called social
engineering attacks is often neglected [BP16]. Generally, the research on social engineering
is still in an early stage, when it comes formal definitions, attack frameworks and attack
templates [MLV16]. If we look at common procedures in IT-security risk analyses, that
follow standards like “ISO/IEC 27001”, the NIST Cybersecurity framework [Na18] or the
German IT-Grundschutz [Bu21b], we find a similar approach that starts off with a detailed
1 Fraunhofer IAO, Nobelstraße 12, 70569 Stuttgart, firstname.lastname@iao.fraunhofer.de
2 Universität Stuttgart, Institut für Arbeitswissenschaft und Technologiemanagement (IAT), Allmandring 35,

70569 Stuttgart, matthias.winterstetter@iat.uni-stuttgart.de
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documentation of the IT-infrastructure of a given application. In addition, all data processing
operations are documented, including all data categories. Based on these data categories,
person-related data is further investigated to derive the individual protection needs. In a
following step, possible IT-security threats are identified by a catalogue comparison and
potential threats are rated and documented. A risk is then derived based on the probability of
occurrence of the identified threats and the protections needs of the processed person-related
data. The underdeveloped field of social engineering in IT-security risk analysis might
be one reason why IdM-projects tend to rely on the traditional approach to security risk
analysis and make do with considering technical aspects, considering the human factor
at most in an unstructured and superficial manner. Still, while a thorough analysis of
vulnerabilities of software, hardware and network systems is certainly indispensable, is
nevertheless incomplete. For an approach that puts users at the center of the control of such
valuable data as identity information, we also need to put them at the center of our security
risk analysis. In a research project to build an ecosystem of secure and trustworthy digital
identities [ON22] we are currently putting our call to action. With this short paper we hope
to enrich the discussion on user-centricity in IT-security research, in particular with focus
on (self-sovereign) IdM, as a currently underdeveloped field. Through an early publication
of the first results of our work we aim to collect valuable feedback than can guide further
development efforts. Hence, the remainder of this short paper after this brief introduction
presents the user centric approach to IT-security risk analysis we developed for the IdM
research project. Then we conclude the paper with a discussion of the preliminary results,
limitations, and next steps.

2 Proposed user centric approach

The technical side of IT-security risk analysis, such as the infrastructure design, the choice
of security mechanisms, crypto protocols, and authentication methods is without a question
of great importance for the overall security of applications. However, the relative disregard
of the end user side can lead to significant security problems in practice use, especially
in the case of IdM solutions where highly sensitive personal data are being handled, for
example, to conclude contracts. Even more so, if the user is the only point of control without
reliance on a third party as if in SSI-approaches. In fact, studies analysing the current state of
IT-security and attacks show that users are heavily involved in the majority of cyberattacks,
with multiple social engineering techniques being used [Bu21a], [G 21]. In the absence
of an existing structured procedure for IdM solutions that focuses on the end user side in
addition to the technical security aspects, we developed a new approach that builds on the
identity lifecycle of Meints and Royer [MR08] (Figure 1).

This enables us to thoroughly analyse every process step within every IdM-lifecycle phase
e.g., the interaction between identity providers and end users within the “Revision/Auditing”
phase that can potentially be exploited by attackers to commit an attack on the IdM system.
To identify relevant attack vectors we made use of Mitre’s Attack Pattern Enumeration and
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Fig. 1: Identity Lifecycle based on Meints and Royer [MR08]

Classification (CAPEC) [MI22] as it is actively managed, regularly updated and commonly
regarded as a global knowledge base for IT-security threats.

Fig. 2: Procedure for user-centric identification, rating, and documentation of relevant attacks

The developed procedure consists of the following steps and is illustrated in Figure 2:

1. Iterative consideration of one identity lifecycle phase at a time.

2. Identification of relevant attack vectors given in Mitre’s Attack Pattern Enumeration
and Classification (CAPEC). To assist with this process we created a catalogue of
non-technical attacks and a relational document to link the threats to the identity
lifecycle.

3. Rating of the attack’s relevance within the respective phase of the identity lifecycle
considering the statistical frequency of occurrence and ease of carrying out the attack.

4. Aggregation of similar attacks and their respective rating in relevance.

5. Documentation of aggregated and rated attacks for the respective identity lifecycle
phase.

In step 1, we set the phase in the identity lifecycle, e.g., “Enrolement”, that is to be considered
in the following steps of the analysis. A research in the CAPEC catalogue follows in step
2. This is the central phase of the process and consists of matching relevant cyberattacks
with the respective identity lifecycle phase. More detail on how this step is performed and
supported will be given below. As a result, we obtain a list of relevant cyberattacks which
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are then rated in step 3. In this rating we consider different factors such as the statistical
frequency of the attack type and the ease for an attacker to carry out the attack. Since this
procedure leads to a potentially high number of possible attacks, we aggregate these into
corresponding categories in step 4. In step 5 we document the aggregated and rated attacks
for the respective identity lifecycle phase. Then the next iteration of the procedure starts again
with step 1 and the subsequent phase of the identity lifecycle. This is repeated until all phases
of the identity lifecycle have been completed. As our end result, we receive a completed
table of categorized and rated cyberattacks that are assigned to the respective phases of
the identity lifecycle that should be considered in the architecture and the development of
the underlying application. This procedure ensures a high degree of thoroughness since
possible attacks are not only matched against the technological aspects of the IdM solution
but the end user as potential attack vector is considered as well and this is done along the
complete identity lifecycle in a structured form.

Fig. 3: Attack-based approach for the identification of cyberattacks with user involvement in the
context of a risk analysis

This attack-based approach forms the basis for the identification of cyberattacks that require
user interaction. It should be noted that this is only a subset of the total quantity of possible
cyberattacks, since also technical attacks without user interaction have to be considered.
When combining the identified attacks and complementing technical attacks with the
protection requirements of the respective application, a comprehensive risk analysis is to be
performed (Figure 3). To assist with the identification process of relevant attacks in step 2
of the described procedure, we require a concise overview of possible threats that could
affect the system in consideration. To cover this aspect, we aggregated the most relevant
non-technical threats, listed under the CAPEC Domains of Attack [MI22]. We focused on
non-technical threats since these are usually relevant for user-centric attacks on a system.
The threats were documented in an excel-table for easy review. In addition to aggregating
the non-technical threats presented by CAPEC, we extended the provided information with
a threat evaluation, a generic example of an attack and potential counter measures. The
threat evaluations consist of the “kill chain” (description of the phases of an attack) phases
in which the threats are most likely to occur, the required technical and social skills for
execution, a rough evaluation of the required effort and the likelihood of occurrence. The
generic example of the threat provided in the document is separated into flow one through
three, describing the three stages of the threat in detail. The actual execution of an attack
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regarding the threat may consist of more or less steps than the provided three, as they are
only meant to give the reader a general idea of how an attack could occur. Regarding the
potential counter measures we provide a list of viable options. We assigned the generic
counter measures “user training” and “guidelines” to all threats, as these measures are
among the most effective means for dealing with non-technical threats. In total, the document
contains 16 non-technical threats (excluding the aggregated threats) for IdM systems. As
user identities move through the different phases of the identity lifecycle they become more
susceptible to some of the listed threats and less susceptible to others. While all threats are
at least partially applicable during the “Usage” phase of the lifecycle, threats like identity
theft become more relevant during the “Provisioning”, “Usage” and “Revision/Auditing”
phases. Opposed to that, threats like spoofing and phishing can already be relevant during
the “Enrolment” phase. To enable an easier identification of relevant threats in each phase
of the lifecycle we additionally created a second, relational document to link threats to the
lifecycle phases to show if they are applicable in the respective phase. A generic example
for each applicable threat is provided for additional explanation thus allowing for an easier
identification of threats. This secondary document is meant to serve as a bridge between the
overview of the aggregated threats we provided and the lifecycle to ease the identification
of relevant attacks in the second step shown in Figure 3.

3 Conclusion

IT-security is key to achieve trustable IdM solutions. Current development approaches
focus primarily on technical security aspects although it has shown that end users are
an important attack vector on IT-systems through social engineering attacks. Now that
developments such as the trend towards SSI put the user in an even more responsible position,
a failure to methodologically integrate the human factor into security considerations for the
development of novel IdM systems creates an even bigger problem for their overall security.
In this paper we therefore present a user-centric approach that leverages the identity lifecycle
by on Meints and Royer. Using an iterative approach, each phase of the identity lifecycle is
considered to match relevant attacks exploiting the human vector using Mitre’s CAPEC.
As a result, we get a documentation of relevant and rated cyberattacks including adequate
mitigation measures that can be used in the further development of the IdM solution. This
short paper elaborates on our approach covering the non-technical attacks. The analysis of
this subset of attacks certainly has complemented as shown in Fig. 3. Furthermore, other
standards and guidelines cover non-technical aspects as well, however we think that our
approach provides a structured procedure to evaluate the user’s role in attacks over the
whole IdM-lifecycle into the risk analysis. This can potentially lead to a higher security
level especially for end users. This short paper presents work in progress. We will test our
approach as part of the risk analysis of the IdM solution developed in the ONCE research
project [ON22] and optimize it further based on the lessons learned.
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Adversary Tactics and Techniques specific to 
Cryptocurrency Scams 

Andrea Horch 1, Christian H. Schunck 2 and Christopher Ruff 3 

Abstract: At the end of the year 2020, there was a steep uptrend of the cryptocurrency market. The 
global market capitalization of cryptocurrencies climbed from 350 billion US$ in October 2020 to 
almost 2.5 trillion US$ in May 2021 and reached 3 trillion US$ in November 2021. Currently, there 
are more than 17,600 cryptocurrencies listed on CoinMarketCap. The ample amount of money 
within the market attracts investors as well as scammers and hackers. Recent incidents like the 
BadgerDAO hack have shown how easy it is to steal cryptocurrencies. While all the standard 
scamming and hacking techniques such as identity theft, social engineering and web application 
hacking are successfully employed by attackers, new scams very specific to cryptocurrencies 
emerged, which are the focus of this paper.   

Keywords: cryptocurrency, scam, distributed ledger technology, blockchain, digital wallet, digital 
identities 

1 Introduction 

The charts of Bitcoin and altcoins (all other coins, which offer an alternative to Bitcoin) 
on CoinMarketCap show two huge continous uptrends (bullruns). The first very steep 
uptrend took place in 2017/2018, the other one started at the end of 2020 and is still 
ongoing. Even though scammers have always been active in cryptocurrency the amount 
of scams and hacks have increased sinificantly with the global marketcap. According to 
[Sta20] the value of cryptocurrencies lost to security threats increased nine-fold between 
2020 and 2021. This paper gives an overview novel kind of scams, which are very specific 
to the cryptocurrency ecosystem. In the following we give a brief overview of the 
literature, introduce cryptocurrency specific terminology, present factors that make attacks 
cryptocurrency specific and give examples of such attacks and then discuss the results in 
the conclusion.  
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2 Literature Review 

Security problems, hacks and scams related to cryptocurrencies and relevant tools have 
been reported in several papers. The earliest classification of scams in the context of 
bitcoin was carried out in [VM15] where scam have been classified into four main 
categories: high yield investment programs (HYIPs) or Ponzi schemes, mining scams, 
scam wallets and exchange scams. The authors of [Ba21] provide a more recent overview 
of scams and present a fairly broad taxonomy, which does not fulfil rigorous requirements 
such as proposed in [NVM13]. Some of the identified scams have only a loose link to 
cryptocurrencies. For example, typical ransomware attacks are included in the taxonomy, 
where the role of cryptocurrency is limited to being a means for ransom payment. Other 
work closely investigate smart contracts which are very deeply linked to the technologies 
underlying cryptocurrencies: attackers both exploit vulnerabilities in existing smart 
contracts [ABC17] and engineer apparently vulnerable smart contracts with hidden traps 
as honeypots [TSS19]. The study presented in [Tr22] reviews the current state of 
knowledge on kinds of existing cryptocurrency fraud. It provides a raw classification 
scheme and definitions of the frauds identified, but does not give any hints on the 
cryptocurrency-specific attributes of the presented frauds. 

3 Terminology 

Coins, Tokens, NFTs: According to [Le22] a cryptocurrency is a digital measure of value 
that can be tracked and transferred without the need of an intermediate authority (e.g. bank 
or government). Cryptocurrencies are built on and exist on a network called blockchain. 
A blockchain is an unbounded and immutable (append-only) digital ledger, which stores 
the information on every transaction made on a network in the form of linked blocks 
[Fo22]. The native cryptocurrency of a blockchain is called “coin”. Other currencies, 
which are not the native currency of a blockchain, but built on it, are called “tokens”. A 
non-fungible token (NFT) is a digital asset on a blockchain. The use of a blockchain allows 
to prove the authenticity and ownership of the NFT [Ri21]. An NFT is not a currency as 
currencies are not unique, e.g. all Bitcoins have the same value. NFTs are unique and e.g. 
used for artwork, where every artwork is unique and has a different value [Ri21]. 

Digital Wallets: Digital wallets are software applications used to interact with a 
cryptocurrency or blockchain. Wallets allow viewing balances, making transactions and 
other interactions with the underlying blockchain (i.e. staking, using smart contracts, etc.) 
[SSB20]. Digital wallets are a concept to more easily interact with the public key 
cryptography (PKC) functionality that is the basis of most blockchains and digital ledgers 
and store the key pair required to access and transfer the funds on a blockchain. The public 
key serves as an address whereas the private key is used as a password and should never 
be shared with anyone. Wallets facilitate the pairing of private and public keys and allow 
users to sign transactions using their private keys. The cryptographic function for building 
the key pairs allows to generate a public key from a private key, but not vice versa. 
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Cryptocurrencies use 256bit numbers as private keys, which are up to 77 figures long and 
cannot be easily remembered by humans. A wallet software often provides 12 to 24 word 
key phrases called "seed phrases” generated out of 2,048 words of a dictionary [Me22] 
which can be used to reconstruct public keys. However, once a private key is inaccessible 
it cannot be recovered and the corresponding funds become inaccessible as well. Since 
digital wallets can additionally hold digital attributes and certificates, the novel scam 
techniques are also relevant in the context of securing self-sovereign and decentralized 
identities based identity management schemes. 

Smart Contracts: A smart contract is machine readable code stored on a blockchain 
network or distributed ledger. The contracts are self-verifying, self-executing and tamper 
resistant. Storage, execution, computation and documentation are handled by the 
underlying network, removing the need for a single trusted third party. Thus, smart 
contracts allow one or more parties to enter agreements or agree on certain actions defined 
by the contract in a transparent and “trustless” way. There are numerous use cases for 
smart contracts, such as transparent autonomous supply chain documentation, financial 
services or real estate transactions and documentation [MPJ18]. 

Decentralized Exchanges: In contrast to centralized exchanges (CEX), Decentralized 
Exchanges (DEX) don’t rely on a central authority that has custody of the transacted funds, 
tokens or coins but instead allows users to (mostly anonymously) transact peer-to-peer 
using smart contracts, while still having control of their private keys. The benefit of having 
full control over the funds often comes with trade-offs like scalability, low liquidity, high 
transaction fees, price slippage, front running and missing regulatory compliance [Ts20]. 

Decentralized Finance: Decentralized Finance (DeFi) is a generic term describing 
financial technologies and services based on distributed ledgers (e.g. blockchains) and 
smart contracts. DeFi cuts out the middleman (i.e. financial institutions) and instead 
provides said services based on smart contracts stored on an immutable distributed ledger. 
Depending on the services, this can eliminate fees, shorten processing times and does not 
require approval from third parties such as banks. 

Airdrops: Airdrops involve the distribution of tokens or coins to wallets or addresses for 
free. This is often used for marketing and promotion purposes, to increase visibility and 
usage of a coin, or an underlying platform. To be eligible for an airdrop, users often have 
to complete certain tasks, such as following or sharing a project on social media or using 
a certain platform while some airdrops do not require any user interaction. 

4 Novel scams using cryptocurrency-specific approaches 

We analysed hundreds of recent cryptocurrency scams and attacks and identified 
important factors, which make an attack or scam cryptocurrency-specific: these scams use 
functionalities of a blockchain (1) to distribute coins/tokens (e.g. airdrop scams), (2) to 
move coins/token on the blockchain (e.g. honeypot to drain wallets) or (3) to manipulate 
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trades on the blockchain (e.g. Sandwich Attack). There are attacks and scams using 
blockchain technologies such as smart contracts (e.g. exit scams). We still regard these 
scams to be cryptocurrency specific but note that the blockchain-specific part could be 
substituted with a not blockchain-specific technology and thus the scam could also work 
outside of the cryptocurrency ecosystem. 

Airdrop Scams: Airdrop scams are phishing tokens airdropped to random wallets of a 
blockchain in order to lure the wallet owners to phishing websites of fake exchanges by 
showing a high conversion rate for the airdropped token [Tu22]. In August 2021 the 
scammers airdropped $SHIB tokens on Binance Smart Chain (BSC) to random users 
showing up in their wallets to be worth around 1,000 USD. Wallet owners who visited the 
scam website were asked to approve their wallets to swap the tokens. Approving the smart 
contract gave the scammers access to drain the wallets and the funds were stolen [Bs21]. 

Scam Tokens: Decentralized exchange platforms like Uniswap (https://uniswap.org/) 
allow an open and free listing of new tokens, which benefits new projects to launch fast, 
and at low costs. These advantages for new projects also help scammers to run fake coins 
and scam projects with low efforts [Ma21]. Scammers use different approaches to get the 
cryptocurrencies of victims. A very popular way is the creation of fake token imitations 
where the scammers search for new legitimate tokens on decentralized exchanges and 
create a similar token listing, e.g. $SHIB and $SH1B. 

Smart Contract-based Scams: An example for a smart contract based scam is a smart 
contract-based honeypot where scammers post private keys or seed phrases in chatrooms 
(e.g. on telegram). The post looks like a mistake by an unexperienced user, but it was 
posted on purpose by a scammer. Honeypot wallets hold a significant number of tokens, 
which can only be moved by paying a fee using a corresponding “gas” token (e.g. $ETH 
on Ethereum). The victims who decide to exploit the ostensible user’s mistake are thus 
lured into spending gas tokens in order to move the user’s tokens to their own wallet. But 
an underlying smart contract foresees that the gas tokens sent will be instantly moved to a 
wallet owned by the attacker who created the smart contract behind the honeypot [Mc18]. 

Sandwich Attacks: Bots of malignant traders search for pending large trading transaction 
of other traders on the blockchain. A bot sniffs out a transaction and front-runs the victim 
trader by purchasing the same asset as the victim. The front-run is possible by paying a 
higher gas fee, which gives a higher priority in the transaction queue. By placing the front-
run trade the attacker manipulates the price of the asset and the victim suffers a higher 
slippage (price difference between the point in time a transaction was submitted and the 
time the transaction is confirmed) for its transaction and pays a higher price for the 
purchase. The attacker now back-runs the victim’s transaction and then gets a higher price 
for selling the asset. The attack is called sandwich attack because the attacker front-runs 
and back-runs the original pending transaction, which is sandwiched in between [Da21].  
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5 Discussion and Conclusion 

In this paper we presented a number of recent attacks schemes specific to cryptocurrencies.  
The field develops very quickly, and new scams emerge almost daily. Therefore this 
analysis is only preliminary and cannot be regarded as comprehensive and complete.  
Furthermore cryptocurrencies facilitate many conventional fraud schemes and scams due 
to the difficulty of tracing cryptocurrencies. Our medium-term goal is to use an approach 
similar to ATT&CK matrices to comprehensively present and analyse all the tactics used 
in attacks on cryptocurrencies in a web-based format so that it can be extended and updated 
as new techniques emerge and tactics become more elaborate. 
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Preservation of (higher) Trustworthiness in IAM for 
distributed workflows and systems based on eIDAS 

Hermann Strack1, Sebastian Karius2, Marlies Gollnick3, Meiko Lips4, Sandro Wefel5, 
Robert Altschaffel6 

Abstract: The secure digitalisation of distributed workflows with different stakeholders (and trust 
relationships) using systems from different stakeholder domains is of increasing interest. Just one 
example is the workflow/policy area of student mobility. Others are from public administration and 
from economic sectors. According to the eIDAS regulation, eID and trust services (TS) are available 
across EU - upcoming also EUid & wallets (eIDAS 2.0) - to improve security aspects (providing 
interoperability or standards). We present some security enhancements to maintain higher 
trustworthiness in Identity and Access Management (IAM) services for different policy areas with 
mandatory, owner-based and self-sovereign control aspects - based on eIDAS and different 
standards and the integration of views/results from deployed or ongoing projects (EMREX/ELMO, 
Europass/ EDCI, eIDAS, EUid, Verifiable Credentials, NBP initiative, OZG implementation, Self-
Sovereign Identities SSI, RBAC, ABAC, DAC/MAC, IPv6) and a trustsistor. 

Keywords: eIDAS eID & TS (2.0), EUid, IAM, LoA, authentication, access control, notarisation, 
NBP initiative, OZG, Self-Sovereign Identities SSI, RBAC, ABAC, DAC/MAC, IPv6, trustsistor 

1 Introduction 

Digitization of workflows in different fields like Education, Public Administration, Health 
Services and Business needs for compliance realizations, checks and balances according 
to their policies. This includes the implementation and integration of security and trust 
services, as well as trusted entities/roles, using methods of security by design and 
management. Obviously, strong authentication and access control would improve the 
security against different threats and vulnerabilities from outside or inside the domains or 
interest groups involved. This includes, for example, exploiting vulnerabilities to obtain 
identities, roles or other data, or abusing user roles and administrator rights. 
Important intermediate as well as final results at workflow level are documents, 
certificates and diplomas, with security requirements for integrity, authenticity and 
privacy, which also meet the requirements for reliable archiving. The integration of PKI 
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based eIDAS, eID and TS would support securing the workflows and their policies and 
roles accordingly. This applies in particular in the IAM field, with access control policies 
and architecture elements in an EU wide interoperable resp. standardized manner. See 
ETSI7 / TR BSI8 for further new developments, e.g. eIDAS 2.0. see [KSSR20; KSSK20]. 
In chapter 2 we present the current status of the KOLIBRI NBP project, in which the 
authors' institutions are involved (BMBF funded). In chapter 3, we provide an outlook for 
security improvements in various policy areas. We will apply our experiences from 
implementing portions of the National Educational Platform (NBP) with Level of 
Assurance/LoA “high” to additional policy and IAM protection areas, including network 
segmentation, workflow/access controls based on trust and separation of duties (SOD). 

2 National Educational Platform Initiative (NBP) 

The project "KOLIBRI" has implemented a prototype for the National Educational 
Platform (NBP) in Germany based on open source and standards. In addition, important 
eIDAS components got successful security evaluations (e.g. Common Criteria ISO 
15408). All types of educational institutions are enabled to connect to the platform in a 
secure and privacy-preserving manner, also via standards (ongoing) on metadata level.  

The research prototype of the project "KOLIBRI" implements the following features: 
Security & Privacy (regarding eIDAS/eID & TS standards, GDPR, OZG9), an identity 
broker and authorisation system with Single Sign-On (SSO), central collaboration 
services, connectors/metadata for decentralised Identity Management Systems and 
Identity Providers (IDP), connection to user wallets (with SSI/eIDAS 2.0 functions), and  
connections to EU services and standards: EMREX/ELMO, Europass/EDCI/VC [Min17]. 
In particular, the integration of SSO (Single Sign-On) by „KOLIBRI“ takes into account 
the different levels of assurance (LoA) for the strength of authentication security according 
to the EU eIDAS regulation (LoA: low, substantial, high).This is important for  cross-
domain user integration and SSO, also at LoA “High” using eID. More additional 
attributes such as group membership can be transmitted. 

A central Identity Broker enables the connection of the identity providers (IDP) of the 
satellite systems of the education providers. In order to enable citizens without special 
educational membership to have secure identities with full legally binding at the document 
transmission level, the login was also connected via a governmental eID service provider 
with eID card enabled login (OZG-Nutzerkonto). This can be used for legally binding 

 
7 https://www.etsi.org/newsroom/news/1111-2016-07-etsi-publishes-european-standards-to-support-eidas-

regulation 
8 https://www.bsi.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/BSI/Publikationen/TechnischeRichtlinien/TR03130/ 

TR-03130_TR-eID-Server_Part3.html 
9 OZG – Online-Zugangsgesetz/Online Access Law, OZG-Nutzerkonten: https://www.onlinezugangsgesetz.de 
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processes between state educational institutions, authorities and the platform, without 
extra qualified electronic signature (QeS). 

 

Fig. 1: KOLIBRI NBP: Keycloak as an ID Broker and eID/OZG services as IDP 

The applications of the Harz University of Applied Sciences connected in the KOLIBRI 
platform use the online features of the German ID card to provide various services. These 
services are: eProsecal - provides highly secure authenticated access (LoA "high") for 
various university services/actors through an ID card-based logon and account process, 
including fully legally binding. Processes with multiple multi-user/role references (n:m) 
can also be mapped. Users have access to the data of all released processes via their 
eProsecal basic account and can also securely share them with other users and even with 
authorities in a legally binding manner (eID-based sharing). This results in a SSI (Self-
Sovereign Identity) wallet function, without blockchain integration, based on the 
properties of the eID system in Germany. eInternship – internship management/contracts 
between university and company; eTor/eTestate - registration/attendance management for 
exams and lab practicals; eColloquium - signed colloquium exam forms/certificates 
(ELMO/EDCI/VC); eNotar - offers the possibility to provide documents with a qualified 
signature in a legally binding secure manner (public service laws in DE VwVfG §3a/§33, 
[SBKO19]). These services can be combined with further eIDAS-based services such as 
time-stamping and long-term storage services with oversignature (BSI Standard TR 
ESOR10, eIDAS Preservation Standard). In addition, EU-wide time-dependent 

 
10 https://bsi.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/BSI/Publikationen/TechnischeRichtlinien/TR03125/ 

BSI_TR-ESOR-LEIT.pdf 
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cybersecurity crypto requirements are covered, with the accompanying cryptoalgorithm 
management (EU SOGIS ) providing a further basis for trust.; YourCredentials – extend 
the eNotar principle to the authentication and notarisation of derived identities and 
attributes (e.g. by RBAC/ABAC, [AHAZ19]) from their trust domains, e.g. for wallets for 
eIDAS 2.0 / EUid11. This enables the handling of multiple identities of a person arising 
from different phases/providers in that person's life. The notarisation of identity 
assignment by the trust service is extensible to relationships of related identities such as 
parents and children. 

3   Protection of workflows/roles/systems via IAM & Trustsistor 

With current technology the use of TPM attestations/attributes at IAM would enable 
additional higher LoA contexts, including for mandatory control policies across 
domain/system boundaries. In context of our NBP prototype, it can be used for enhanced 
protection of important workflow roles like eNotar or system administrator roles, also in 
scenarios where eID is not available or necessary [We22, Kl09, JA09]. Additionally, it is 
important to protect workflows & trusted roles (e.g. eNotar roles as well as system 
administrator roles and RBAC/ABAC control schemes), entities, documents and systems 
against attacks on network or systems vulnerability levels, especially hacking from outside 
and inside, or misuse of separation of duties (SOD) [MZNO19]. Important measurements 
are information flow protections and network segmentations based on classifications of 
networks, entities and systems using firewalls and data diodes12 [BJBR14], see Fig. 2 
(inspired by privacy/BLP/MAC/MLS policies). But to protect  additionally against IAM 
attacks (bypassing), it could be combined with different LoA levels for IAM. Therefore, 
also Mandatory LoA IAM attributes (cryptografically protected/binding, e.g. by MACs, 
derived/based e.g. on YourCredentials notarisations, could be securely added to protocol 
messages by using sub-header principles as well as on document level. This can be done 
in an analogous manner to IPv613 and would be worth exploring for enhanced and 
extended authentication and access control layers based on firewall, data diodes, and 
access control components, e.g. for improving ZeroTrust14 schemes.  Therefore, we 
introduce the concept of a „Trustsistor“ TSO component that is integrated, e.g. into 
firewall or proxy components, and reinforces trust relationships by adding trust attributes 
of a TSP to IP flows, e.g. between client and server as additional IAM (mandatory) access 
control information (MACI contexts).  The notion is similar in some sense to the 
"transistor concept" in electrical flows. This means, we would differentiate between a 
service user SU, a service provider SP and service access controller SPC, as well as a trust 
service provider TSP notarising ACI15 trust attributes TACI, e.g., by signatures/MACs. 

 
11 https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/de/IP_21_2663 
12 https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=6949883 
13 https://www.ietf.org/blog/ipv6-internet-standard/ 
14 https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-207.pdf  
15 ACI: Access Control Information 
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Further we propose the components “Trustsistor-Injector (TSOI)” for injecting trust 
identifiers/labels into the IP flow on the part of the service client using e.g. IPv6 sub-
headers and the “Trustsistor-Controller (TSOC)” for checking the required TACI 
attributes on the part of the service provider/controller according to a TACI access policy. 
By the way: for better multilateral system integrity security the TSOI/TSOC components 
should be protected by TPM. Based on the TSO model, secure implementation of access 
control policies can be done with additional TACI attributes on IP flows. The research 
conducted here was partly funded by 3 EU funded projects under the umbrella of 
”CyberSec LSA”16 (EFRE). 

 
Fig. 2: Combined protections of privacy/flows/MAC and LoA Auth./IAM/trusts level at domains 

4  Conclusion 

The development of a prototype of the National Education Platform NBP revealed 
strengths and weaknesses of current Single Sign On (SSO) solutions. We showed that the 
use of eID-based authorization (LoA high) can be usefully employed in the area of SSO 
in the context of IAM. Using HW can significantly improve the security of   platforms 
such as NBP and also the simplicity of authentication, since in  best cases only a few strong 
IAM systems are needed. To further prevent security vulnerabilities such as access 
forgery, spoofing, leakage, etc. at the network transmission and security layer, we have 
outlined how the use of data diodes and network packets marked with Trust-ACI attributes 

 
16 https://cslsa.de 
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can preserve the security gained through strong authentication in conjunction with TACI 
notarisations at the network layer. This can be done by combining appropriate firewall 
rules and Trustsistor TSO injection and Trustsistor TSO controller components. Thus, the 
authorization defined at the IAM level is extendable by (mandatory) Trust Attributes (also 
LoA high), also at the network level. 
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Online tool for matching company demands with IT-security
offerings

Nicolas Fähnrich1, Heiko Roßnagel1

Abstract: Small and medium sized companies (SMEs) are often insufficiently protected against
cyberattacks although there is a wide range of cybersecurity guidelines, products and services available.
In this paper, we present an online tool to support SMEs in improving their IT-security level by
enabling them to identify critical business processes and to identify the most pressing protection needs
by using a lightweight value chain-based approach. For using the online tool, no expert knowledge of
the company’s IT-infrastructure or implemented IT-security measures is required, since no assessment
of cybersecurity threats but of the impact of potential damage scenarios on business processes is
carried out. Based on a generated set of recommendations, companies are provided with suitable
IT-security measures and corresponding offerings in a prioritized order. These offerings include
services and products to implement the given recommendations.

Keywords: IT-security; expert system; value chain; bayesian network; SME; damage scenarios

1 Introduction

The ongoing trend towards digitalization enables companies to slim down processes, shorten
response times and save costs. In contrast, there is an increasing threat from cyberattacks,
which can cause significant damages to companies [BS20], [G 21]. Although there are
numerous guidelines available to improve the IT-security level in companies like the German
BSI IT-Grundschutz [BS21] or ISO/IEC 27001 [IS13], in practice the IT-security level
is often insufficient, especially among SMEs [BS20], [Bs11], [Hi17]. This circumstance
cannot be explained with a lack of IT-security offerings. We assume that the high complexity
of existing guidelines and the heterogenous and wide range of IT-security products/services
on the market combined with a low willingness to pay lead to a high entry barrier for
companies that have so far invested little in IT-security. It’s a challenge for companies to
identify their protection needs and appropriate security measures, especially if they have not
experienced any major damage from IT-security incidents so far. This paper, thus, presents
the expert system “Smart Matching” to support SMEs in improving their IT-security level
by giving prioritized recommendations and suitable technical/organizational measures for
implementation including adequate offerings from a curated database. The expert system
doesn’t contain a security analysis based on implemented IT-security measures, but was
rather designed in a way to be used by various company representatives without expert
knowledge in IT-security and to offer a low-threshold entry to suitable IT-security solutions.
1 Fraunhofer IAO, Nobelstraße 12, 70569 Stuttgart, firstname.lastname@iao.fraunhofer.de
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Companies gain insights into which areas of their business are particularly threatened and
should be protected. The expert system was developed as part of the German national
project TISiM [TI22b] which is financed by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and
Energy (BMWi) and is available free of charge as part of the webapp Sec-O-Mat [TI22a].

2 Related Work

There are numerous IT-security standards, guidelines and products/services available, which
results in the challenge to identify suitable solutions that meet the respective company’s
requirements. Conventional approaches in IT-security consulting projects that follow
standards like ISO/IEC 27001 [IS13] or BSI IT-Grundschutz [BS21] to support companies
in this decision process start off with a documentation of the IT-infrastructure. Furthermore,
all business processes with the involved IT-systems and data types are documented. In a
following step, possible IT-security threats are identified and potential threats are rated
and documented, whereupon a risk is derived. The current state of already implemented
IT-security measures is documented and then compared to a target-state that is determined
by the risk analysis and corresponding catalogues. These approaches are well established
in practice and result in a detailed analysis of the specific IT-security demand including
suitable recommendations for implementation. However, this procedure is resource-intensive
and requires IT-security experts and the cooperation of company representatives who are
familiar with the company’s business processes and IT-infrastructure. Furthermore, a key
element in various standards is the consideration of possible IT-security threats that lead to
suitable mitigation measures, however this can potentially lead to misperceptions if this
is not carried out by experts. For these reasons, the existing conventional approaches are
not suitable for the given problem of an easy, low-threshold entry into IT-security and a
consideration of possible damage scenarios of cyberattacks and their impact on business
processes may be helpful to derive suitable measures. However, conventional approaches
are indirectly used in the context of creating the knowledge base of our solution.

3 An expert system to assess the impact of damage scenarios and
identify suitable IT-security measures

We have developed an expert system that enables SMEs to identify appropriate IT-security
measures with little expense and without expert knowledge on part of the companies
following a different approach by considering possible damage scenarios which can occur
as a result of IT-security incidents. As part of our work in TISiM, it was our task to provide
SMEs a low-threshold entry into IT-security for different company representatives without
IT-security background, that can only assess the relevance of certain cybersecurity threats
to a limited extent. They are, however, able to assess the impact of certain damage scenarios
on their company. We therefore modelled the interrelationships between damage scenarios
that affect the company’s business processes and suitable recommendations for IT-security
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to avoid them. We refrain from ascertaining the actual state of implemented IT-security
measures as this cannot be determined reliably without expert knowledge. When developing
a process model for supporting SMEs to comply with the EU-GDPR in earlier works, we
already found many similarities regarding the business processes of companies in different
industry sectors and with different sizes [FK19]. We therefore assume that most SMEs
can be described based on their value chain activities with sufficient accuracy following
Porter’s value chain approach [Po85] and that other parameters such as the company size or
the industry sector play a subordinate role. To achieve this, we identified major business
processes, processed data categories and typical IT-systems and applications for every
value chain activity. Based on the information regarding business processes and processed
data, we have derived possible damage scenarios that directly affect the business processes,
the processed data and the underlying IT-systems. In this procedure, the protection goals
“Confidentiality”, “Integrity” and “Availability” of the CIA-triad [Pe08] were used to derive
damage scenarios for every business process within every value chain activity. The damage
scenarios focus on the business impact and not on IT-security incidents that may cause them.
This way, we ensure that various company representatives can adequately assess the damage
scenarios without technical or IT-security expert knowledge. The procedure outlined above
enables us to assess companies based on their value chain activities and the corresponding
damage scenarios. To identify recommendations to increase the company’s IT-security level,
we chose an attack-based approach by using MITRE’s “ATT&CK Matrix for Enterprise”
[MI]. With this approach, we made assumptions for each value chain activity based on
the identified business processes and IT-systems (e.g. “no portable media in production
environment”). Considering these assumptions, we evaluated all attack techniques contained
in the matrix according to whether the attack is relevant in the context of the considered
value chain activity. Based on this, we identified associated mitigation measures which
are given in the matrix. These mitigation measures are described in detail and address
specific systems and are therefore not suitable in their given form. Therefore, we derived
recommendations on a higher level based on them and aggregated similar recommendations.
These recommendations are not new and can be found in various IT-security guidelines.
However, in our approach we don’t just want to identify recommendations relevant to a
specific company but want to identify the most urgent ones where there is the greatest
need for action. The recommendations are designed to be easy to understand and to be
implemented through various suitable technical and/or organizational measures including
adequate offerings (products/services) that are provided by the system. The expert system is
based on a Bayesian network [En97], [Je01] that links the company’s value chain activities to
the recommendations. Every value chain activity forms a node in the Bayesian network that is
connected to the nodes of the corresponding damage scenarios, which in turn are connected
to the recommendations layer (Figure 1). In total 9 value chain activities with a total of 48
damage scenarios are mapped. The information which recommendations are suitable to
address the respective damage scenarios is stored in conditional probability tables within
a knowledge base that is built by using specially developed software tools for knowledge
extraction and representation, which are described in more detail below. The knowledge
base contains the recommendations that are individually rated by IT-security experts based
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on their suitability/relevance to address specific damage scenarios for every value chain
activity. The expert system is used as follows: Company representatives rate possible damage

Fig. 1: Simplified, exemplary illustration of the bayesian network used in the expert system

scenarios based on the business impact for every value chain activity. The expert system
matches these ratings with the recommendations stored in the knowledge base and outputs
suitable ones in a prioritized order. The given recommendations and their priority are
based on the information provided by the company representative on the impact of possible
damage scenarios and the corresponding expert knowledge to address them. Companies
can choose appropriate technical and/or organizational measures for implementing the
recommendations that are output by the system. In addition, suitable services and products
for each measure are output via a database query. These results can be filtered further,
e.g. to find regional providers. By using the expert system, companies receive prioritized
recommendations that match their individual requirements. In addition, appropriate technical
and/or organizational measures including potential products, services and providers are
suggested to implement the recommendations. We developed the expert system as a working
prototype with the backend program including additional tools for building the knowledge
base implemented in Python. The frontend of the underlying server/client-architecture
was implemented in HTML and Javascript as functional mockup in order to be able to
perform user tests at an early development stage. The production version of the frontend
was implemented according to our specifications by Hochschule Mannheim and is available
online [TI22a]. After the company representative has provided all the necessary information,
these are transferred to the expert system running in the backend that returns a set of suitable
recommendations in a prioritized order. In the backend application the company data is
matched with the knowledge base. As a result, a set of recommendations sorted by priority
is generated. This ensures a certain degree of transparency and the companies are made
aware of the critical value chain activities. To provide additional guidance for the priority of
individual recommendations, an indicator for the relative relevance is calculated for every
recommendation. The knowledge base containing the values of the conditional probability
tables of the Bayesian network is generated using the knowledge representation tool by
calculating mean values of individual datasets generated by IT-security experts.

4 First insights from the company data

We evaluated the anonymously collected data that it transmitted to gain insights on the
companies’ value chain activities and particularly threatening damage scenarios. As shown in
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Figure 2, the activities “infrastructure”, “marketing & sales”, “human resource management”
and “customer service” were selected most frequently. The frequency distribution shows

Fig. 2: Rating of damage scenarios and value chain activities (n=3511)

that most of the companies either don’t have production related value chain activities like
“inbound logistics” or only use IT-systems within these activities to a limited extent. When
considering the data regarding the rating of the damage scenarios within the respective value
chain activities, the scenario “IN_1: no/limited availability of IT-systems” is rated the highest
(0.61 in a range from 0 to 1), followed by the damage scenario “OP_1: production shutdown”
(0.57), “IN_5: loss of company data” (0.55) and “MS_6: theft of customer/contract data”
(0.54). The scenarios “SE_1: web presence not available” (0.30), “MS_1: online shop not
available” (0.31) are rated the lowest. It’s an interesting result, that the highest rated damage
scenarios reflect the results of recent studies, that identify ransomware attacks and the
associated downtime and a standstill in production as the greatest threats to companies
[Bi21]. These results are an indicator, that the developed solution is being used correctly.

5 Conclusion

The threat of cyberattacks is particularly challenging for SMEs, which are often not
adequately protected from them and overwhelmed by complex guidelines and a wide
range of IT-security products and services. We have therefore developed an online tool for
matching company demands with IT-security offerings described in this paper, that supports
SMEs in improving their IT-security level by providing a low-threshold entry into IT-security.
The underlying model is based on Porter’s value chain to describe the companies regarding
their business processes and possible damage scenarios from cyberattacks. Furthermore,
we identified possible recommendations that the expert system can output by using an
attack-based approach. For every recommendation a set of suitable technical/organizational
measures is provided including suitable IT-security offerings. Companies can use the
expert system by rating damage scenarios based on the business impact and receive
suitable recommendations in a prioritized form with appropriate technical/organizational
measures including adequate products/services. The developed expert system is a lightweight
approach that can’t replace resource intensive IT-security consulting projects, especially
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because there’s no assessment of the company’s current state of the IT-infrastructure and
implemented IT-security measures. However, we performed several user tests with company
representatives of different industry sectors and further optimized the expert system based
on the results. Based on our experience from these user tests and an additional focus group
discussion, we think that our tool fulfills its purpose to support companies to get started with
improving their IT-security. However, only time can tell how the expert system performs
in practice. Furthermore, the analyses shown in this paper are not a representative study,
but rather the first results from the operation of the expert system that provide an initial
insight into the company data. We will constantly optimize the expert system based on
our lessons learned and extend the knowledge base with additional datasets created by
IT-security experts to further improve the quality of the results.
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Combination of x509 and DID/VC for inheritance 
properties of trust in digital identities  
 
Paul Bastian1, Carsten Stöcker2, Steffen Schwalm3 

Abstract: The proposal for review of the eIDAS Regulation from 2021 has opened strong 
expectations for a deep change in traditional identity models. The new regulation starts with the 
creation of European Digital Identity Wallets that will enable citizens’ control over their data in 
identification and authentication processes. Likewise digital identities and digital signatures are in 
place and interoperability between existing solutions mainly based on x509 certificates and 
decentralized PKI using DID/VC foreseeable. The paper provides various options in combining 
x509 and DID/VC approaches. 

Keywords: eIDAS, SSI, self-sovereign identity, x509, DID, verifiable credentials, interoperability 

1 Introduction 

Unique identification of legal or natural entities as well as their objects – the basement for 
a digital identity – allows the verification of companies (Do they really exist?), the person 
acting for the company (Do they really exist?) and their authorization (Is Alice authorized 
to act for company A?). Digital identities and digital signatures are currently typically 
issued by a centralized authority using [x509] certificates as well as [OIDC] and 
[OAuth2]-protocols while e.g. DLT follow the DID/VC [W3C]. Both technical 
approaches are basically possible to execute the new SSI-paradigma but according to the 
comprehensible dissemination of x509/OIDC-approach the vice-versa interoperability is 
essential. This paper specifically discusses possible hybrid approaches on how to 
technically combine x509 and DID/VC. The paper is based on results of research projects 
from GAIA-X Federation Services4 and ID Union where the authors take part in.  

2 Hybrid-Approaches x509 and DID/VC 

Conceivable hybrid approaches for combination of x509 and DID/VC are Embedding DID 
in x509 certificate, Derivation DID from x509 key pair, Encapsulated credential during 
onboarding in use case domain including issuance of identity credential,  x509 based 
wallet and trusted verifier, Signed x509 in DID-Document, Using [eIDASBridge]. This 
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list is not comprehensible so there are more approaches possible.  

3 Discussion of hybrid approaches 

3.1 Option 1: Embedding DID in x509 certificate 

During issuance of a x509 certificate a signed DID will be embedded in the x509 
certificate. It’s necessary to ensure that a (qualified) trust service provider acc. [eIDAS] is 
needed to ensure that the DID is really linked to the identified natural or legal entity.  This 
means basically that the onboarding process for x509 certificates must be changed such 
that the QTSP as an issuer of x509 certificates validates the signed DID of the identified 
natural or legal entities using a secure communication channel e.g., TLS acc. [TR02102]. 
Afterwards the DID will be integrated into the certificate as an x509 extension e.g., by a 
trusted resolver service so that the verifier gets the information how to resolve the DID 
from the DID document. This means that in the results the x509 includes a DID which can 
be resolved by a trusted 3rd party to ensure verifiability and useability of VC of wallet 
service endpoint of the given holder. Any other identity x509 attributes including the Root-
CA can be used as usual without any change needed. 

Option Advantages  Disadvantages 

Embedding DID in x509 
certificate 

 

Method for combination of 
x509 certificates with DID 
for inheritance of 
properties/credentials of 
verified entities 

Change in x509 issuance 
process necessary 

Table 1: Summary Option 1 

3.2 Option 2: Derivation DID from x509 key pair 

For the special use case that x509 certificates and DID use the same cryptographic 
primitives the key material of x509 may be used for evidence of control of the x509 
certificate itself as well as the given DID document. Public and private key pair of the 
x509 certificate will be used for the creation of a new DID and DID document. This 
approach can be beneficial if dedicated crypto primitives are mandatorily required due to 
compliance, business or legal needs.  

Option Advantages  Disadvantages 

Derivation DID from x509 
key pair 

Method for combination of 
x509 certificates with DID 
for inheritance of 

Requires utilisation of 
same crypto primitives for 
x509 and DID as well as 
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 properties/credentials of 
verified entities 

authoritative control for 
signatures in DID 
Document 

Table 2: Summary Option 2 

The picture below illustrates option 1 and 2: 

 

Figure 1: Option 1 and 2 

3.3 Option 3: Encapsulated credential during onboarding 

The idea of option 3 is that a verification service validates if the holder really owns two 
private keys so Private key for x509 certificate and Private key of self created (or created 
by TSP) DID.  In this case the holder creates and signs the credential with his private keys 
to achieve an encapsulated data structure which contains both signatures. The aim is that 
the verifier is enabled to validate if the holder controls both private keys X509 identity 
proof, e.g. EV or QWAC, DID control of DID private key. Sequence of encapsulation 
does not matter and may be designed according to the communication protocols in use. If 
the verifier is an onboarding or verification service, the signature can be verified directly 
in the encapsulated credential itself. Additionally, the x509 verification service verifies 
the validity and trust chain of the x509 certificate. In the next step the can create verifiable 
credential for the holder where the trust is given by e.g., at the trusted issuer [BaseID], 
[OCI].  

 

Option Advantages  Disadvantages 

Encapsulated credential Method for combination of Additional verification 
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Option Advantages  Disadvantages 

during onboarding  x509 certificates with DID 
for inheritance of 
properties/credentials of 
verified entities 

Encapsulated credentials 
are established approach 

No change in x509 
specification 

service (trusted third party) 
for issuance of VC  

Table 3: Summary Option 3 

3.4 Option 4: x509 based wallet and trusted verifier 

X509 certificates may also be used to validate if the holder communicates with the 
infrastructure domain of a verified issuer or verifier. Under the assumption that those 
systems running in the same infrastructure domain the verifier may assume that the DID-
based Wallet hosted in this domain is owned by the given holder. This implies that an SSI 
agent will create a channel to a service endpoint e.g., using an Aries DIDComm-Channel 
running over HTTPS. The communication is operated encapsulated with the assumption 
that if the user the x509 certificate of the outer channel is trustworthy that the endpoint of 
HTTPS is the mentioned DID subject and consequently the verifier is trustworthy too. The 
X.509 certificate can be an Extended Validation Certificate (EV).  

Option Advantages  Disadvantages 

Wallet infrastructure with 
an X.509 Certificate (e.g. 
Extended Validation 
Certificate) 

Easy to implement 

May solve issuer of trusted 
verifier 

No solution for 
interoperability between 
x509 and DID/VC 

Only works for HTTPS-
related communication 
while DIDComm also 
supports other channels 
like Bluetooth or NFC 

Figure 5: Summary Option 4 

3.5 Option 5: Signed x509 in DID-Document 

Another option is to add a signed x509 certificate (e.g., signed by a qualified trust service 
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provider) in the DID-document of the holder and the certificate end point in the DID-
document itself. The result is an encapsulated credential like option 2. During the addition 
of signed x509 in DID-document this must also be signed with its private key to update 
the DID-document including the x509 certificate. 

Option Advantages  Disadvantages 

Signed x509 in DID-
Document 

Method for combination of 
x509 certificates with DID 
for inheritance of 
properties/credentials of 
verified entities 

Addition of signed x509 in 
DID-document is not 
defined in W3C-DID-
Specification, extension 
allowed 
Update of DID-document 
implies no secured link 

Table 4: Summary Option 4 

3.6 Option 6: eIDAS Bridge 

Further option is the utilization of [eIDASBridge]. The [eIDASBridge]. was developed by 
the European Commission to establish a legal compliant link between SSI based on 
DID/VC and existing digital identities based on x509. It contains legal reports and 
technical specifications and ensures legal trust in SSI if [eIDAS2] is not fully applicable. 
The [eIDASBridge] implies that verifiable credentials are signed with an additional 
(qualified) electronic signature or seal of the issuer from a qualified trust service provider 
acc. to [eIDAS]. In result existing validation mechanism acc. [ETSIEN319102] can be 
used to make the authenticity and integrity of the VC evident against 3rd parties to fulfil 
the burden of proof and documentation requirements. [Ko20], [We18].  

Option Advantages  Disadvantages 

eIDAS Bridge 

 

Ensures legal trust of VC 

Verifiability of VC by any 
validation service acc. 
eIDAS 

Less feasible for 
interoperable attribute 
exchange between x509- 
and DID/VC-based 
environments  

Table 5: Summary Option 6 

4 Outlook 

The interoperability between x509 and DID/VC based digital identities as well as digital 
signatures can be mentioned as one of the most important success factors for SSI. The 
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paper discussed roughly different possiblities which will be analyzed in detail by the 
authors and may be part of further standardization..  
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